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ABSTRACT
A global schema is an integrated view of heterogeneous databases used to support data sharing among independent, existing databases.

Global schema design complexities

arise from the volume of details, design choices, potential
conflicts, and interdependencies among design choices.

The

methodology described provides a framework for efficient
management of these critical dimensions in generating and
evaluating alternative designs.
The methodology contains three major steps.

First,

differences due to the varying local data models are resolved by converting each local schema to an equivalent
schema in a unifying data model.

Second, the entity types

of the local schemas in the unifying model are grouped into
clusters called common areas.

All the entity types in a

common area can possibly be merged via generalization.

For

each common area, semantic information is defined that
drives the merging process.

Third, each common area is in-

tegrated into the global schema by applying a set of generalization operators.

Mapping rules are then defined to re-

solve differences in the representations of equivalent attributes.
xii

xiii
The integration of the local schemas is based on
equivalence assertions.
lences are defined:

Four types of attribute equiva-

two attributes may be locally or glob-

ally equivalent, and they can be key or non-key.

Strategies

for handling each of these cases are proposed and evaluated.
The global schema design methodology includes several algorithms which may assist a designer.

One algorithm

analyzes a set of equivalence assertions for consistency and
completeness including resolution of transitively implied
assertions.

A second algorithm performs an interactive

merge of a common area by presenting the possible generalization actions to the designer.

It supports the theme that

many generalization structures can be possible, and the appropriate structure often depends on designer preferences
and application requirements.
The methodology is evaluated for several cases involving real databases.

The cases demonstrate the utility

of the methodology in managing the details, consicering many
alternatives, and resolving conflicts.

In addition, these

cases demonstrate the need for a set of computer-aided
tools;

for even a relatively small case, the number of de-

tails and desisn choices can overwhelm a designer.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO HETEROGENEOUS DATABASE MANAGEHENT
1.1 Motivation for Heterogeneous Database Management
Recognition of the important roles of data and data
management in the decision making process within an organization has contributed to the now pervasive interest in
database systems and database management techniques.

Data

management solutions must satisfy the operational needs as
well as the political and structural requirements of an organization.

For operational purposes, the databases should

be controlled locally.

However, to support planning and

inter-department functions, the databases should be integrated across traditional application and geographic boundaries.

The integrated, distributed database should include

a single schema (i.e.

database description) that describes

all data-related entities in the organization.

All user ac-

cesses to the distributed database should be expressed and
processed relative to this single, logical database description.
1

2

However, in any large organization that has existed
for some time, many non-integrated, heterogeneous, distributed databases exist.

The different departments and loca-

tions may have computerized on an indiviaual basis, choosing
different database management systems (DBMSs) to meet their
particular needs.

Many databases were created before the

integrated database became a recognized goal.

These indivi-

dual databases can be inconsistent with each other and may
not be easily shared.

Thus, an organization may operate

less profitably because of inconsistent and non-available
information.
One solution is simply to throw out the old databases and start over with an integrated, monolithic approach.

This costs of this approach can include a tremen-

dous conversion effort, an investment in new software, resistance to change, and disruption in service.

There are

some situations in which these costs will greatly outweigh
the benefits of integration.

The solution espoused here,

heterogeneous database management, avoids these costs.
Several cases extracted from real situations exemplify the need for heterogeneous database management.

The

first case involves a software firm that offers an independent dictionary system [ALLE81].

Some large customers of

the software firm have acquired more than one dictionary
system just as some organizations have acquired more than

3

one DBMS.

These customers want to integrate their hetero-

geneous dictionary systems so that software development may
cross organizational boundaries.

The software firm has de-

voted special sessions at user group meetings to this problem and also plans to develop the capability to integrate
heterogeneous dictionary systems.
The second case involves a large aircraft manufacturer.

Because the major divisions of this company operate

autonomously with respect to software development, many
DBMSs have been acquired and many separate databases constructed.

Coordination of work across divisions is diffi-

cult because of heterogeneous databases for inventory and
finance.

The firm wants to fund research to solve problems

with heterogeneous database management.
A third example involves a large bank that provides
financial management services for major corporations.

The

bank must access various financial databases of corporations
to execute the transfers.

A mUlti-million dollar project iE

now underway to develop specialized heterogeneous DBMS technology.
The solution for each of these cases must satisfy
some common objectives.

First, the new software must be

compatible with existing software.

In each case, there is a

tremendous investment in current software which cannot be

4

invalidated.

Second, the heterogeneous software should be

easily extendable.

It should permit the expansion of func-

tionality without major modifications to the existing systems.

For example, initially, a retrieval only capability

is desired, but later an update capability is planned.
Third, the solutions should be general purpose, yet tailorable to specific data management systems.

General purpose

solutions permit integratin a wide range of data models and
query languages.

Fourth, the solutions must be efficient.

On-line access at a terminal will be the likely user interface.

t.2

Architecture for Heterogeneous Database Management
The previous objectives are supported by a proposed

system known as a Heterogeneous Database Management
(HDBMS).

Syste~

Figure I displays a high level view of the pro-

posed run-time architecture of an HDBMS.

The user submits a

request in some common query language which could be a natural language such as English or a structured, non-procedural language such as SQL.

The run-time component of the

HDBMS performs several transformations on this query including an initial parse into a tokenized form, a separation of
the query into subqueries that reference a single database,
and some ordering of the subqueries for optimal performance.
After these transformations, the run-time component sends
subqueries in the appropriate order to the appropriate local

5

DBMS interface modules.

Each subquery is translated into an

equivalent query that is understandable to the local DBMS.
Results are transmitted from the local DBMS to the corresponding interface module, and finally to the run-time component.

The intermediate results and eventual display of

the result are handled by the run-time component.

This

architecture is similar to that of MULTIBASE [SMIT81] by
computer Corporation of America and JDDBS of the Japan
Information Processing Development Center [TAKI82] although
this approach was independdently devised.

HDBMS
DBMS 1

Figure 1.

DBMS n

High-Level View of Heterogeneous Database r1anage Ment

6

The run-time component of a HDBMS relies on its own
directory in performing many of these mappings.
directory consists of three components:

The HDBMS

a global schema, a

set of local schemas in a common data model called the
Unifying Data Model (UDM), and a set of mapping rules.

A

global schema is a single, integrated view of the local
schemas.

Each local UDM schema is equivalent to a schema of

one component database except for the differences in data
models.

The mapping rules define how global schema objects

(e.g., entity types and attributes) are derived from local
schema objects and vice-versa.
The ANSI/X3/SPARC three schema architecture [TSIC78]
can be slightly extended to accommodate the notion of a
global schema (Figure 2).

Each local database includes the

three schemas (conceptual, internal, external) as defined by
ANSI/X3/SPARC.

Because of the limitations of local DBHSs,

the conceptual and internal schemas are sometimes not cleanly separated.

At the global level, a conceptual (the global

schema) and external schemas exist.

Instead of an internal

schema, there are mapping rules which provide a path between
the global and local levels.

This architecture can be ex-

tended to one with multiple global levels as suggested by
McLeod and Heimbigner [MCLE80].

Each globaJ level includes

a conceptual schema, external schemas, and a mapping to the
next lower level.
schema.

Only the local level contains an internal
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In this context, I use the term global schema design
to mean the process of designing the global schema and the
mapping rules from a set of local schemas (Figure 3).
Designer feedback is required to resolve inconsistencies and
choose bptween modelling possibility.
In practice, global schema design is a complex problem even for a relatively small set of local schemas.

The

number of design choices and the interdependencies among
choices overwhelm a designer without a supporting a methodology and tools.

Only scant research has addressed the prob-

lems relating to global schema design.

In particular, no

one has published a suitable methodology for the process.
The aim of this work is to extend the previous research in
global schema design by developing a design methodology, algorithms, and some theory.
Briefly, the major results of in this dissertation
are:

1) the concept of attribute equivalence (chapter 4),

2) the FUSE operator and the method of defining the partition element of mapping rules (chapter 4), 3) the methodology for global schema design (chapter 5), 4) the formal
properties of equivalence assertions and an algorithm to
analyze a set of assertions for conformance with these properties (chapter 5), and 5) an algorithm to interactively
merge local UDM schemas (chapter 5).
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EXTERNAL SCHEMAS
CONCEPTUAL OR GLOBAL
SCHEMA
MAPPIN(; RULES

GLOBAL LEVEL

LOCAL LEVEL

I

DATABASE 1
EXTERNAL SCHEMAS
CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA
INTERNAL SCHEMA

DATABASE 2
EXTERNAL SCHEMAS
CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA
INTERNAL SCHEMA

DATABASE N
EXTERNAL SCHEMA;
CONCtPTUAL SCHEMA
INTERNAL SCHEMA

Figure 2. Extended ANSI/X3/SPARC Architecture

Figure 3. High-Level View of Global ScheMa Design
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This dissertation contains eight chapters.

This

current chapter introduced heterogeneous database management
and briefly stated the results found in later chapters.
Chapter 2 reviews the related literature.

Chapter 3 de-

scribes the data model used as the Unifying Data Model.

The

remainder of this dissertation references this data model
extensively.

Chapter 4 defines the concept of attrihute

equivalence and introduces a syntax for mapping operators.
Chapter 5 proposes a complete design methodology that incorporates the concept of attribute equivalence and the mapping
operators.

Several design algorithms are presented here.

Chapter 6 validates the proposed methodology against two
realistic cases.

Chapter 7 defines functional specifica-

tions for a Global Schema Design Manager to be used as a
tool in the design process.

Chapter 8 summarizes the re-

sults and explores future extensions of this work.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
Global schema design is closely related to four
other research areas.

Three of the areas, unifying data

models, schema conversion, and schema integration, are integral parts of the global schema design process.

The first

three sections of this chapter discuss these topics.

The

fourth area, logical database design, is not part of the
process but is related to some problems encountered in global schema design.

section 2.4 discusses two aspects of lo-

gical database design which overlap with global schema design.

Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter.
2.1 Unifying Data Models
The heterogeneous database environment requires a

data model that can unify the component databases.

Any of

the so called conceptual or semantic data models is a candidate for this "unifying" role.

Table 1 lists a representa-

tive sample of these data models.
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Table 1.

NAME
DAPLEX
Functional
Model
Relational
Model
Abstract
Dat.a Model
Entit\;Relationship
Model
Entit~-

Sur.1Marl1 of Proposed Unifl1ing Data Models

REFERENCES
SHIP81, SMIT8i
SIBL77

COMMENTS
Used in MULTIBASE
Earliest proposal for a functional Model

CODD70,79

Used in t.he Ex!)erirt.e!!t al Netlo.'crrr. Dat:! Manage;'
and in S~steM M*
Used in scheMa Merge and conversion algorithMs

MOTR80,81a . b

I

:

CHEN76,77,81
KATZ80

Cor.version algorithMs for Relational, CODASYL,
and hierarchic61

WEEL80, ELMA81

Used in the Distributed Database Testbed
Conversion algorithMs exist;

CategOl'H,Relati:nship
Model
SeMantic
MCLE78,81
HAMM78
IData Model

I

I Proposed as a conceptual

S~stert.;

I
I!

,
I
I

i

I
I
I

data Model

I

Abstraction, inherent constraints, and interpreted
domains are important features for a unifying data model
(UDM).

Abstraction refers to the hiding of irrelevant de-

tails.

Generalization and aggregation [SMIT77a,b] are the

two most important abstraction techniques.

Generalization

is the case where a set of similar objects is regarded as a
generic object, while aggregation is the case where a set of
Objects is part of another object.

Support for generaliza-

tion is vital because disjoint schemas can be connected via
generalization.

A set of generalization or merge operators

is described in chapter four.

Aggregation is important be-

cause almost every data model supports at least a single
level of aggregation (e.g., attributes of a relation, data
items of a record type).
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A unifying data model should avoid imposing inherent
constraints that are not found in the popular commercial
data models as this can complicate the conversion process.
An inherent constraint results from the definition of a data
model, e.g., the tree structure of the hierarchical model,
no recursive sets in the CODASYL model.

Conversion algo-

rithms require designer interaction when the UDM has inherent constraints which do not exist in the source data model.
For example, if the UDM requires user-defined keys and the
source data model does not, the designer may have to invent
user-defined keys just to satisfy the UDM.
A domain defines a set of values of the same type.
Most data models provide for several primitive domains such
as character, real, and integer.

However, in most database

applications there is a need for a more powerful domain facility.

An interpreted domain [BROD80, LOCH82] is a primi-

tive domain enriched with additional semantics.

Each inter-

preted domain includes a primitive type, other value restrictions such as range and enumeration constraints, and a
set of legal operators.

Support for interpreted domains

helps the designer to gain a better understanding of the
data semantics.

This understanding becomes vital to some

steps of global schema design such as defining equivalence
assertions and attribute mapping rules (see chapter 4).
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The interpreted domain concept can be extended with
a unit concept as discussed by Gehani [GEHA82].
laration includes the unit's name (e.g., lb.

A unit dec-

or lb./ft.)

and a conversion factor which is used to transform between
equivalent units.

Support for equivalent units is important

because many different units may be used in a heterogeneous
environment.

Automatic conversion to a desired unit allows

a user to see an attribute value in a desired format.
2.2 Schema Conversion
A schema is collection of data types and constraints
formalized according to the rules of a data model.

Schema

conversion is the translation of a source schema in one data
model to a target schema in another data model.

Conversion

entails the treatment of different data models, but of no
database instances and of no operator mappings [LOCH82].
In the last few years, many schema conversion algorithms have been proposed.
eral or specific.

These can be classified as gen-

The general algorithms do not scrutinize

the data definition languages (DDLs) of the source and target schemas.

For example, Lochovsky and Vassilou [LOCH80]

detail mappings between a generic network model and a generic relational model.

On the other hand, the specific algo-

rithms closely examine the DDLs of the underlying data
models.

For example, the algorithms by Johnson, Larson, and

Lawrence [JOHN78a, b, 79] account for the syntax of the 1978
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CODASYL Data Definition Language.

Some of the more signifi-

cant algorithms are summarized in Table 2.

All of the algo-

rithms in this table are specific except for the ones by
Motro.

Availability of conversion software is reported by

Iossiphidis [IOSS79], Goldman [GOLD79], Smith eta

ale

[SMIT8l], Dumpala and Sudhir [DUMP8l], and Klug [KLUG8l].

Table 2.

SUMMarH of Proposed ScheMa Conversion AlgorithMs

WHO
Zaniolo and
GoldMan
Johnson,
Larson, and
Lawrence
SMi th, et al.

REFERENCES
ZANI77,79,
GOLD79
JOHN78a,b,79

COMMENTS
DATA MODELS
CODASYL to
PrototHpe converter;
DifficultH of SOMe Mappings
Relational
CODASYL/Reiational Detailed analHsis of 78
(both waHs)
CODASYL DDL

SMIT8i

Motro

MOTR81b

CODASYL, File,
Relational to
DAPLEX
ADM, Relational,
CODASYL (all waHs)

DUMpaia and
Arora
Iossiphidis

DUMP81

Klug

KLUG81

IOSS79

COMpletel~

autoMated

Representation of generalizat.ion in CODASYL and
and Relational
CODASYL, Relational SiMple algorithMs
Hierarchical to ERH
ERH to SHsteM 2000 Mechanized converter;
Mapping graphs to trees
Network Hierarchi- MappiDg processors and
cal to Relational verlflers

For purposes of a HDBMS, the items of interest in
the conversion process are the database types, the constraints, and the physical specifications \-lith logical consequences.

Conversion of database types is generally

straightforward because most data models support some notion
of an entity type (record type, segment) and an attribute
(field, data item).

Conversion of database types becomes
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more complex when one data model supports information bearing relationships and the other does not (e.g., CODASYL and
Relational).

Conversion of constraints is important to make

updates against a target schema equivalent to updates
against a source schema.

Most of the algorithms include

equivalence conditions that emphasize conversion of constraints.

Physical specifications are not important except

where they restrict the logical meaning of a schema.

For

example, in DMSIIOO (a CODASYL system), record occurrences
are guaranteed to be unique only within a single physical
area.

Ideally, a source schema should never have physical

specifications because it is a conceptual schema.

The phys-

ical specifications shou16 reside in the internal schema.
However, in practice many DBMSs have been implemented with
no clean separation between the conceptual and internal
schemas.
Most of the conversion algorithms in Table 2 only
require user interaction to resolve quirks in a source or
target data model.

These quirks include mixing of logical

and physical specifications, incompatible key requirements,
and constraints embedded within application programs.

The

algorithms by Goldman and Zaniolo [GOLD79, ZANI79a, b] and
Johnson, Lawrence, and Larson [JOHN78a,b, 79] include user
interaction to resolve the differing key requirements between a source CODASYL schema and a target relational
schema.
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.2.3.

Schema Integration

Schema integration is the process of connecting disjoint schemas to form a consistent and extensible global
schema.

Input is a set of local UDM schemas and output is a

global schema and a set of mapping rules.

This section exa-

mines two major approaches to schema integration and a few
minor efforts.
Motro and Buneman [MOTR80,81a,b] developed two algorithms that perform a merge of two or more schemas.

The

Automatic Merge algorithm performs the merge without any
user interaction, while the Cooperative Merge algorithm allows designer input at each merge step.

Both algorithms

were based on a set of mapping operators that manipulate the
generalization structure of a schema, i.e., add and remove
subtypes and supertypes.

For a review of their mapping op-

erators, consult chapter four.

The Cooperative Merge

algorithm also permits aggregation type operators, i.e., add
and remove attributes.

Input to both algorithms is a pair

of local schemas in the Abstract Data Model (the UDM enlployed in the research) and a set of equivalence assertions.
An equivalence assertion states that two attributes are
semantically equivalent and therefore, may be combined in
the global schema.

Motro also defined an integration metric

and proved that a global schema produced by the Automatic
Merge optimizes this metric.
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The work of Motro and Buneman is important because
it is the first substantial work in this area.

Their gener-

alization operators, merge algorithms, and equivalence concept are used as a starting point for this work.

However,

their results are far from a realistic solution because they
ignored the problems of data incompatibility.

This led to

an overly simplistic definition of attribute equivalence, an
incomplete set of mapping operators, and rigid merge algorithms.

Chapter 4 extends their definition of equivalence

and defines a syntax for mapping operators, while chapter 5
revises their merge algorithms.
Dayal and Hwang [DAYA82a] emphasized the data incompatibility problems and ignored the merge algorithms.

They

defined a language to specify a global schema and mapping
rules.

This language permits the definition of supertypes,

subtypes, superfunctions, virtual functions, virtual entity
types, and attribute mappings.

An attribute mapping rule

can reference a mapping table if necessary.

Examples in

[DAYA82a] demonstrate the utility of this language for resolving name conflicts, scale differences, structural differences, and abstraction differences.
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Dayal and Hwang have made a pioneering study of data
incompatibility.

Their language is suitable for many of the

incompatibility problems encountered during global schema
design.

Certainly their language will be put to a pragmatic

test as it will be incorporated into Multibase [SMIT8l].
However, their approach is incomplete because they
did not devise a merge algorithm, did not develop the concept of attribute equivalence, and most importantly dia not
provide a design methodology.

A designer is left to fumble

with an unwieldly language without any design guidelines.
This lack of a methodology is due to their philosophy towards global schema design.
view definition problem.

They consider it merely as a

To define a view, one simply uses

a view definition language.

No methodology is needed be-

cause the appropriate view is a matter of user discretion.
A complete approach for global schema design requires a methodology that incorporates the best parts of
these two approaches and significant extensions.

The metho-

dology devised in this dissertation extends the concept of
attribute equivalence, the attribute mapping rules, and the
merge algorithms.
There has been little research on the integration
problem besides these two approaches.

Ferrier and Stangret

[FERR82] described heterogeneity in the prototype
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Sirius-Delta.

One goal of Sirius-Delta is to allow the

tegration of existing databases.
interfaces to several DBMSs.

i~

To this end, it includes

However, the conceptual schema

facility does not support integration of existing databases.
Rather, it supports the distribution of a conceptual global
schema similar to the distribution allowed for a homogeneous
distributed DBMS such as SDD-l [ROTH80] or R* [LIND80].

In

Sirius-Delta, a Global Conceptual Schema describes all data
in the network.

The relational model is used for the Global

Conceptual Schema.

The Global Internal Schema describes the

distribution of data.

A local relation can be a horizontal

(selection) or vertical (projection) subset of a global
relation.

There is no provision for the type of mapping opo.

erators defined in chapter four.

In this dissertation, the

design problem is the opposite - integrate existing databases rather than distribute a conceptual schema.
Kimbleton, Fong, and Wang [FONG80,KIMB79,80] address
some problems of data incompatibility in conjunction with a
prototype HDBMS called the Experimental Network Data
Manager.

They defined a semantic integrity system similar

to one proposed by Eswaran and Chamberlin [ESWA75].
However, they failed to demonstrate how this integrity system could resolve incompatibility problems.
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Another pertinent research attempt is the Aggregate
Schema Facility developed at the University of Michigan by
Fry and Swartout [FRY78].

The goal of this research is si-

milar to the goal of a HDBMS except that only a CODASYL environment is considered.

The aggregate schema, which con-

nects local CODASYL databases, permits two types of mappings:

split record and split set.

A split record is a

concatenation of records from distinct databases, while a
split set is a CODASYL set with owner and member records in
different databases.

The shortcomings of this approach in-

clude relevance only to the CODASYL model, very limited mapping possibility, and no methodology for the desisn of an
aggregate schema.
2.4 Logical Database Desisn
Database design, as generally accepted at the New
Orleans data design workshop [LUM78] consists of four steps:
view modelling, view integration, schema analysis and mapping, and physical schema design.

The first two steps are

sometimes referred to collectively as logical database design, while the last two relate to implementing a conceptual
schema with some DBMS.
to global schema design.

The first two steps have relevance
First, one work about view model-

ling is discussed followed by three approaches to view integration.
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View modelling is the process of representing part
of the real world by a view or external schema.

The design-

er defines a view for each user's perspective using a data
model of interest.

Unfortunately, most data models used in

the real world (such as CODASYL or Relational) do not contain necessary abstraction features such as generalization
and interpreted domains.

Therefore, some semantics are

never captured by a view but instead are hidden within application programs.
Kent [KENT82] describes how some of these data semantics can be modelled in the common record-based data
models such as the CODASYL, IMS, and relational models.
describes three types of design choices.

He

Logical record al-

ternatives involve methods to support generalization and attributes with a fixed set of values such as month names.
Ideal vs.

efficient choices involve situations in which

performance affects logical design such as derivable and redundant attributes.

Field-level alternatives involve me-

thods to assign a domain representation to a field.

Kent

describes a number of possibility for this case such as alternative representations for an attribute, concatenated attributes, embedded attributes, variable length attributes,
and mUlti-type attributes.
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The importance of these possibility is that they
will occur in local DBMS schemas.

A global schema design

methodology should recognize these possibility and have a
set of mapping operators to deal with them.

Such a set of

mapping operators is described in chapter four.
View integration involves the merging of independdently formulated views into a single conceptual schema.

An

obvious similarity between it and global schema design is
that both involve an integration process.

However, a funda-

mental difference between the two is the amount of control
over the object of integration.

In view integration, the

designer has complete control over the views and conceptual
schema.

The views can be altered to resolve inter-view con-

flicts.

In global schema design, the designer has little or

no control over the existing local databases.

It is only

the exception when a change to a local schema can be made to
accommodate the global schema.

Problems of data incompati-

bility do not arise in view integration because of the control over the views whereas they are a major factor in global schema design.
There have been three noteworthy approaches to view
integration.

The major conbtribution of Navathe and Gadqil

[NAVA82] is an interactive algorithm for view integration
for managing large design problems.

The output of this

algorithm is a conceptual schema that supports all views.
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Mapping rules are used to support non-preferred views which
are views given a lower priority than other equivalent
views.

The authors use the term "integration policy" for

the assignment of priority to equivalent views.

Integration

policies can be consulted in resolving conflicts between
views.

Several mapping operators are available to transform

views that are equivalent except for slight differences in
structure.
The view integration algorithm by Yao, Waddle, and
Housel [YA082] emphasizes the identification of redundant
functions where a function is a relationship between entity
types.

The authors introduce several heuristics to aid in

identifying redundant functions.

The heuristics only pro-

vide clues about possible redundancy.

The designer ulti-

mately decides to remove any functions from the conceptual
schema.

The designer can also merge two or more entity

types into a single entity type.
A third approach is by Elmasri and Wiederhold
[EL~ffi80,

WIED79].

They assume two views involving the same

two entity types and a relationship between the two entity
types.

If the relationship does not have the Game represen-

tation in both views, a designer constructs an integrated
view which supports both views.

Several mapping operators

are available for integratin the two views.

This work is

limited because there is no general algorithm and no method
to connect views such as generalization.
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The most useful aspects of these approaches are the
integration policy of Navathe and GadqiJ and the redundancy
heuristics of Yao, Waddle, and Housel.

Integration policies

might be useful in resolving conflicts between local databases, and

red~ndancy

heuristics might be useful in detect-

ing equivalent attributes.

The heuristic concept is also

useful for deciding among merging possibility (see chapter
5).

The general concept behind these two ideas might be

more useful than the actual usage by the authors.
2.5
Summary
v
This chapter has defined the related research in the
areas of unifying data models, schema conversion, schema integration, and logical database design.

Many unifying data

models and schema conversion algorithms have been proposed.
Therefore, these two topics are not major areas of study in
this work even though they are integral parts of global
schema design.

Two previous research efforts in schema in-

tegration were described.
parture in this work.

These are used as a point of de-

Previous work in logical database de-

sign is important because the problems of view modelling and
integration are similar to problems faced in global schema
design.

CHAPTER 3

THE GLOBAL SCHEfvlA DATA MODEL

This chapter introduces the Global Schema Data Model
which is the data model employed in this dissertation.

It

is especially formulated for the purpose of designing global
schemas.

The concepts of generalization, interpreted do-

mains, and groups are included because of the requirements
of global schema design.

The purpose of this chapter is to

clearly present this model because other chapters extensively refer to it.
This chapter contains five sections.

Sections 1

through 4 define the fundamental concepts of the data model
including the data types (section 1), the integrity rules
(section 2), the rules for defining interpreted domains
(section 3), and the query language for the model (section
4).

Section 5 presents a complete example.
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3.1 Database Types
1. A database schema is a set of entity types, attributes,
and domains.
2. An entity is any distinguishable object of interest.

The

object may be as concrete or abstract as desired.
Entities can be categorized into entity types.

All enti-

ties of the same type have the same set of attributes.
Examples of entity types are Student, Book; and Board.
3. An attribute is a non-decomposable, single-valued property of an entity.

Attributes are related to entity

types via the attribute relation.

The notation A ATT B

means that A is an attribute of entity type B.

Examples

of attributes of Student are Matric_No, Name, and Type.
A group of attributes of an entity type can be designated
as the primary key, e.g., Matric_No KEY Student.
4. A domain defines a set of values of the same type.

A set

of primitive domains such as integer, character, and real
is maintained.

The primitive domains can be enriched

with additional semantics to form user-defined or interpreted domains.
5. Attributes of an entity type can be combined into groups.
A group is a form of alias as a group name refers to one
or more attributes.

The group concept provides a conven-

ient abstraction technique for integratin schemas.
6. Entity types can be related via a subtype connection
which represents the case where a set of similar objects
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is regarded as a generic object [SMIT77b].

The notation

A ISA B means that entity type A is a subtype of entity
type B.

The method of defining the extension of a

subtype is discussed in chapter five.
7. Two types of null values are possible.

Inapplicable (1)

means that the attribute does not apply to the entity
type.

Unknown (?) means that the attribute applies but

no value has yet been assigned.
avoid the value inapplicable.

The use of subtypes can
However, inapplicable is

still permitted because the designer may not choose to
create a subtype to eliminate the inapplicable values.
8. A database schema can be partially represented by a directed, acyclic graph with entity types and attributes as
nodes and subtype and attribute connections as edges.
Entity types are enclosed within rectangles, while attributes are enclosed within circles.
shown in the schema graph.

Groups are not

A singly-lined edge denotes

an attribute connection, while a doubly-lined edge represents a subtype connection.

Figure 4 depicts a scheQa

graph for a university database example.

Note the dif-

ference between singly- and doubly-lined edges, e.g., a
doubly-lined edge (subtype connection) joins Student and
Grad-Etudent, while a singly-lined edge (attribute connection) joins Student and Matric_No.
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Figure 4.

ExaMple Schet~a Graph

3.2 Integrity Rules
Q

These rules restrict the range of legal schemas.

Some

of these rules were derived from data models that feature
generalization such as Motro's Abstract Data Model
[MOTR8la,b] and others from the relational model [DATE83].
1. Inheritance of attributes over subtype connections:
r ATT s, t ISA s ==> r ATT t
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In figure 4, Matric_No, Std_Name and GPA are automatically inherited by Grad_Student and Und_Student from
Student.

The inherited attribute edges are suppressed in

the graphical representation.
2. Transitivity of subtype relations:
t ISA s, s ISA q ==> t ISA q
For example, if l'US_Student is a subtype of Grad_Student,
then it is also a subtype of Student.
3. An entity type is not required to possess a user-defined
key.

In the absence of a user-defined key, the system

maintains a unique identifier for each entity occurrence.
The major reason for this is flexibility.

In converting

a schema from a model such as CODASYL to a key-requiring
model, key finding is a problem as noted by Zaniolo
[ZANI79a].

For entity types with a user-defined primary

key, the entity integrity rule [DATE83] of the relational
model applies.

That is, no occurrence of such an entity

type can include a null value for the primary key.
4. Subtype integrity rule:

each occurrence of a subtype has

a primary key value (system- or user-defined) that
matches one occurrence of its supertype.

For example, in

figure 4, each Grad_Student has the same primary key as
one occurrence of Student.
S. The referential integrity rule [DATE83] of the relational
model holds.

The following is paraphrased form DATE83.
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Let R( ••• ,A:D, ••• ) be an entity type with an attribute A
defined on primary domain D.

A primary domain has a

single key attribute defined on it.

Every member of R

must have a value for attribute A equal to null or some
value k where k is a primary key value of an existing
member of an entity type with a primary key defined on D.
A is also known as a foreign key.
6. Each attribute is associated with one domain.
7. Each interpreted domain has one underlying primitive
type.

Domains can be structured in domain graphs, but

each graph has one primitive domain as the root.

This

point is further explained in the discussion of structures in the following section.
~.3

Interpreted Domains

1. Primitive domains are building blocks for all stored
values.

Each primitive domain has a predefined meaning:

1) INT represents all the positive and negative natural
numbers, 2) REAL represents real numbers, 3) CHAR represents any valid character.

Each primitive type has a

format and size specification.
1.1 Lengths of integers are indicated by a number within
brackets.

For example:

Zip_Code
Soc_Sec_No
Type_Code

INT[5];
INT [9] ;
INT[l];

1.2 The format of REAL is indicated by "w.d" where "w"
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indicates the width (i.e., total digits) and "d" indicates the number of digits to the right of the decimal place.

For example, Amount:

REAL[6.2] contains

six digits with two digits to the right of the decimal place.
1.3 Lengths of character strings are indicated by a number within brackets.

For example, Name:

contains a maximum of 30 characters.

CHAR [30]

Variable length

strings have an "*" instead of a number within the
brackets.
2. Range and enumeration constraints restrict the set of
legal values.

For integers and reals, ranges and enumer-

ated values can be specified as in:
Zip_Code
Week_Day
Rate_Type

INT [5]
INT [1]
IKT [1]

([ 85701-85705] );
([1-7]);
(1,2,3,5);

For character domains, enumerated values and a limited regular expression notation in the style of UNIX
[BOUR78] are supported.

Bnumerated values are enclosed

in quotes and separated by commas.

A limited regular ex-

pression may contain any valid character and the following special characters:

*

matches zero or more occurrences of the preceding
character. It is also known as the wildcard.

? matches any single character

+ matches one or more occurrences of the preceding
character.
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[] indicates a character class. It matches any
single character within the class. A range of
characters is separated by hyphens.
The following examples show limited regular expressions
and enumerated values as constraints.
Race
Digit
Partld
Status

CHAR [1] ([ CNAcna ] ) ;
CHAR [1] ([ 0-9] );
CHAR[lO] (*[/] [0-9] [0-9] [0-9]);
CHAR [4] ("GOOD", "BAD");

The legal values for Race are in the set
{C,N,A,c,n,a}.
character

a

Digit only takes values from the

through character 9.

Up to the first six

characters of Partld may contain any valid character.
The next character must be a I, while the last three
characters must be in the range

a

through 9.

Status can

have a value of GOOD or BAD.
4. The ordering constraint indicates whether values from the
domain are ordered, i.e., whether the greater than
operator applies.

The keyword ORDERED indicates order-

ing, while the default (no keyword) indicates non-ordering.
5. A limited form of structured domain is available.

The

structure feature permits domains to be interconnected
into domain graphs.

As a result of integrity rule seven,

each member of a structure must have the same primitive
domain.

The following examples show structures:
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Year

INT[2] i
STRUCT
Month:
Day:
Year;

INT [2]
INT [2]

([1-12]);
([1-31]);

}

STRUCT
JulDay:
Year;

I NT [3]

([ 1 - 36 0] ) ;

};
In the schema graph, each attribute is represented
as a single node.

Therefore, an attribute of type

Greg_Date (e.g., Startdate) is shown as a single node.
query can retrieve an entire attribute not portions of
the domain structure.

If the retrieval of portions of a

structured domain is desired, the attribute shoula be
broken into several attributes and fused together as a
group.

Startdate should be broken into three attributes

if the month, day, and year are to be separately manipulated.
3.4 Query Language

•

The query language is based on QUEL [STON76] and a
later derivative called NQUEL [DAYA82].

Only the general

form and a few examples are shown here.

For more details

consult the two references.

A
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The general form of a query is:
RANGE OF <tuple-var> IS <comp-class>;
RETRIEVE [INTO <result>] «target-list»
WHERE <qualification>;
A tuple variable ranges over a composite class.

The

retrieve statement specifies a result table consisting of
columns identified by the assignments in the target list.
The qualification is an expression with relational and possibly boolean operators.

The following sample queries sup-

plement this brief explanation.

The queries are posed

against the schema graph of figure 4.
I. Retrieve the names of all students with a GPA greater
than 3.5.
RANGE OF s IS Student;
RETRIEVE INTO temp (Name := Std_Name(s))
WHERE GPA(s) > 3.5;
2. Retrieve the names, gpas, and advisors of all graduate
students with a topic containing the word "database".
Notice that attributes of Student can be referred as attributes of Grad_Student.

All inherited attributes can

be referenced directly by the subtype.

In the query, the

character "*" means zero or more occurrences of any
character.
RANGE OF gs IS Grad_Student;
RETRIEVE INTO temp (Name := Std_Name(gs), GPA := GPA(gs),
Advisor := Advisor(gs))
WHERE Topic(gs) = ~*database*";
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3.5 Detailed Example
•

This section defines a database from a circuit board
testing environment.

The database includes information

about types of circuit boards, individual circuit boards,
and tests performed on those circuit boards.
the schema graph for this example.
a type of circuit board.

Figure 5 shows

Each brd_typ represents

Each brd_typ is related to a col-

lection of actual circuit boards.

ThE status of a board

(brd) is either in test or out of test.
lated to zero or more tests.

Each board is re-

Information about a test in-

cludes the operator identification, the type, and the execution time of the test.

A test can be of two types.

A func-

tional (func_tst) is a test of the interaction of the individual components.

An in-circuit test (inc_tst) is a test

of the individual components on a board.
The following is a schema listing for this database.
The syntax for entity type and attribute declarations is
streamlined because the notation used earlier in this chapter is rather awkward.

This syntax will be used in other

examples throughout the remainder of this dissertation.
Notice in this example the group attributes.

As pre-

viously explained, groups are suppressed in the graphical
representation.

A group serves merely as a convenient

naming scheme, e.g., the key of test can be referred as
tst id instead of as the three component attributes.
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Domain Declarations
board_number:
serial_number:
board_status:
board_name:
pf_flag:
namechar:
digit:
part_id:

CHAR[lO] ORDERED;
CHAR [9] ; ORDERED;
CHAR [4]
("TEST", "GOOD", "BAD");
CHAR [30] ;
CHAR [1]
( [PpFf] ) ;
CHAR [1]
([A-Za-z] ) ;
CHAR [1]
([0-9]);
STRUCT

{

partname:
pin_type:
pin_Dumber:

namechar[6];
CHAR [ 1 ]
( [/] ) ;
digit[3];

} ;

voltage_type:
CHAR [4]
("HIGH", "LOW", "UNKN");
revision_level: CHAR[4];
tst std:
INT[2];
voltage:
REAL[6.3] ORDERED;
test_number: INT[2] ORDERED;
program_id: CHAR[20];
text:
CHAR [*];
actual_value:
REAL[7.4]
ORDERED;
fault_code:
CHAR [4] ;
test_step:
INT[8]
ORDERED;
Entity Type and Attribute Declarations
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE brd_typ;
ATTR IBUTES :
brd_num:
DOMAIN board_number;
brd_name:
DOMAIN board_name;
tst_std:
DOMAIN test_standard;
PRI~~RY KEY brd_num;
ALTERNATE KEY brd_name;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE brd;
ATTR IBUTES :
brd_id:
GROUP
brd_num:
DOMAIN board_number;
DOMAIN serial_number;
ser_num:
DOIvlAIN revision_level;
brd_rev:
DOMAIN board_status;
brd_stat:
PRIMARY KEY brd_id;
FOREIGN KEY brd_num OF brd_tYPi
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE test;
ATTR IBUTES :
tst id:
GROUP
brd_id:
GROUP
brd_num:
DOMAIN board_number;
ser_num:
DOMAIN serial_number;
tst_num:
DOMAIN test_number.;
pf_flag:
DOMAIN pf_flag;
prg_id:
DOMAIN program_id;
comments:
DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY tst_id;
FOREIGN KEY brd_id OF brd;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE func_test;
SUBTYPE OF test;
ATTRIBUTES:
voltage:
DO~lAIN voltage;
vol_type:
DOMAIN voltage_type;
tst_stp:
DOMAIN test_step;
DEFIKE ENTITY TYPE inc_test;
SUBTYPE OF test;
ATTRIBUTES:
part_id:
DOMAIN part_id;
act_val:
DOMAIN actual_value;
fIt_cod:
DOMAIN fault_code;

CHAPTER 4
MAPPING OPERATORS FOR GLOBAL SCHEMA DESIGN
This chapter defines the operators that can be applied to a set of local GS schemas to transform them into a
global schema.

The operators are designed to fit within the

context of the methodology presented in chapter 5.

Some ex-

tensions to the syntax of the operators could be made so
they would fit within a view definition language such as
proposed by Dayal and Hwang [DAYA82a].
This chapter is organized as follows.

The first

section defines the concept of attribute equivalence which
is fundamental to the mapping operators and to the entire
design process.

The next section discusses the operators

that resolve differences among "equivalent" attributes.
These are known as domain operators.

The third section dis-

cusses strategies for representing locally equivalent attributes.

Some of these strategies use domain operators.

The fourth section defines the operators which are used to
39
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connect or merge portions of the global schema.

The fifth

section defines the operators that do not fit into the other
two categories.

The final section summarizes the chapter.
!:l Attribute Equivalence

The problem of attribute equivalence can be understood in the context of a simple example (Figure 6).

In

this example, the potential supertype BoardType consists of
the subtypes BoardTypel and BoardType2.

In order to form

the supertype, the subtypes (BoardTypel and BoardType2) must
have a common key.

In addition, BoardType should also be

assigned any attributes common to the two subtypes.
critical design questions are:
common key?

So the

1) Do the subtypes have a

and 2) What other attributes are common across

both the subtypes?

''\
A,
(

Boar<L
Nar~e

Figure 6.

ExaMple of' Attribute EC\uivalence Questions
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These two questions can only be answered by a
skilled designer.

There is no way to algorithmically deduce

the equivalence of two attributes.

No simple rules such as

name or type equivalence will suffice.

For example,

consider the case of the attribute Grade from one local
schema and Score from another local schema.

Grade is de-

fined as a one character field, while Score is defined as an
integer.

Despite their different types, they can still be

semantically equivalent attributes.

As a counter example,

consider the attributes Board_Number from Figure 6.

Even if

these attributes have the same type (e.g., a ten character
field) they may not be equivalent.

Only a skilled designer

with knowledge of the databases of interest can determine
attribute equivalence.

Semantic equivalence (the fact that

two attributes describe the same property of an entity) is
the minimum requirement for further consideration of a pair
of attributes throughout this dissertation.
The global/local or scope property is the other consideration.

The scope concept involves the range of an at-

tribute's meaning.

An attribute has meaning at least within

the entity type in which it is defined.

However, an attri-

bute's meaning can also extend to other entity types within
the same database and to other databases in the network.
For example, two name attributes are globally equivalent if
a person's name would be the same across local databases.
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Two salary are locally equivalent if their values have meaning only within a single database.
Note that global/local distinction is a property of
an equivalence assertion rather than of an attribute.

It is

feasible that an attribute will be in both global and local
equivalence assertions.

For example, assume database one

has entity types, accountant representing all accounting employees and salesperson representing all the sales employees.

Both of these have salary attributes.

These at-

tributes are globally equivalent if an employee common to
both entity types has the same salary.
salary attributes are redundant.

In this case, the

They may only exist be-

cause the local host data model does not support generalization.

Both salary attributes from database one are locally

equivalent to a salary attribute from database two if common
employees have different salary values.
So, as the previous example shows, the global/local
distinction is a relative concept.

It is a property of an

assertion rather than being an absolute property of an attribute.

One reason for this is the lack of support for

generalization in most commercial data models.

Attribute

redundancy is often introduced to support subtypes.
However, it is also possible for an attribute to be involved
in both global and local assertions when integratin several
databases from one firm and several from another firm.
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Attribute meanings may be global to the databases of one
firm but local to the databases of another firm.
These two concepts are applied in the following definitions of equivalence assertions.

First, the definitions

applying to key attributes are presented followed by the definitions applying to non-key attributes.

Note that an at-

tribute is considered "key" if it is a primary or candidate
key of an entity type and non-key, otherwise.
DEFINITION 4.1
Two key attributes are globally equivalent if and
only if:
o Both attributes describe the same property of an
entity type and
o The definition of a global primary key holds
over the extension of both attributes after
domain conversions.
DEFINITION 4.2
Two key attributes are locally equivalent if and
only if:
o Both attributes describe the same property of an
entity type.
o For each attribute, the primary key property
only holds within their respective entity type
after domain conversions.
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There are two practical difficulties when asserting
that two key attributes are globally equivalent.

First, one

usually cannot tell whether the definition of a key holds across both attributes without examining their extensions.
Second, few attribute pairs will meet the conditions for a
global key unless some previous emphasis was given to industry-wide or universal identification.

Such attributes

include social security numbers, universal product codes,
and generic part names.

In the previous example, board_num-

ber would probably not meet the definition of a global key
because the board numbers are unique only within their respective databases.
As an example of these difficulties, consiaer the
case of Computing Surveys reference ids.

A reference id

uniquely identifies a citable reference such as a book or
journal article.

A reference io is formed by taking the

first four characters of the lead author's last name, the
last two digits of the year of publication, and appending a
lower case letter if the first two components are not unique
by themselves.

Two reference id attributes from different

aatabases are probably not globally equivalent even though
by definition they are constructed by the same rules, e.g.,
SMIT8la in one database may not be the same as SMIT8la in
another database even if SMIT represents the same author.
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The reference id value of a given entity occurrence partially depends on the existing reference id values at the
time the entity was created.
Two non-key attributes can also be globally or locally equivalent.

Note in the following definitions that

non-key equivalence assertions depend on key equivalence assertions.
DEFINITION 4.3
Two non-key attributes are globally equivalent if
and only if:
o The keys of the entity types to which the attributes belong are globally equivalent.
o Both attributes describe the same property of an
entity type.
o Every two entity occurrences with the same converted key value also have the same value for
the two attributes after domain conversions.
DEFINITION 4.4
Two non-key attributes are locally equivalent if
and only if:
o The keys of the entity types to which the attributes belong are globally equivalent.
o Both attributes describe the same property of an
entity type.
o For any two entity occurrences with the same
converted key value, the two attribute values
after conversion will be equal only by random
chance.
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The following example clarifies the previous definitions.

Entity types Empl and Emp2 contain globally equiva-

lent social security numbers.

Empl contains the attributes

Racel and SaIl, while Emp2 contains Race2 and Sa12.

Since

every employee common to Empl and Emp2 should have the same
race, both attributes are globally equivalent.

Such is not

the case for SaIl and Sal2 if Empl and Emp2 are entity types
in databases of different firms.

SaIl and Sal2 are locally

equivalent because each represents the salary of an employee
for one company.

Therefore, an employee common to both com-

panies woule have different salary values.
Note that all definitions contain "after conversion"
clauses.

This clause implies that attributes defined as

globally or locally equivalent may be defined on different
domains.

For example, a social security number in one

database may be defined as an integer, while defined in another database as a character string.

These domain differ-

ences can be resolved by applying the operators defined in
the following section.
4.2 Domain Operators
This section assumes the designer has defined equivalence assertions and is ready to resolve domain differences.

The first part of this section classifies domain

differences, while the second part presents techniques to
resolve these differences.
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The following is a list of possible differences between two globally or locally equivalent attributes.
that these differences can occur in combinations.

Note

In the

examples, an entity type name is prefixed to the attribute
names.

In practice, this prefix is only required to make an

attribute name unique across all schemas.
1.

NA~m

differences occur because of different standards,

preferences, and DBMS requirements.

For example, some

DBMSs restrict names to an arbitrary length such as eight
characters.

Name differences are probably the most com-

mon and easily resolved difference.
2. LENGTH differences occur when two attributes have the
same underlying type but different lengths.
Boardl.BoardNumber
Board2.BoardNumber

For example,

CHAR [10] ;
CHAR [12] ;

3. TYPE differences occur when two attributes have different
underlying types.
Boardl.BoardNumber
Board2.BoardNumber

For example,
CHAR[IO];

INT [I 0] ;

4. SCALE differences occur when two attributes have different units.

In general, the unit concept implies that at-

tribute values are derived by a measurement process, the
underlying type is numeric, and the units are ordered.
In the following example, TempF represents a Fahrenheit
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temperature, while TempC represents a Centigrade temperature.
Chemicall.TempF
Chemica12.TempC

REAL[4.1];
REAL [4.1] ;

5. CODE differences occur when two attributes use a different set of symbols to represent the same meanings.

In

general, the code concept implies a discrete set of
values in which arithmetic operations are not permitted
and the units are not ordered.

In the following example,

the legal race values are classified differently in the
two entity types.
Empl.Race
CHAR [1]
([0-2J);
/* 0 - caucasian, 1 - negro, 2 - asian */
Emp2.Race
CHAR[lJ
([1-4J);
/* 1 - negro, 2 - caucasian, 3 - asian, 4 - indian */
6. GROUP differences occur when two attributes are structured differently.

One case to consider is when a dif-

ferent number of attributes are used to represent the
same information.

In the following example, one database

uses only one attribute while the other database uses
three attributes.
Empl.Fname
Empl.Miainit
Empl.Lname

CHAR [lOJ;
CHAR [lJ ;
CHAR[20J;

Emp2.EmpName

CHAR [31 J ;
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The other case is when more than one fact iE embedded within an attribute.

Two attributes could dis-

agree on just part of the representation.

In the fol-

lowing example, the two reference-ia attributes are iaentical except that the first four characters of the
author's last name are capitalized in one and not capitalized in the other.
Refl.refid

STRUCT

{

authname
pubyear
padchar

CHAR [4J
CHAR [2]
CHAR [1]

([A-Z] +) ;
([0-9J+);
([a-z]);

};

Ref2. ref id

STRUCT

{

authname
pubyear
padchar

CHAR [4]
CHAR [2J
CHAR [lJ

([a-z] +) ;
([0-9J +);
([a-zJ);

};

In chapter five, the concept of attribute equivalence is extended to cover group differences.

An attri-

bute in one database can be equivalent to a set of attributes or to a portion of an attribute.
7. VALUE differences occur when two entity occurrences with
the same key value disagree on the converted value of a
non-key globally equivalent attribute.

For example, the

same student has different values for the advisor attributeo

A value difference is a result of the database ex-

tensions rather than the intensions.

The different

values can be due to a variety of reasons such as timing
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or errors.

In a heterogeneous environment that does not

support updates, these type of errors can be very common
because there is no central coordinator.

Some adminis-

strative control over updates should be considered to reduce value differences.

Ultimately, the HDBMS should

support updates so that consistency is automatically controlled.
After the designer has determined the differences
between two attributes, the domain operators can be applied.
The goal is to have each attribute in the global schema with
one representation.

This is not only true for equivalent

global attributes, but also for equivalent local attributes
since a unified format might be desirable in the global
schema.

The general form (in BNF) for declaring a mapping

rule is as follows.
<map-rule>
<et-expr>

<- <et-expr> := <conversion-spec>;
<- <et-name> I <set-expr> I
<et-name> ONLY I UNSPECIFIED OVERLAP
<- local entity type name
<et-name>
<set-expr>
<- <et-name> <set-op> <et-name>
«set-expr»
<set-op>
<- I I U I D
<conversion-spec> <- <attr-name> I <type-change> I
<concat-spec> I <conversion-func>
<conversion-query> I <db-proc>
<attr-name>
<- local attribute name
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A mapping rule consists of an entity type expression
«et-expr»

and a conversion specification «conver-

sion-spec».

The entity type expression indicates what is

to be converted, while the conversion specification indicates how it is to be converted.
An entity type expression (et-expr) identifies one
local entity type.

An entity name can be qualified by a

database name if the entity type name is not unique across
all local schemas.

An expression can be an entity type name

such as Empl, a set expression such as Empl I Emp2 (I means
intersect) that can include parentheses, an entity type name
followed by the word ONLY, or the keywords UNSPECIFIED
OVERLAP.

An entity type name followed by the keyword ONLY

means the entity occurs only in the named entity type.

In

the previous example, Empl ONLY is equivalent to Empl D Emp2
where D is the set difference operator.

The ONLY syntax is

just a shorthand notation.
For non-key attributes, the set of mapping rules
must EXPLICITLY or IMPLICITLY partition the extension of the
virtual entity

type~

With explicit partitioning, each en-

tity in the extension occurs in exactly one mapping rules.
For example, Empl ONLY, Emp2 ONLY, and Empl I Emp2 explicitly partition the extension of Emp.

Implicit

partitioni~g

is assumed if the mapping rules do not explicitly partition
the entity type.

For example, implicit partitioning is as-

sumed if the mapping rules in the previous example do not
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include Empl I Emp2.

With implicit partitioning, the de-

signer must at least have a mapping rule for each participating local entity type.

In the previous example, the de-

signer must at least specify Empl ONLY and Emp2 ONLY.
When no database expression matches the partition in
which an entity occurs, a standard conversion procedure is
invoked.

This procedure evaluates the attribute according

to the conversion specification of each local entity in
which the entity occurs.

For example, assume implicit par-

titioning is used for the employee example (i.e., Empl ONLY,
Emp2 ONLY).

The standard procedure is invoked if an entity

occurs in Empl and Emp2.

The attribute is evaluated accord-

ing to the conversion specifications of Empl and Emp2.

If

the converted values are not equal, an error is returned.

A

different procedure can be substituted by using UNSPECIFIED
OVERLAP for the entity type expression.
The details of how to implement such a query
processing strategy are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Implementation involves several major algorithms such

as a query modification algorithm, a query conversion
algorithm for each target DBMS, and a query reformulation
algorithm.

For the purposes of this dissertation, I assume

an efficient query processing strategy can be devised.
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For key attributes, only mapping rules beginning
with net-name ONLY", are permitted.

This rule is necessary

because a key attribute identifies an entity occurrence.
One cannot determine whether two entities are the same until
the key values are converted and compared.

During key con-

version, the only fact known about an entity is the database
from which it originates.

Two entities are considered the

same if their converted key values are equal.
A conversion specification details how a global
schema attribute is derived from a local database attribute.
The remainder of this section describes the conversion specifications.

To simplify the examples, the following con-

ventions are followed:
o Implicit partitioning is assumed, and the standard
procedure is invoked for any extensions not covered by the
minimal set of entity type expressions.
o Attribute declarations appear before any mapping rules to
show the local and global formats of the attributes.
o The syntax for the attribute declarations involves a
standard type (character, integer, or real) and a length.
o All local attribute names are prefixed with an entity type
name that ends in an integer, while the global schema attributes are prefixed with the same name without the
trailing integer.
1. LENGTH changes are handled implicitly and are not part

of our syntax.

The rounding and on size error clauses

pertain to arithmetic conversions.
specified, truncation occurs.

If rounding is not

The on size error clause
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is trigerred whenever the most significant digits may
be lost.

The database procedure specifies the action

to take, usually a warning message.

A standard

database procedure is available if the designer does
not want a more customized one.

The schema compiler

generates warning messages whenever truncation is possible.

The following example shows an implicit length

change.
Empl.Ename
Emp2.Empname

CHAR[15];
CHAR [IO] ;

Emp.Empname
CHAR[15];
Empl ONLY := Ename;
Emp2 ONLY := Empname;
2. TYPE changes are handled by explicit type conversion.
The general form of a type change operator is:
<type-change> <- <type-conv> <local-attrname>
[ON ERROR db-proc]
<type-conv>
<- CHAR OF I REAL OF lINT OF
The safe conversions are from INT to REAL, INT
to CHAR, and REAL to CHAR.

These can lead to a conver-

sion error only if truncation occurs.

Other conver-

sions such as CHAR to INT and CHAR to REAL can be incorrect if the source character attribute is not convertible to the target type, e.g., trying to convert
the string "AIOO" to an integer.

The on error clause

should be specified in these cases.
examples show type change operators.

The following
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Boardl.Board_Num
Boa rd2. Brd_Num

INT [10 J ;
CHAR [lOJ ;

Board. Board_Number
CHAR[lOJ;
Boardl ONLY := CHAR OF Board_Num;
Board2 ONLY := Brd_Num;
Custl.Credit_Amt
Cust2.Cred_Amount

INT[4] ;
REAL [6. 2J ;

Cust.Credit_Amount
REAL[6.2J;
Custl ONLY := REAL OF Credit_Amt;
Cust2 ONLY := Cred_Amount;
3. STRING operators can be used to resolve group differences.

For the present time, concatenation and sub-

string are the only allowable operators.

Other opera-

tors can be introduced in a database procedure.

A gen-

eral notation and several examples are now presented.
<string-spec> <- <string-op> [ON ERROR <db-proc>J;
<string-op>
<- SUBSTRING«member>,<nl>,<n2»
I
CAT ( <membe r >, <membe r > [, <membe r >J ••• )
<- local attribute name I <db-proc I
<member>
<st r ing-op>
<nl>
<- start position
<n2>
<- number of characters to move
Empl.Name
Emp2.Fname
Emp2.Lname

CHAR[35J;
CHAR[15J;
CHAR[20J;

Emp.l-1ame
CHAR [35J
Empl ONLY := Name;
Emp2 ONLY := CAT(Fname,Lnarne);
Stdl.Fname
Stdl.Lname
Std2.Name

CHAR [15J ;
CHAR[20J;
CHAR[2lJ; /* last name,

Std. Name
CHAR [21 J ;
Stdl ONLY := CAT(Lname,SUBSTRING(Fname,l,l));
Std2 ONLY := Name;
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This syntax permits embedding concatenation and
substring operators as depicted in the second example.
A database procedure is allowable as a member because a
group difference can be combined with other types of
differences.

In the first example, a database proce-

dure can be used to convert first and last name to
upper case before concatenating.

A database procedure

allows many other possibility such as inserting separator characters and performing pattern matching.
4. A CONVERSION FUNCTION transforms attribute values from
one scale into another scale.

The general form and an

example follows:
<conversion-func> <- <arith-spec> [ROUNDED]
[ON SIZE ERROR <db-proc>]
Chemicall.TempF
Chemical2.TempC

SIGNED INT[3];
SIGNED INT[3];

Chemical.Temp
SIGNED INT[3];
Chemicall ONLY := TempF;
Chemical2 ONLY := (TempC * 1.8) + 32;
This example transforms the Centigrade values
of TempC into Fahrenheit values.

For most conversion

formulas, a first level polynomial of the form
E(x**i)*bi will suffice.

In this expression, E is the

summation operator, x is a local database attribute,
and bi is constant.

A library of canned formulas is

maintained to aid the designer.
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Information loss can occur in two ways with a
conversion formula.

Rounding and truncation often

introduce imprecision into the result.

In the tempera-

ture conversion, if TempC is 1, the result is 33.8.
default, truncation occurs, i.e., Temp is 33.
rounding is specified, Temp is 34.

Ey

If

Information loss

can also occur if there is a type difference between
the global and local attribute, e.g., a global attribute with a type of INT and a local attribute with a
type of REAL.

The design algorithm should warn the de-

signer of potential truncation and rounding losses just
as a compiler often does.
A more significant truncation problem results
if a global attribute is shorter than a local attribute
in a conversion function, e.g., TempC is INT[4] and
Temp is INT[3].
lost.

Here the most significant digit can be

Whenever the most significant digit(s) is lost

or when division by zero occurs, a standard error procedure is invoked.

A customized procedure is substi-

tuted via the on error clause.
5. A CONVERSION QUERY can alleviate code differences and
some scale differences.

A conversion query transforms

a value through access to a conversion table.

Any

valid query of the Extended Abstract Query Language can
be specified.

In the following example, the extension
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of Grade_Class is shown to make the example

cl~ar.

It

is assumed that the Grade_Class is defined as part cf
the integration database.

The example converts from an

integer to an alphabet scale.

Note that this example

contains a scale difference combined with length and
type differences.
Grade_Score (Grade
A

B

C
D
E

Studentl.Grade
Student2.Score

BegScore

EndScore)

90
80
70

100

60

69
59

89
79

a

CHAR [1]
INT [3]

([A-E]);
([1-100]);

student .Grade
CHAR [1]
( [A-E] );
DBI := Grade;
DB2 : =
RANGE OF gs IS Grade_Score,
s IS CURRENT Student2;
RETRIEVE gs.Grade
WHERE s.Score >= gs.BegScore AND
s.Score <= gs.EndScorei
The keyword "CURRENT" means the variable ranges
over the current entity occurrence.

There is always

one current entity from the partition defined by the
mapping rule.

In this example, there is always one

current entity from Student2 when the conversion query
is trigerred.
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A conversion can occur from the fine to the
coarse scale or vice-versa.

When converting from a

fine to a coarse scale, information is always lost.
The design algorithm should warn of this side effect.
6. A DATABASE PROCEDURE provides the full power of a programming language together with an interface to the integration database and an access to the current entity.
Discussions of other techniques identified the following uses for database procedures:

1) an error rou-

tine for a default database expression, 2) an error
routine for an on size error, 3) a routine

computi~g

a

member of a concatenation specification, and 4) a routine for a conversion where neither an arithmetic conversion (conversion function) nor a table lookup (conversion query) are powerful enough to describe the m2pping.

As an example of the fourth use, consiaer a oif-

ferent number of attributes used to represent an employee's name.

The database procedures extract the ap-

propriate substrings from the name attribute as the
following example shows.

The details of fname and

lname routines are not shown, but it is assumed that
some string manipulation is involved.
Empl.Name
Emp2.Fname
Emp2.Lname

CHAR[35];
CHAR[15];
CHAR[20];

CHAR[15];
Emp.Fname
Empl ONLY := fname(Narne);
Emp2 ONLY := Fnamei
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Emp.Lname
CHAR[20];
Empl ONLY := lname(Narne);
Emp2 ONLY := Lname;
An extension not permitted by the current syntax
is to combine domain operators within a conversion specification, e.g., CHAR OF ((TempC

*

1.8) + 32).

For now

this type of operation can easily be accomplished within a
database procedure.

Ideally, the syntax of a conversion

should be extended to accommodate such an operation.
,4.3

Strategies for Locally Equivalent Attributes
For locally equivalent attributes, a representa-

tion strategy must be determined before using the domain
operators.

A representation strategy defines how the 10-

cally equivalent attributes can be combined into a single
attribute in the global schema.

The difficulty with 10-

cally equivalent attributes is that they cannot easily be
combined into a single attribute, although they describe
similar properties of an entity.

This is due to the fact

that their meaning (scope) is limited to a single entity
type or local database.

One design option is, of course,

to ignore the semantic similarities and leave such attributes in their sUbtypes.

But in some cases, strategies can

be devised that create a global attribute from two or more
local attributes.

First, such strategies for locally
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equivalent key attributes are discussed followed by strategies for locally equivalent non-key attributes.
If two equivalent attributes are local keys, their
entity types cannot be integrated into a supertype, since
it is impossible to determine whether or not two entity
occurrences describe the same real-world object.

But

i~

many cases, an integration into a supertype is desirable.
Three strategies can be used to solve this problem:
1. Add attributes to one or more local databases such that
there will be an attribute with the global key property.

This implies assigning globally unique values

to this attribute over all local databases.

For exam-

ple one could add a social security attribute to an employee entity type.

The designer could add these at-

tributes with the cooperation of the local database administrators.

The attractiveness of this strategy de-

pends on the willingness of the organizations to modify
their databases so that a better merge may be achieved.
Some organizations will be open to such changes if the
benefits of the heterogeneous technology are understood.
2. As a spin-off of the first strategy, define a
conversion table to map from locally equivalent keys to
a new global key contained in the table.

For example,

to map between iternia and bugid define a conversion
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table containing three attributes:
key, itemid, and bugid.

an internal, global

Some effort is necessary to

define and maintain the conversion table, but the conversion table can be hidden from the end-user and no
changes to the local databases are necessary.

The data

in this table must be created and maintained by the
administrator of the global schema.
3. Augment the locally equivalent keys with a database identifier to make them globally unique.

A prefix con-

taining the database identifier can be created using
the concatenation operation described in chapter 4;
the prefix string would be a constant (e.g., "DB1" or
"DB2").

For example, in a production database, preface

the str ing "DB1" to PRODUCT-NUMBER if the product was
manufactured at location 1, and the string "DB2" if it
was manufactured at location 2.
All strategies cover the case where the initial
local databases did not contain sufficient information to
uniquely identify an entity occurrence in the global
schema.

strategies 1 and 2 imply the input of this addi-

tional information by the designer.

Strategy 3 creates

unique identifiers automatically, but is not able to
detect the fact that two entity occurrences from two local
databases actually describe the same real-world object.
Therefore, strategy 3 should only be used if the semantics
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of the local databases guarantee that there is no overlap
in entity occurrences;

in this case, the creation of a

global key is only a formal process.
For locally equivalent non-key attributes, we have
another difficulty.

From Definition 4.4, we know that

there is a global key for the entity types containing our
locally equivalent attributes.

Therefore, we can identify

two local entity occurrences describing the same
real-world object.

But although the equivalent non-key

attributes we are discussing describe similar semantic
properties, their meaning is local, i.e., restricted to
their local database.

For an employee working for two

companies, EMPI.SAL could be his salary from one company
and EMP2.SAL his salary from the other company.

The

question is how a global attribute EMP.SAL could be constructed from the equivalent local attributes EMPl.SAL and
EMP2.SAL.
Two practical cases can be distinguished for this
problem:
1. If we know that there is no overlap between the local
entity occurrences, then we can create a global attribute for the supertype with the implicit semantics that
it refers to the entity's property in its local environment.

For example, if (EMPI I EMP2) is empty at all
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times, then the global attribute EMP.SAL could be the
local salary of an employee from whatever company he
works for.

We know that this is the employee's only

salary, and we don't care for the information where he
earns it.
2. If there is a possible overlap between the local entity
occurrences, then we can create one or more global attributes with NEW SEMANTICS;

the values of these at-

tributes are derived from the local attribute values.
For example, EMP could have a new attribute TOTAL-SAL
with the following conversion specifications:
EMPI.SAL:
EMP2.SAL:

REAL[8.2];
REAL [8.2] ;

EMP.TOTAL-SAL:

REAL [8.2] ;

EMPI ONLY := EMPI.SAL;
EMP2 ONIJ Y : = EMP2. SAL;
EMPI I EMP2 := EMPI.SAL + EMP2.SAL;
The global salary attribute is the sum of the local attributes when an entity occurs in both EM PI and EMP2.
This approach is attractive because we can now refer to
a global attribute as a global property without deriving its value explicitly in the query, an idea consistent with the philosophy of a global schema.
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In both cases, the local attributes will still be
available as attributes of the subtypes;

the mapping into

a global attribute does not imply a loss of information.
We do not suggest that the global attribute replaces the
locally equivalent attributes, since this would restrict
the information available to global queries.

For example,

an ad-hoc query could access EMP.TOTAL-SAL, but also
EMPl.SAL and EMP2.SAL, allowing the computation of maximum-salary, average-salary, etc.

in the query.

4.4 Merge Operators
Merge operators connect parts of disjoint schemas
through addition and deletion of subtypes and supertypes.
These operators are taken from Motro's dissertation
[~OTR81b].

They are presented here as a review of his

work and so that they can be freely discussed in the following chapter.
Figures 7 and 8 graphically depict these five operators.

In these figures, Sand T are entity types, PI

through P3 are non-key attributes, and K is a key attribute.

Shared attributes between two entity types indicate

the existence of equivalence assertions.
1. MEET establishes a new entity type which becomes a
supertype of two or more existing entity types.

The

two original entity types must share at least an equi-
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a)

MEET
S MEET T ~

~\.
T

®
b) JOIN
S JOIN T

C) FOLD

T FOLD S
======i~

Figure 7.

Graphic Representation of MEET, JOIN, and FOLD
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a)

CDr1BINE

S COt1B T

======~

b) CONNECT
S CONN T

~

Figure 8. Graphic Representation of COMBINE and CONNECT

valent key.

The supertype automatically gets the com-

mon attributes of the subtypes.

The inherited attrib-

utes are suppressed in the graphical representation of
the subtypes.

The extension of the supertype is the

union of the extensions of the subtypes.
2. JOIN creates a new entity type which becomes a specialization or subtype of two or more existing entity
types.

The original entity types must share at least
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an equivalent key.

After a join, the new entity type

is the subtype of each of the original entity types.
This specialization class automatically inherits all
the attributes of the original entity types.

The ex-

tension of the new entity type is the intersection of
the extensions of the original entity types.
3. FOLD deletes a subtype and reassigns its attributes to

its previous supertype.

The normal use of fold is to

remove a subtype without any attributes as an intermediate step in a combine or connect operation.

If any

attributes are reassigned, the supertype contains inapplicable null values for entity occurrences not in the
extension of the removed subtype.
4. COMBINE creates a new entity type from two or more en-

tity types and deletes the original entity types.

The

original entity types must share all attributes.
Combine is a composite operator.

It is shorthand for a

meet followed by two or more folds.

The number of

folds is equal to the number of entity types.
5. CONNECT forms a supertype and deletes one cf the original entity typeso

The attributes of one of the ori-

ginal must be a subset of the attribute collection of
the other.

Connect is also a composite operator as it

can be performed by a meet and followed one or more
folds.

The number of folds is equal to the number of

entity types deleted.
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Figure 9 displays an example of the meet and connect operators.

The attributes of Board_Typel are a sub-

set of the attributes of Board_Type2 as Brd_Num and
Brd_Name have previously been determined as "equivalent".
Because of this subset condition, the connect operator is
appropriate.

The connect can also be accomplished by a

meet and a fold.
It is easy to envision the other transformation
types in this example.

If Board_Typel and Board_Type com-

pletely overlapped in their attribute collections, combine
would be appropriate.

If no subset or overlap exists,

then a meet and/or join is warranted.

Fold could be ap-

plied to a resulting subtype if desired.
Obviously, the application of these transformation
types can be automated once attribute equivalence is determined, e.g., if the attribute sets overlap, apply combine.

Motro automates these transformation in his merge

algorithms [M.OTR8la,b].

In the next chapter, a modified

merge algorithm is presented.
4.5 Other Operators
The operators presented in this section do not fit
in the other sections.

For each operator, the general no-

tation and one or more examples are presented.
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Board_T'dpe1

MEET
Board_T'dpe2

ISA

ISA
f

8
BoarcLT~lPe1
CONN

Board_T~\pe2

/

8
Figure 9.

ExaMple of 11eet and Connect Operators

1. Any entity type or attribute can be renamed as in:
RENAME Board2.Max_Defs AS Board2.Max_Defects;
2. Attributes can be added to a non-base entity type,
i.e., an entity type created by a merge operator.

The
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general form is:
<add-stmt> <- ADD <attr-name> TO <virt-et>
<virt-et> <- a virtual entity type
Adding an attribute involves an add statement
and a global attribute declaration.

The add statement

connects a new attribute to a virtual entity type.

The

new attribute is inherited by all associated subtypes.
The following example shows a typical use of the add
operator.

A library identification is added to the

book entity type.
Add Library_Id TO Book;
GS.Library_Id
CHA.R. [3 0 J ;
Bookl ONLY := "Library 1";
Book2 ONLY := "Library 2";
Bookl I Book2 := "Library 1 and 2";
3. Entity types or attributes can be deleted as in the
following examples.

An entity type can only be deleted

if it does not participate in any subtype relationships.
DELETE Boardl.Board-ptatus;
DELETE Testl.Test_Results;
Deleting an object removes it entirely from the
global schema.

No queries or external views can refer-

ence a deleted object.

Therefore, an object will nor-

mally not be deleted but instead be excluded from some
external views.
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4. Attribute groups can be inserted or deleted.

The gen-

eral notation and examples follow.
<del-group> <- DELETE <group-name> OVER <member> .0.;
<add-group> <- ADD <group-name> OVER <member> ••• ;
<member>
<- <attr-name> I <group-name>
INSERT Empl.Name OVER Empl.FirstName, Empl.LastName;
REMOVE Empl.Name OVER Empl.FirstName, Empl.LastName;
The first example inserts a group over the
first and last name classes.

In the second example,

name is removed as as group.

The first and last name

attributes still remain.
Note that no information is lost by adding and
deleting groups.

The same information can still be re-

trieved and updated.

A group provides a shorthand way

of referencing more than one attribute, i.e., a naming
convenience.
5. The SPLIT operator includes an entity type as one or
more existing entity types.

It is useful to split an

entity type when the entity type is at a different
level of generalization than other entity types in
which it should be merged.

This operator is similar to

the INCLUDE operator of Dayal and Hwang [DAYA82].
Excellent examples of its use are found in chapters 5
and 6.

The general form and an example of this

operator follow:
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<split-op> <- SPLIT <et-name>l INTO
<et-name>2 «attr-list»
WHERE <condition>
[<et-name>3 «attr-list»
WHERE <condition>] ••• ;
SPLIT employee INTO
salaried-emp(eno,enarne,sal,type)
WHERE type = "exempt"
hourly-emp(eno,ename,rate,type)
WHERE type = "non-exempt";
In this syntax, <attr-list> is a set of the attributes of <et-name>l.

Each <et-name> is an entity

type name and the number following them indicates that
each should be distinct.

This syntax permits an entity

type to be split both vertically by projecting its attribute set and horizontally by restricting its occurrences.

In the example, employee is split into

salaried-emp and hourly-emp.

Note that the attribute

sal only applies to salaried-emp and rate only applies
to hourly-emp.

The predicate follO'.ving the

~'1HERE

clause defines the occurrences belonging to each new
entity type.
6. FUSE connects two or more entity types from the same
database that are disjoint due to performance reasons.
As a minimum, all the entity types in a FUSE operation
must share a common global key, corne from the same
database, and have no common non-key attributes.
are necessary but not sufficient conditions.

These

If a set

of entity types satisfies these conditions, the aesign-
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er must determine whether a FUSE operation is semantically meaningful.
the local schemas.

A FUSE is only useful to "dirt" in
Presumably, the entity types of

interest would have been combined had the local DBMS
supported a clean separation between its conceptual and
internal schemas.

Chapter 6 (MISBS/LANLDB case) con-

tains an excellent example of this operator.

The gen-

eral form of this operator is:
<fuse-op> <- FUSE <et-name>, <et-name>
[,<et-name>] ••• ;
4.6 Summary
This chapter has defined the concept of attribute
equivalence and presented mapping operators for global
schema design.

An important part of attribute equivalence

is that two attributes can be semantically equivalent but
have different scopes or ranges of meaning.

This observa-

tion led to four definitions of attribute equivalence for
key and non-key attributes.

Mapping operators were pre-

sented to resolve differences in equivalent attributes
(domain operators), to merge entity types via generalization (merge operators), and to perform other functions
such as renaming, adding attributes, and inserting/deleting groups (other operators).
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The next chapter explains the use of attribute
equivalence and the mapping operators in global schema design.

Assertions about equivalent attributes are a driv-

ing input for the entire process.

After the assertions

are defined, mapping operators are used to construct the
global schema and mapping rules.

CHAPTER 5
GLOBAL SCHEMA DESIGN METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes in detail a methodology for
global schema design.
this methodology.
schema conversion.

Section one presents an outline of

Section two describes the first step,
Section three discusses the second step,

common area definition.

Section four details the third

step, common area integration.

Section five discusses con-

flicts that may arise in the methodology.
marizes the methodology.

section six sum-

Detailed algorithms are presented

in sections three and four.
5.1 Outline
The need for a design methodology becomes readily
apparent even with a relatively small problem.

Without the

guidance of a step-wise approach, a designer can consider
only a few alternatives and cannot manage the complexity of
the design process.

Even with a step-wise approach, the de-

sign problem can be formidablee
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A set of computer-aided
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tools is very desirable to manage the design process.
Functional specifications for a set of tools are described
in chapter 7.
With this brief bit of motivation behind us, the
outline of the methodology is now presented.

Subsequent

sections of this chapter explain each step in detail.

The

design process transforms a set of local host schemas into a
global UDM schema, and a set of mapping rules.

Designer

feedback is used by the algorithm to resolve inconsistencies, add missing specifications, and decide among alternative modelling possibility.
Algor i thm DES IGN GLOBAL SCHEl-IA
1. Schema conversion: convert each local schema into an
equivalent local UDM schema.
1.1 Apply an automatic or nearly automatic conversion
algorithm to generate the schema structure.
1.2 Define interpreted domains, primary and candidate
keys, and referential integrity constraints for each
local UDM schema.
2. Common area definition: A common area consists of a set
of entity types, equivalence assertions, and derived attribute definitions.
2.1 Define a set of entity types that contain similar information.
2.2 Define equivalence assertions for these set of entity
types.
2.3 Analyze the equivalence assertions for consistency
and completeness.
3. Integrate the common areas.
to step four.

If a conflict occurs, branch
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3.1 Apply the FUSE and SPLIT operators where necessary.
3.2 Apply the merge operators with the aid of the merge
algorithm.
3.3 Define global attribute formats and domain mapping
rules.
3.4 Add attributes and insert/delete groups as desired.
4. Resolve conflicts by changing assertions, adding conversion tables, and modifying the local databases.
5.2 Schema Conversion
The first part of schema conversion is to convert
the data types of the local host schema into the data types
of the UDM.

This process is generally straightforward and

can be automated provided that the UDM is more general than
the local data models.

Different conversion algorithms are

usually required for each host data model.
In the second step, the designer identifies primary
and candidate keys, referential integrity constraints, and
interpreted domains in each local UDM schema.

This step is

highly unstructured as a designer must conduct an in-depth
study of each database.

Techniques such as interviews with

database administrators, examination of application programs, and review of database contents through sample
queries are applicable.

This step is necessary because of

the inadequacy of most commercial data definition languages
to capture the semantics of a universe of discourse.

Many

integrity constraints are enforced by application programs
rather than by a database management system.
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The first step of schema conversion is common to the
other published approaches to global schema design, but the
second step is not.

The purpose of the second step is to

capture more of the semantics of each local database.

This

step greatly facilitates the later steps of defining equivalence assertions, global formats, and conversion specifications.
Since schema conversion is not a major topic of this
dissertation, no example is presented here.

The interested

reader is referred to chapter 2 for a discussion of the literature.

Chapter 6 presents schema conversion examples as

part of each case study.
5.3
Common Area Definition'
o=:
This section discusses in detail the mechanics of
defining common areas, the formal properties of equivalence
assertions, and the algorithms to analyze a set of assertions.

Because of its length, it is divided into three sub-

sections.
5.3.1 Mechanics of Common Area Definition
The purpose of defining common areas is to partition
the design problem into manageable units.

The design prob-

lem is simplified because the designer can consider each
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common area independently in all steps of the methodology
except for 3.3.

The effect is to greatly simplify the glob-

al schema design process.
A common area consists of a set of entity types, derived attribute declarations, and equivalence assertions.
The first step is to define a set of entity types from various UDM schemas that contain similar information.

The in-

tersection of the entity types across all common areas
should be nUll.

This is why each common area can be consid-

ered independdently in all but step 3.3 of the methodology.
The designer should take care to eliminate superfluous entity types from each common area.

These are entity types

which for practical reasons should not be merged, e.g., faculty from one university and janitors from another university.
Note that several entity types from the same
database may reside in the same common area.

One reason for

this is because most commercial DBMSs do not support generalization (see [KENT82] for more details).

Hence, generali-

zation is implemented in other manners in local databases,
leading to several logically related entity types describing
one piece of information.
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As an example, consider the software tracking databases shown in Figures 10 (graphic representations).

(See

Appendix A for the associated schema listings.) Note that a
few attributes were omitted from Figure 10 for space reasons.

These databases are maintained by two different soft-

ware groups of a computer firm.

Database 1 is used by a

maintenance group in Irvine California while database 2 is
used by a development group in Arizona.

The Irvine group

has responsibility for all software of the organization,
while the Tucson group only tracks software currently in
beta test and software purchased from outside vendors that
is used for internal development such as a DBMS.

There is

considerable overlap between the bugs and enhancements reported to both groups.

This is a hypothetical example used

to illustrate the methodology not the need for heterogeneous
database management.

Assume that sufficient reasons exist

for integratin the databases.
There are two common areas in this example.

The

SOFTWARE area contains the entity types software and sw-rec,
while the ITEM area contains the entity types item,
itemdesc, bug, and enhancement.

This simple example will be

used several other times in this chapter.
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Figure 10.

ScheMa Graphs for the Software Tracking Databases
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After designating the similar entity types, the designer defines equivalence assertions for each common area.
The definitions of chapter 4 are guidelines for defining
various types of equivalences.

In practice, the designer

defines all the assertions before deciding upon strategies
for locally equivalent attributes.

The designer should as-

sume that a global key can be formed from locally equivalent
key attributes.

This permits the designer to make equiva-

lence assertions among non-key attributes where there is a
globally or locally equivalent key.
After all assertions are defined, the designer indicates strategies for handling locally equivalent attributes.
(See chapter 4 for the details of these strategies).

The

strategies for the locally equivalent key attributes are
chosen first because these can influence the strategies used
for non-key attributes.

For example, if database identi-

fiers are prepended to two locally equivalent key attributes
(strategy 3 for key attributes), the related locally equivalent non-key attributes can be considered globally equivalent.

If no strategy is suitable for a pair of locally

equivalent key attributes, the assertions involving the related locally equivalent, non-key attributes should be deleted since no global key exists.
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The following syntax provides a framework to present
examples of equivalence assertions.

In this BNF, non-term-

inal symbols followed by a number are syntactically the same
token but have a different semantic interpretation.

For

example, <arg>l and <arg>2 are both arguments, but they must
be distinct.
1. Equivalence Assertion
<eq-asser>
<arg>
<attr>
<d-name>
<eq-rel>
EQ[g]
EQ [1]

<<<<-

<arg>l <eq-rel> <arg>2i
<attr> I <d-name>
a local attribute name
a derived attribute name
<- EQ [ 9 ] I EQ [1]
<- globally equivalent
<- locally equivalent

2. Derived Attribute
<d-attr>
<d-spec>

<- <d-narne> := <d-spec)i
<- f«arg>l [,<arg>2] ••• )

This notation covers the obvious case where an
assertion involves two local attributes such as ernpl.name
EQ[g] emp2.name.

In addition, this notation permits asser-

tions involving derived attributes «d-attr»

which are some

function of one or more attributes or derived attributes
such as
1. name2 := f(emp2.fname,emp2.1name)
2. Iname3 := f(emp3.narne).
3. finitl := f(fnamel)i namel := f(finitl,lnamel)~
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The first example means that name2 is some function
(e.g.

concatenation) of emp2.fname and emp2.1name, while

the second example means that Iname3 is some function (e.g.,
string manipulation) of emp3.name.

This notation permits a

derived attribute name to appear in a derived attribute specification so that complex cases such as the third example
can be handled.

In this example, database one contains

first and last name attributes, while database two contains
a single attribute with a last name and first initial.

For

derived attributes with numeric domains, arithmetic expressions are possible functions.
For all derived attributes with a single argument,
it is assumed that an inverse function does not exist.

In

the previous example of finitl, there can be no function to
map finitl into fnamel.

The reason for this rule is to

avoid uncertainty about when to declare a derived attribute.
An equivalence assertion involving two local attributes assumes the possibility of domain conversion among the attributes.

So, a derived attribute with a single attribute as an

argument is required only when the domain conversion loses
information.
The details of a derived attribute function are left
unspecified during common area definition because the purpose here is to define equivalence assertions not mapping
rules.

It is assumed that the unspecified function can be
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replaced by an appropriate conversion specification using
one of the mapping operators (see chapter 4).

Defining the

mapping rules at this point could cause more rules to be defined than are necessary.

The needed mapping rules are de-

termined after the merge of the common area.
The assertion syntax permits derived attributes because of the group differences discussed in chapter four.

A

group difference includes the case where a different number
of attributes is used to model the same property and the
case where an attribute has embedded information.

The de-

signer can express these possibility with derived attributes.
Before ending this subsection, the example of the
software tracking databases is continued.

Figure 11 shows

the derived attribute declarations and equivalence assertions.

Note that the key type (key, non-key) of an equiva-

lence assertion is not explicitly stated.

Instead, the key

type is derived from knowledge of the local UDM schemas.

If

both arguments in an assertion are primary or candidate
keys, the assertion is key;

otherwise it is non-key.

In these assertions, itemid, bugid, and enhid are
locally equivalent as are item.rptdate, bug.rptdate, and
enhance.rptdate.

Strategy 3 (for key attributes) is used

for the first set of attributes, i.e., an identifier can be
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a) The SOFTWARE common area
swrec.swname EQ[g] software.swname;
swrec.lang
EQ[g] software.language;
b) ITEM common area
name := f(item.fname,item.lname);
enhid EQ[g] bugid;
itemid EQ[l] bugid;
itemid EQ[l] enhid;
item.status EQ[g] enhance.status;
enhance.status EQ[g] bug.status;
item.status EQ[g] bug.status;
name EQ[g] enhance.reporter;
name EQ[g] bug.reporter;
enhance.reporter EQ[g] bug.reporter;
enhance.desc EQ[g] bug.desc;
item.rptdate EQ[l] bug.rptdatej
item.rptdate EQ[l] enhance.rptdate;
bug.rptdate EQ[g] enhance.rptdate;
item.priority EQ[g] enhance.priority;

Figure 11. Assertions and Derived Attributes
for the Software Tracking Databases
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prefixed to uniquely identify all software items.

Because

strategy 3 was selected for the key attributes, the second
set of attributes can be treated as globally equivalent
{strategy I for non-key attributes}.
This example gives a hint to the need for analysis
of equivalence assertions.

Even in this small example there

are over a dozen assertions for one common area.

It is easy

to envision a designer omitting assertions and stating inconsistent ones.
5.3.2 Formal Properties of Equivalence Assertions
A further understanding of equivalence assertions is
gained by discussing their formal properties.

These proper-

ties are also useful for developing an algorithm to analyze
a set of assertions.

Before presenting these properties,

some other notation is necessary.

{In this notation, the

square brackets are used because the text formatter does not
support subscripts.}
ARG = {arg[i]} i=I,2, ••• ,n {set of all arguments including
local attributes and derived attributes}
LIST{arg[i]} = {attr[i]} i = 1,2, ••• ,n
such that attr[i] is involved in arg[i]
ENTOF{arg[i]} = {et-name[i]} i = 1,2, ••• ,n
the set of entity types containing attributes
in LIST{arg[i]}
NULL = {}
(null set)
I is the intersection operator.
E is the element of operator.
! is the not operator such as !=.
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DEFINITION 5.1: Two arguments are semantically equivalent
(EQ) if they represent the same property of an entity
type.

The two arguments are globally equivalent if they

satisfy Definition 4.1 or 4.3, and are locally equivalent
if they satisfy Definitions 4.2 or 4.4.
PROPERTY 5.1: The two arguments in an equivalence assertion
must be derived from different entity types
(NON-INTERSECTION property).

This property is based on

the the assumption that semantic equivalence is meaningless between attributes of the same entity type.

Two at-

tributes of an entity type must define different informationj

otherwise only one attribute would be defined.

Formally, this property is defined as:
arg[i]EQarg[j],i !=j -->
ENTOF(arg[i]) I ENTOF(arg[j]j = NULL
PROPERTY 5.2: The semantic equivalence relation (EQ) is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
arg[i]
arg[i]
arg[i]
arg[i]

EQ
EQ
EQ
EQ

Formally,

arg[i] (reflexive)
arg[j] --> arg[j] EQ arg[i]
(symmetr ic)
arg[j] & a r 9 [ j ] EQ a r 9 [k ] -->
arg[k]
(tr ansi ti ve)

for all arg[i], arg[j], arg[k] E ARG
and i,j,k are all distinct
PROPERTY 5.3: The global equivalence relation (EQ[g])
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

~s

The formal defini-

tion is the same as the definition of property 5.1 except
that EQ[g] is substituted for EQ.
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The global equivalence definitions in chapter 4
are based on the mathematical equivalence of attribute
values after domain conversion.

Therefore, the reflexive,

symmetric, and transitive properties hold.
PROPERTY 5.4: The local equivalence relation (EQ[l]) is
irreflexive, symmetric, and not strictly transitive.
Formally,
arg [i] lEQ [1] arg [i]
(irreflexive)
arg[i] EQ[l] arg[j] --> arg[j] EQ[l] arg[i]

(symmetric)

for all arg[i], arg[j] E ARG and i 1= j
The local equivalence relation implies that any
two arguments in an assertion have different scopes.

If

the two arguments are the same, there can only be a single
scope.

Therefore, the local equivalence relation is

irreflexive.

The local equivalence relation is symmetric

and not strictly transitive because the local equivalence
definitions in chapter 4 are based on the non-equivalence
of attribute values after domain conversion.

Therefore,

the properties of local equivalence are the same as
non-equivalence in a mathematical sense.
PROPERTY 5.5: Two transitively related local equivalence
assertions imply the existence of a third assertion that
has either a local or global scope.
a r 9 [i] EQ [ 1] a r 9 [ j ]
a r 9 [i] EQ [ 1 ] a r 9 [k ]

Formally,

&

arg [j] EQ [1] arg [k]

I

a r 9 [i] EQ [ 9 ] a r 9 [k ]

for all arg[i], arg[j], arg[k] E ARG

-->
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PROOF: Assume we have assertions a EQ[l] band b EQ[l] c
where a, b, and c are defined on entity types A, B, and C,
respectively.

Assume entities A[i], B[j], and C[k] repre-

sent the same real-world entity and are members of A, B,
and C, respectively.

By property 5.1, we know that a and

c are semantically equivalent.

By the first assertion,

the converted value of a for A[i] is not necessarily equal
to the converted value of b for B[j].

By the second

assertion, the converted value of c for C[k] is not necessarily equal to the converted b value.

The converted

value of a mayor may not be equal to the converted value
of c.

If always equal, the arguments are globally equiva-

lent and if not always equal, the arguments are locally
equivalent.
PROPERTY 5.6: Two transitively related equivalence
assertions with different scopes imply the existence of a
third local equivalence assertion.
arg [i] EQ [y] arg [j]
a r 9 [ i] EQ [ 1] a r 9 [k ]

&

Formally,

arg [j] EQ [z] arg [k]

--)

where i,j, and k are all distinct
y,z E {l,g}
and y ! = z
PROOF: Assume we have assertions a EQ[g] band b EQ[l] c
where a, b, and c are defined on entity types A, B, and C,
respectively.

Assume entities A[i], B[j], and C[k] repre-

sent the same real-world entity and are members of A, B,
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and C, respectively.

By the first assertion, the con-

verted value of a for A[i] is equal to the converted value
of b for B[j], while the converted value of c for C[k] is
not necessarily equal to the converted b value.
Therefore, the converted value of a for A[i] is not equal
to the converted value of c for C[k].

Since a, b, and c

all represent the same property, a EQ[l] c holds.

A very

similar argument can be made if you consider the case of a
EQ[l] band b EQ[g] c.
5.3.3 Equivalence Assertion Algorithms
The following algorithm uses all of these properties
in checking a set of equivalence assertions.
shows a high-level view of the algorithm.

Figure 12

The algorithm

transforms a list of equivalence assertions and derived attribute declarations into a consistent and complete internal
representation of the same information in the common area
database.

Designer feedback is sometimes required to re-

solve inconsistencies and add omitted assertions.

The local

UDM schemas are a control to this algorithm as they are used
in some consistency checks.
now presented.

An outline of this algorithm is

A detailed explanation follows the outline.

Algorithm ANALYZE ASSERTIONS
1. Check initial consistency
1.1 Check each derived attribute
1.2 ENTOF(arg[i]) 1= ENTOF(arg[j])
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1.3. Check for direct contradictory assertions
of the form: a EQ[g] bi a EQ[l] bi
2. Check Inter-Assertion Consistency
2.1 Compute the transitive closure of the equivalence
assertions.
2.2 Generate the equivalence classes in the transitive
closure.
2.3 Check for derived attribute inconsistencies.
2.4 Compute the scope of transitively derived assertions.
2.5 Note all "loner" assertions.
The first step of the algorithm performs some preliminary consistency checks and updates the common area
database.

First, the algorithm checks derived attribute

declarations for validity.

The attributes in a derived at-

tribute specification must corne from the same entity type.
Then, the algorithm ensures that the owning entity types of
each argument are distinct (Property 5.1).
step two of the algorithm performs an extended check
of the assertions.

The goal is to remove inconsistent as-

sertions, add implied assertions, and alert the designer to
possible inconsistent and missing assertions.
Step 2.1 computes the transitive closure of the
equivalence assertions.

An algorithm for computing the

transitive closure is given by Warshall [WARS62]

0

The

equivalence assertion matrix is defined as:
a[i] [j]

=1
o

if arg[i] is semantically equivalent to arq[j]
otherwise
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step 2.2 uses the transitive closure to derive the
complete sets of transitively related asserti0ns.

The

algorithm CLASS by Tremblay and Manohar [TREM7S] can be
used.

The input to this algorithm is a matrix representing

an equivalence relation and the output is a unique partition
of this set known as the equivalence classes.

By definition

[TREM7S], an equivalence relation is reflexive, symmetric,
and transitive.

The semantic equivalence relation meets
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this criteria as stated in property 5.2.

In this scenario,

each equivalence class contains all the arguments that are
semantically equivalent.

In a graphical sense, each equiva-

lence class is a connected graph of equivalence assertions.
In step 2.3, the algorithm checks each equivalence
class for violations of Property 5.1.

All explicitly stated

assertions that violate this condition are detected during
step 1.2 of ANALYZE ASSERTIONS.

However, it is possible for

assertions implied by the transitive closure to violate this
condition as shown in following hypothetical example.
Assume that a v b, and c are local attributes.
cl := f(c);
a EQ[g] b;
b EQ[g] c;
a EQ[g] cl;
These explicit assertions lead to an equivalence
class as illustrated in Figure 13.
implied assertions.

The dotted lines show

The assertion, cl EQ c violates

Property 5.1 because cl and c are from the same entity type.
Parts band c show the alternate transformations to correct
this inconsistency.

Replacing cl by c produces the graph of

13b, while replacing c by cl produces the graph of 13c.
No other single transformation produces a consistent equivalence class.
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c)

Figure 13.

Inconsistent Equivalence Class

In step 2.4, the algorithm computes the scope of implied assertions for each equivalence class.

An implied

assertion is one not explicitly stated by the designer but
derived by the transitive closure algorithm.

The problem is

to compute the scope of these implied assertions and to
ensure that the scope of all assertions in the equivalence
class are consistent according to properties 5.3, 5.5, and
5.6.

The algorithm COMPUTE SCOPES performs this task.
Input to this algorithm is an equivalence class and

the output is a labelling for the unlabelled edges or an
error message if any inconsistencies are detected.

If the

scope of an assertion is known (i.e., explicitly given), the
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corresponding edge is labelled with a "g" for globally equivalent or "1" for locally equivalent.

If the scope of an

assertion is unknown, (i.e., the assertion was transitively
derived), the corresponding edge is unlabelled.
At the heart of this algorithm are the following inference rules which are derived from properties 5.3, 5.6,
and 5.5, respectively.
RULE 1: arg[i] EQ[g] arg [j]
arg [i] EQ[g] arg[k]

&

arg [j] EQ[g] arg[k]

-->

RULE 2: arg[i] EQ[g] ar 9 [j]
arg [i] EQ [1] arg[k]

&

arg[j] EQ[l] arg[k]

-->

RULE 3: arg [i] EQ [1] arg[j]
arg[i] EQ [1] arg[k]

&

arg[j] EQ [1] arg[k]
arg[i] EQ [g] ar 9 [k ]

-->

I

The algorithm uses these rules to derive an edge's
label.

A derivation for an edge consists of two transitive-

ly related edges that imply the target unlabelled edge.

The

set of derivations for an edge includes all the paths of
length two that imply the target edge.

In general, there

are n-2 derivations for any edge in an equivalence class,
where n is the number of nodes (arguments) in the equivalence class.
The algorithm uses the inference rules to compute a
scope for each derivation.

The scope is "g" (global) if

rule 1 applies, "1" (local) if rule 2 applies, ambiguous
(local or global) if rule 3 applies, and unknown if one of
the edges in the derivation is unlabelled.

The scope of the
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target edge is computed by examining the scope of all its
derivations.

The label of the target edge is global if rule

1 applies to at least one derivation and rule 2 does not
apply to any.

The label is local if rule 2 applies to at

least one derivation and rule 1 does not apply to any.

The

label is ambiguous if rule 3 applies to at least one derivation and rule 1 or 2 does not apply to any derivations.

The

label is unknown if the scope of all derivations is unknown.
The predicate CONTRADICT is true whenever there is a conflict between rules 1 and 2, i.e., when one derivation produces a local scope and another produces a global scope.
The algorithm COMPUTE SCOPES now is presented.
detailed explanation follows the algorithm.
Algorithm COMPUTE SCOPES
1. Compute the sets of unlabelled (UNLAB) and
labelled (LAB) edges. Place the edges in UNLAB in
some arbitrary order.
2. For each edge in

UNL.~

2.1 Compute all derivations of length 2 for the
current edge.
2.2 If all derivations contain an unlabelled edge,
the scope of the edge is unknown. Move the
edge to the end of UNLAB and exit from the
current iteration.
2.3 If CONTRADICT inform the user and terminate.
2.4 If RULE 1 or RULE 2 applies, label the edge
move it to LAB, and exit from the current
iteration.
2.5 If RULE 3 applies, move the edge to the
ambiguous list (AMBIG).

A
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3. For each edge in AMBIG
3.1 Find labels for unlabelled edges in the set
of derivations"
3.2 If CONTRADICT inform the user and terminate.
3.3 If RULE 1 or RULE 2 applies, label the edge
move it to LAB, and exit from the current
iteration.
3.4 If RULE 3 applies, label the edges as directed
by the user and move it to LAB.
An informal explanation of this algorithm will be
given next.

A hypothetical example (Figure 14) is used in

this explanation.

Each labelled edge represents an

assertion explicitly stated by the designer, while each dotted edge represents an implied assertion.

Step 1 generates

two lists (UNLAB, LAB) which contain the unlabelled and labelled edges of the equivalence class.

The initial popula-

tions for this example are:
LAB

UNLAB

a EQ[g] b;
EQ [1] c;
c EQ[g] d;

a EQ [?] c;
a EQ [?] d;
b EQ [?] d;

b

In step 2, the first edge in UNLAB is selected and a
scope is computed, if possible.

First, all possible deriva-

tions of length two for the edge are generated.
vations are saved for possible later use.

These deri-

In this example,

there are two derivations for each edge (Figure 14b).

For

the first edge in UNLAB, no label can be computed using the
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a) Graph of equivalence class

b) Labelling process
1. target edge: a-c
a EO[g] b, b EO[l]
a EO[?] d, d EO[g]
2. target edge: a-d
a EO[g] b, b EO[?]
a EO[l] c, c EO[g]
3. target edge: b-d
b EO[l] c, c EO[g]
b EG[g] a, a EQ[l]

Figure 14.

c --) a EO[ll c (Rule 2)
c (no scope can be cOMputed)
(no scope can be cOMputed)
d --) a EOrl] d (Rule 2)

d

d
d

,

-~

-~

b EO[l] d (Rule 2)
b EQ[l] d (Rule 2)

HHPothetical Labelling ExaMple

second derivation because edge a-d is unlabelled.

If each

derivation contains an unlabelled edge, step 2.2 is true and
the current edge is moved to the end of UNLAB for later consideration.
UNLAB.

This would be the case if edge a-d was first in

In this example, the edges of the first derivation

of a-c are labelled so the algorithm moves ahead.
is computed by step 2.4 as rule 2 applies.
belled and moved to the LAB list.

A label

Edge a-c is la-
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In step 3, all edges that were postponed due to ambiguity are labelled.

First, the unlabelled edges in the

derivations of a target edge are labelled if possible.

This

is possible if a previously unlabelled edge was labelled in
step 2 after the current edge was considered.

The

CONTRADICT predicate and rules 1 and 2 are then attempted as
in step 2.

If only rule 3 applies, the designer is asked

for the scope.
Figure l4b shows the complete labelling for this
example.

Note that no designer input was necessary.
Let us now return to step 2.5 of ANALYZE ASSERTIONS

for one final comment.

A loner assertion is one involving

key attributes not associated with any assertions involving
non-key attributes and vice-versa.

For example, assume en-

tity types A and B have attributes aI, a2, bl, and b2, respectively where al and bl are key attributes.

Assertion al

EQ[g] bl would be a loner if it is the only assertion associated with both A and B and so would be a2 EQ[g] b2 if it
were alone.
A loner assertion may indicate the omission of another assertion.

In the previous example, if a2 EQ[g] b2

were the only assertion, the designer may have forgotten al
EQ[g] bl.

A loner assertion is an indication that the list

of equivalence assertions may be incomplete.
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5.4 Common Area Integration
This step is the essence of global schema design as
the global schema and mapping rules are defined.

In the

first part of this step, the designer applies the FUSE and
SPLIT operators to prepare the common area for the interactive merge in the second part.

In the third part, the de-

signer defines attribute formats and mapping rules.

In the

fourth part, the designer adds new attributes and inserts/removes attribute groups.

Because of the length of

this section, it is divided into subsections discussing each
of these parts.
5.4.1 Apply the FUSE and SPLIT operators
The purpose of this step is to adjust the common
area so that a better merge can be achieved.

Informally, a

better merge maximizes the possibility for meaningful generalization possibility, while eliminating the possibility of
meaningless ones.

The FUSE operator serves the latter pUr-

pose, while the SPLIT operator serves the former.
The FUSE operator combines two entity types into a
single entity type.

It eliminates generalization possibil-

ity, i.e., before a FUSE is applied, two or more entity
types exist, while after a FUSE is applied, only one entity
type exists.

Recall from chapter 4 the FUSE requirements:

1) all entity types are from the same database, 2) the keys
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of the entity types are globally equivalent, and 3) there
are no globally or locally equivalent non-key attributes.
These conditions are minimal conditions, i.e., necessary but
not sufficient.

The global schema design manager can detect

these conditions and alert the designer about the possibility of a FUSE action.
The fourth condition for a FUSE operator is that the
entity types are separate only for performance reasons.
This condition can only be detected by a designer.

The FUSE

operator is used to correct anomalies in the local schemas.
Presumably, the entity types in question would have been
combined in the local schema if the lecal DBMS supported a
clean separation between the conceptual and internal
schemas.

An example of the FUSE operator is found in the

MISBS/LANLDB case of chapter 6.
The SPLIT operator creates several entity types from
an existing entity type.

It is used to place all entity

types in a common area at the same generalization level.
For example, assume there are three entity types in a common
area:

employee from database one, and salaried-emp and

hourly-emp from database two.

Obviously, these entity types

are not at the same generalization level, i.e., a salaried
employee is an employee.

The generalization of salaried-emp

with employee does not make sense if you want a supertype
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containing the union of salaried employees from both databases.

To achieve this generalization, the SPLIT operator

should be used before a generalization is attempted.

In

this example, employee can be divided into sal-empl and
hrly-emp by using the SPLIT operator.
There are several signals that provide clues about
when to apply the SPLIT operator.

A SPLIT may be appropri-

ate if a common area consists of a different number of entity types from each database.

In the previous example,

there is one entity type from database one and two from
database two.

A second signal involves null values.

A

SPLIT operator may be useful if many occurrences of the entity type have null values.

In the previous example, all

salaried employees have null values for the rate attribute.
The first signal can be detected by a design manager, while
the second can only be detected by a designer.
In the example of the software tracking databases,
item of database one should be split into two entity types
representing bugs and enhancements.

This action places all

entity types in the common area at the same level of generalization.

It is now meaningful to generalize together the

"bug" entity types of both databases and the "enhancement"
entity types of both databases.

The following statement

splits item into bugl and enhancel.
SPLIT item INTO
bugl(swid,itemid,lastdate,rptdate,status,
priority,fname,lname)
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WHERE itemtype = 0
enhancel(swid,itemid,lastdate,rptdate,status,
priority,fname,lname)
WHERE itemtype = 1;
As a final note, both the FUSE and SPLIT operators
affect the previously defined equivalence assertions.

If

entity type 2 is fused into entity 1, the equivalence assertions that previously applied to entity types 1 and 2 now
apply to the new entity type created by the FUSE action.

If

entity type 3 is split into entity types 3a and 3b, the
equivalence assertions that previously applied to entity 3
now apply to entity types 3a and 3b.

In addition, global

equivalence assertions should be added for any attributes
common to the newly-formed entity types (3a and 3b).

In the

previous example of item, global equivalence assertions
should be created for all the attributes of bugl and
enhancel.
These changes to the previously defined assertions
need not require any actions from the designer.

The global

schema design manager could infer them and update the design
database accordingly.
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5.4.2 Merge the Common Areas
After applying the FUSE and SPLIT operators, the
common area is ready for the interactive merge.

As men-

tioned in Chapter 2, Motro [MOTR8lb] devised two merge algorithms.

However, these algorithms suffer from serious draw-

backs which limit their use in this dissertation.

First,

the validity of his integration metric is questionable.

His

algorithm tries to produce a global schema with the minimal
number of direct edges (either ISA or ATT).

Motro contends

that the fewer the edges, the more commonality shown by the
global schema.
Motro is wrong in his contention that a global
schema design can be optimized.

For most situations, there

are many possible generalization structures.

As Dayal and

Hwang [DAYA82a] note, the appropriate structure is largely
dependent on designer preferences and application requirements.

Therefore, Motro's integration metric will not drive

the merge algorithm presented in this section.

Instead: the

algorithm computes all generalization possibility and allows
the designer to indicate a choice.

For each possibility,

the algorithm computes several characteristics which help
the designer evaluate the tradeoffs among the choices.
Second, since the Global Schema Data Model does not
support multiple levels of aggregation, Motro's retraction
operator is not useful.

The retraction operator replaces an
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attribute with an entity type (Figure 15).

The dno attri-

bute is the key of dept and a foreign key of emp.

When

retraction is applied, this attribute is removed from emp
and replaced by dept.

The retraction operator is a compos-

ite operator consisting of lower level operators which add
and remove intermediate level aggregates.

Since the Global

Schema Data Model does not support multiple levels of aggregation (since an entity cannot be part of another entity),
retraction cannot be applied.

~TRACT dept into eMp

::JTl
0· r).~,

( dno )

"-"

Figure 15.

(dnar~e
"-"

Retraction ExaMple

(Ioe)
"-"
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Moreover, the use of retraction would be questionable even if the Global Schema Data Model supported multiple
levels of aggregation.

In Figure 15, if emp and dept are

from the same database, a foreign key constraint defined on
dno of emp shows the connection between emp and dept.

If

they are from different databases, there can be a foreign
key constraint between emp and dept if they are related by
generalization to a corresponding emp and dept in the other
database, i.e., emp is related to emp2 and dept is related
to dept2).

In either case, Retraction is not useful in re-

lating the entity types.
The merge algorithm presented here retains some portions of Motro's Automatic Merge algorithm, while it eliminates the shortcomings and extends his algorithm in several
ways.

The first part borrowed is what I call the ELIGIBLE

predicate (Motro does not refer to it by this name).

The

ELIGIBLE predicate is used to determine sets of entity types
to which a merge operator may be applied.
posed of three sub-predicates:

ELIGIBLE is com-

commonality, being related

by generalization, and having a common generalization.
A set of entity types satisfy commonality whenever
they have global or local equivalence assertions among their
key attributes.

This definition is relaxed from the one

given by Motro [MOTR8lb].

He requires a pair of entity

types to share at least two common attributes, one of which
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must be a key.

Local equivalence assertions among the key

attributes are included because the techniques defined in
the next section permit a global key to be formed from locally equivalent key attributes.

No equivalence assertions

among non-key attributes are required so as to maximize the
merging possibility.

The designer can decide whether to

merge a set of entity types with only a common key and no
other common attributes.
The last two parts of ELIGIBLE prevent meaningless
merging actions.

It is meaningless to merge entity types

that are related by generalization, e.g., do not merge A and
B if A ISA C and C ISA B.

In general, two entity types, A

and B, are relQted by generalization if there exists a path
of ISA relations from A to B or from B to A;

or in other

words if A is a generalization of B or B is a generalization
of A.
It may also be meaningless to merge entity types
that share a common generalization.

Entity types A and B

share a common generalization if there exists a third entity
type C such that there is a path of ISA relations from A to
C and from B to C.

For example, A and B share a common gen-

eralization if A ISA C and B ISA C.

It is meaningless to

merge entity types that share a common generalization when
all their common attributes are contained in the common generalization.

Consider the example shown in Figure 16.

The
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designer should be free to create supertypes Meet(A,B),
Meet(A,C), and Meet(B,C) if these have a different set of
attributes than Meet(A,B,C).

Without this additional condi-

tion regarding common attributes, the merge would be forced
to proceed bottom-up, e.g., Meet(A,B) would have to be specified before Meet(A,B,C) since the existence of Meet(A,B,C)
would prevent the specification of Meet(A,B), Meet(A,C), or
Meet(B,C).

MEET(A,B,C)

B

A

Figure 16,

COMr~on

Genera 1ization Exar4p 1e

c
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The second part borrowed from Motro's Automatic
Merge algorithm is the CCM (Combine, Connect, Meet)
transformation.

Recall from chapter 4 that Combine requires

all entity types to have all attributes in common;

Connect

requires that the attributes of one entity type are a subset
of the attributes of the other entity type;
quires commonality.

Meet only re-

So whenever a set of entity types sa-

tisfy ELIGIBLE, the merge algorithm attempts Combine;
unsuccessful it tries Connect;

if

else it uses Meet.

The ELIGIBLE predicate and the CCM transformation
are used by this merge algorithm (Figure 17).

This

algorithm transforms a common area definition (list of entity types, equivalence assertions, and derived attribute
declarations), and local UDM schemas into a partial global
schema.

The global schema is partial because it only re-

flects the generalization structure.

Attribute formats and

other changes occur in the other steps of common area integration.

The algorithm permits designer interaction at each

iteration as it generates a list of possible merge actions
and allows the designer to select one or undo the affects of
a previous action.

Since the generalization hierarchy in

the global schema can change with each iteration of the design process, ELIGIBLE must be recomputed each time.
an outline of this algorithm is given first.
planation follows.

Again,

A detailed ex-
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Algorithm MERGE COMMON AREA
1. Add the common area to the global schema.
2. Calculate the OPEN list.
to step 5.

If empty, branch

2.1 Calculate the sets of entity types that satisfy
ELIGIBLE.
2.2 Determine the operator (Combine, Connect, Meet)
for each set.
2.3 Compute the characteristics of each action.
2.4 Remove actions that produce redundant supertypes.
3. Apply an action from OPEN, undo a previously
applied action, or apply the JOIN operator.
4. Branch to step 3.
5. Allow the designer to undo any actions. If
an action is selected, branch to step 4; else
exit.
Let us employ a hypothetical example to explain this
algorithm.

Figure l8a shows the schema diagram of the ini-

tial global schema formed in step 10

This schema reflects a

common area consisting of entity types El, E2, and E3.

All

three entity types share a common key (K) and a non-key attribute (P3).
E3 share P5.

In addition, El and E2 share P4, and E2 and
These common attributes are derived from

equivalence assertions, e.g., the common key is derived from
El.K EQ[g] E2.K;

E2.K EQ[g] E3.K;

El.K EQ[g] E3.Ki.

In

this example, only global equivalence assertions are used.
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Designer Feedback

MERGE
COMMON
AREA

Figure 17. High-Level View of the Merge Process

Step 2 calculates OPEN which is a list of actions
that may be applied to the existing global schema.

Each ac-

tion consists of an operator (Combine, Connect, or Meet), a
set of operands (entity types), and merge characteristics.
The ELIGIBLE predicate is used to determine the OPEN list.
In this example, the initial OPEN contains four actions (Figure l8b).

Meet is the operator for each action

because no set of operands satisfies the stricter conditions
for Connect and Combine.
three operands.

Note that the fourth action has

Motro's algorithms only operate on pairs of
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operands and hence, would not have shown the fourth action
as a possibility.

The designer can select the appropriate

action based upon his/her experience and the characteristics
of each action, undo a previous action, or form a different
action with the JOIN operator (see chapter 4) which creates
a subtype of two or more existing entity types.

a) Initial Global

S~heMa

bi OPEN after the first iteration

I ACTIOI~U I
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OPERATOR
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MEET
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E~,

E3
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First stage of the H~pothetical Exar.1ple

The columns "Cl", through "C3" represent the action
characteristics.

Each provides information about an action.

Cl is the number of common non-key attributes.

All globally

equivalent attributes are considered common since they are
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always combined into a single attribute.

Locally equivalent

attributes are considered common when they treated as globally equivalent and combined into a single attribute.
Recall from chapter 4 that locally equivalent attributes are
combined into a single attribute when strategy 1 for non-key
attributes is employed.
C2 is closely related to Cl as it measures the
relative commonality, while Cl measures the absolute commonality.

C2 is the total number of common non-key attributes

divided by the total number of distinct non-key attributes.
Formally C2 is defined as:
C2 = Cl / (T - (( n - 1) * Cl))
where T is the sum of non-key attributes of each operand
and n is the number of operands
The maximum value of C2 is 1 (total overlap in attribute
sets).

For the first action in this example, there are

eight total non-key attributes with two attributes shared
between El and E2.
C3 is a 0-1 measure that equals 1 if all the operands come from the same database, and 0 otherwise.

It is

often desirable to create a supertype to show the commonality of entity types in a local schema.

Presumably, a

supertype would exist in the local schema if the local data
model supported generalization.
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Let us assume the designer chooses action 1
(Meet(El,E2».

Figure 19a shows the global schema after ap-

plying this action.

MEET(El,E2) is the resulting supertype.

This name is formed by using the first four letters of the
operator followed by the operands enclosed in parentheses.
This convention is used internally by the merge algorithm to
explicitly show how a supertype was derived.

The designer

is permitted to rename the new entity types.
In the next iteration, let us assume the designer
chooses action 1 (Meet(E2,E3)) from the OPEN list in Figure
19b.

The common generalization part of the ELIGIBLE predi-

cate prevented MEET(El,E2,E3) from appearing on OPEN again,
i.e., El and E2 have a common supertype (MEET(El,E2».
Figure 19d demonstrates the generation of redundant
actions during the third iteration.

All three actions lead

to the same new supertype, a generalization of El, E2, and
E3 containing the attributes K and P3.

Thus, two of the

three actions are redundant and should be removed from the
OPEN list before presentation to the designer.

Step 2.4 de-

tects this redundancy and removes actions 2 and 3 from OPEN.
The level of the actions is used to determine which actions
to remove from OPEN as explained next.
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a) Global ScheMa after action 1

b) OPEN after the second iteration
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c) Global ScheMa after action 1

d) OPEN after the third iteration
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Figure 19.

l1iddle Stages of the HHPothetical ExaMple
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The level of an action is
each operand.

~he

sum of the levels of

Informally, the level of an operand is its

height in the generalization hierarchy of a global schema.
For example, the level of El is 0, while the level of
MEET(El,E2) is 1.

Using this formula, the level of action 1

is 2, action 2 is 1, and action 3 is 1.

Actions 2 and 3 are

removed from OPEN because they have a lower level than action 1.

In the case where more than one action has the max-

imum level value, the algorithm consults the designer about
which action to retain.

Unlike characteristics Cl to CS,

the level is used internally by the algorithm to delete redundant actions from OPEN.

The level metric is therefore

not part of the OPEN list displayed to the designer.
At this point, the designer selects the only action
in OPEN, and it is applied to the global schema (Figure 20).
In the next iteration of step 2, OPEN is empty.

If the de-

signer is satisfied, the merge process terminates for this
common area.

Otherwise, the designer undoes some action and

the algorithm continues.
Let us return to the software tracking database
example.

Figure 21a shows the partial global schema after

applying the merge algorithm to the ITEM area without the
SPLIT operator applied to item of database one.

(See Figure

11 for the related equivalence assertions.) As shown in the
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Figure 20.

Final Global ScheMa of the H~pothetical ExaMple

schema graph, two actions were applied to the initial global
schema.

First, the designer applied Meet to bug and enhance

because both are from the same database.

Next, Meet was ap-

plied to item and the supertype resulting from the previous
action.

This graph also shows the attributes of the

supertypeso

In cases where equivalent attributes have dif-

ferent names, one attribute's name has been arbitrarily selected such as for reporter.
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a) ScheMa graph without the SPLIT 2ction

rsldate fixdesc rspperson

prioritH

b) Generalization structure after the SPLIT action

~==========================~

Figure 21.

Htenhancei,
enhance)

ScheMa Graphs for the Merged ITEM Area
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Contrast this schema graph with the one illustrated
in Figure 2lb.

Here, the merge algorithm was applied to the

ITEM area as adjusted by the split of item into bugl and
enhancel.

The resulting generalization structure of the

global schema shows five actions.

It is now possible to re-

present the generalization of all bugs (MEET(bugl,bug)) and
all enhancements (MEET(enhancel,enhance)).
5.4.3 Define Global Formats and Mapping Rules
After a common area is merged, global attribute formats and mapping rules are defined.

The merge algorithm

provides as output a list of equivalence assertions pertaining to each new entity type formed in the merging process.
For each global attribute, the designer defines a global attribute format and a set of mapping rules as described in
chapter 4.
Since the mechanics of defining mapping rules were
explained in chapter 4, let us now examine the effects of
previous steps in the methodology on defining global formats
and mapping rules.

First, recall that the use of SPLIT or

FUSE affects the base or initial set of entity types that
can be merged.

The mapping rules should be defined in terms

of this base set.

For example, consider the entity type

FUSE(A,B) which is the entity type resulting from a FUSE
operator applied to A and B.

The partition element of the
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mapping rules should refer to FUSE(A,B) not to A and
B, i.e., FUSE(A,B) ONLY

:=.

This approach eliminates the

need for the designer to map from FUSE(A,B) into A and B.
However, it may require a more complex query modification
algorithm.

Mapping rules for a subtype formed by a FUSE can

be found in the MISBS-LANLDB case of chapter 6.
Second, as mentioned in common area definition, common areas may not be independent for the the purpose of defining global attribute formats and mapping rules.

This is

because of the interdependencies resulting from foreign key
constraints~

Let us return to the software tracking

database for an example to explain this point.

The entity

type itemdesc of database 1 contains itemid which is the
primary key of item (Figure lOa).

The format of itemid

should be identical in item and itemdesc to maintain the
foreign key constraint.

Since item and itemdesc are in dif-

ferent common areas, an interdependency between these areas
exists.

It would be very useful for the design manager to

create the global formats and mapping rules for such dependent attributes.
This support for foreign key attributes should just
be a part of an interactive attribute definition algorithm.
No algorithm
cussed.

1S

stated here but instead suggestions are dis-
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An attribute definition algorithm could scan the initial list of equivalence assertions and present these
one-at-a-time to the designer.

The algorithm could present

alternative strategies for representing locally equivalent
attributes based on the discussion in this section.

After

all locally equivalent attributes are handled, the algorithm
could then suggest an attribute format based on the formats
of the local attributes.

The designer could use the sug-

gested format or substitute one of his/her own.

In either

case, the algorithm could check the global format for consistency against the local attribute formats.

Possible loss

of information through truncation could be flagged.

After

the designer decides upon a global format, the algorithm
could suggest possible mapping rules to use.

The designer

then defines a mapping using one of these suggested operators or one of his/her own.

The algorithm could check for

possible information loss in some types of mappings, e.g.,
possible truncation in a conversion formula.
This sUbsection concludes with a continuation of the
example of the software tracking databases (Figure 22).

An

identifier is prepended to the underlying attributes of
itemid so that all software items may be uniquely identified.

This conversion specification is consistent with the

strategy selected for the locally equivalent attributes in
section 5.3.1.

The conversion specifications for status and
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reporter illustrate the use of database procedures and concatenation.

Only the minimal set of mapping rules are spe-

cified for these two attributes.

Any overlapping cases

(e.g., enhance I bug) are handled by the default procedure.
5.4.4 Add Attributes and Manipulate Groups
The final part of the common area integration step
is to add new attributes (Add operator), delete entity types
or attributes (Delete operator), and add or remove attribute
groups (Insert and Remove operators).

The most common ac-

tion is to add new attributes such as a library id to a book
entity type.
5.5 Possible Conflicts
The following is a list of conflicts that can occur.
Note that some have already been discussed.
1. The assertions within a common area can be inconsistent.
The equivalence assertion analyzer can catch most of
these inconsistencies.
2. The entity types in one common area overlap with those in
another common area.

To resolve this type of conflict,

the designer should rearrange the entity types so that no
overlap exists.

The overlap can be detected when the

common area is defined.
3. The merge algorithm will not consider a desired action.
The causes for this are either omitted assertions or
local assertions that should be global.
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a) itemid
itemid:

CHAR [8J ;

enhance ONLY := CAT("DB2",charof(enhid));
bug ONLY
:= CAT("DB2",charof(bugid));
item ONLY
:= CAT("DB1",charof(itemid));
Note: charof converts an integer argument to a character
string.
It is used because the syntax does not permit the
keyword CHAR OF in this situation.
b) status
status:

INT [1 J ;

enhance ONLY := enhance. status;
bug ONLY
:= bug.status;
item ONLY
:= switch-values (item.status) ;
Note: switch-values changes values of item.status of 2 to 1
and 1 to 2.
c) report er
reporter

CHAR[35J;

enhance ONLY := enhance. reporter;
bug ONLY
:= bug.reporter;
:= CAT(fname,lname)i
item ONLY

Figure 22.

Some Global Formats and Mapping Rules
for the ITEM Common Area
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4. Only locally equivalent key attributes exist for a set of
epcity types.

The designer can follow the strategies

discussed in the previous section.
Conflict types 1 and 2 require no backtracking.
They can be handled in the steps in which detected.
Conflict type 3 requires backtracking to the common area definition step.

Conflict type 4 can require backtracking to

the schema conversion step if attributes are added to a
local schema.
5.6 Summary
This chapter defined a complete methodology for
global schema design.

Some of the salient aspects of this

methodology include:
I. The division of the local UDM schemas into clusters or
common areas;

this simplifies the design process because

each common area can be considered independdently in most
of the methodology.
2. Algorithms to compute the scopes of implied equivalence
assertions and to interactively merge a common area;
3. The use of the FUSE and SPLIT operators to achieve a more
meaningful merge;
4. The suggestions for an algorithm to help define global
attribute formats and mapping rules.
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The methodology was explained with the use of hypothetical examples.

These examples were useful tools, but

they do not provide a reasonable validation of the methodology.
tion.

The cases in the next chapter provide this valida-

CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDIES
This chapter applies the methodology developed in
chapter 5 to two cases.

Because the number of attributes,

equivalence assertions, and other details can be voluminous
in even a small case, only selected portions of the cases
are presented here.

The complete examples are deferred to

Appendix B for the first case and Appendix C for tsecond
case.

The purpose here is to demonstrate the effectiveness

of the methodology on real cases, not to present exhaustive
details.

Each case is discussed in three major sections

corresponding to the three steps of the methodology.

The

final section of this chapter presents an evaluation of both
cases.
6.1 MISBS/LANLDB
This case involves two bibliographic databases used
in the department of Management Information Systems (MIS) at
128
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the University of Arizona.

MISBS (Management Information

Systems Bibliographic System) ,'>'as developed to allow researchers to catalog and retrieve references.

It was imple-

mented on DBMS-lO, a CODASYL DBMS from Digital Equipment
Corporation.
LANLDB (Los Alamos National Laboratory Database) was
developed to track Soviet computing literature.

It was ini-

tially implemented on a VAXll-780 using RIM, a relational
DBMS developed by Boeing Computer Services.

The system is

currently heing converted to use the commercial version of
INGRES.

LANLDB is used by a small research team at the MIS

department.

After its conversion to INGRES, it will also be

employed at Los Alamos by government researchers.
There is no interest in actually integratin these
databases.

However, they are real databases and their inte-

gration involves some interesting questions.
6.1.1 Schema Conversion for

~lISBS/LANLDB

Figure 23 contains a schema diagram for MISBS.
(Consult Appendix B for the related schema listing).

As

shown in this diagram, relationships between record types
are explicitly defined.

In the GS data model, relationships

are are shown by matching data values.

The problem is to
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convert from the explicitly represented relationships in the
CODASYL model to the implicitly represented relationships in
the GS model.

This can be accomplished by migrating attrib-

utes from an owner record type to a member record type as
discussed by Zaniolo and Goldman [ZANI78,79, GOLD79].
The converted schema is shown in Appendix B.

The

record types and data elements of the CODASYL schema were
directly converted to entity types and attributes.
cases, attributes were renamed for brevity.

In some

All sets owned

by the "SYSTEM" record were ignored since this is just a retrieval mechanism.

For all member records (except in

"SYSTEM" sets), the primary key of the owner was migrated
into the member.
In the second part of schema conversion, interpreted
domains, and primary and foreign key constraints were defined.

Most of the domain conversions involved a direct

translation of data types, e.g., PIC X(2) to CHAR [2] •

A few

such as article-id, date, and writer involved constraints
embedded in an application program.

For example,

writer-name is constrained to have a last name of 20 characters followed by a first initial.

Primary key clauses were

added for intersection record types such as article-class.
Finally, article-id was designated as the primary key of
biblio-rec because the application programs maintain a
one-to-one correspondence between occurrences of article and
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biblio-rec.

Biblio-rec is a separate record only for per-

formance improvement.
Figure 24 shows a schema diagram for the RIM version
of LANLDB.

(For the RIM and GS schema listings, see

Appendix B).
forward.

The first part of the conversion is straight-

Each relation and attribute in the RIM schema be-

comes respectively, an entity type and attribute in the GS
schema.

Some of the second part is also straightforward

such as the domain conversions that involve a translation
between data types.
The rest of the second part required discussions
with the database administrator.

The conversion of refid,

adate, and bdate requires an understanding of how application programs setup these attributes.

The primary and for-

eign key constraints are also difficult to discover since
they are enforced by application programs.

Through discus-

sions with the database administrator, it was determined
that refid is the key of book, other, and article, and txid
is the key of text.

The only foreign key constraints are

associated with txid of text (ref, index).

Although, the

attribute refid appears in some entity types as a non-key
field, no foreign key constraints are justified because
refid is the key of several entity types.
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Figure 24.

ScheMa DiagraM for LANLDB
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6.1.2 Common Area Definition for HISBS/LANLDB
There are three common areas as shown in the following table.

All the other entity types reside in their

own common area.

They will not be considered further since

the merge of a single entity type is trivial.

In the fol-

lowing table, a database name precedes an entity type name
only when the entity type name is not unique.
NAME

ENTITY TYPES

reference

MISBS.article, biblio-rec,
LANLDB.article, book, other

author

writer, person

keyword

keyword, index, text
The first common area is the most interesting since

it contains the most entity types and equivalence assertions.

The entity types in this area contain information

about citable references.

All the entity types have a com-

puting surveys reference id as the primary key.

The refer-

ence id attributes from different databases are locally
equivalent (see chapter 4 for an explanation),
e.g., other.refid EQ[l] article.article-id.

The reference

id attributes from the same database are globally equivalent, e.g.,

article.refid EQ[g] otherorefid.

There are

also many equivalent non-key attributes such as title, publisher, pages, and volume.

A list of equivalence assertions

and derived attributes appears in Figure 25.
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Figure 26 illustrates two equivalence classes from
this list of assertions.

In each case, the designer speci-

fied the minimum number of assertions and left the equivalence assertion analyzer to figure the implied ones.

The

initial labelled edges for the article-id/refid attributes
are 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5, while the initial edges for the
location/idnum attributes are 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 (see Figure
26 for a correlation between the numbers and the attribute
names).

The assertions added as a result of the analysis

process can be seen in Figure 25b.
Figure 27 provides a history of the algorithm
COMPUTE SCOPES for the first equivalence class in Figure 26.
This algorithm labels the first three edges without designer
interaction.

The derivations for the next three edges

(3-4,3-5,4-5) are ambiguous so they are reprocessed in step
3 of the algorithm.

Figure 27b shows that the designer is

asked for a scope for edges 3-4 and 3-5 because the derivations are still ambiguous.

Edge 4-5 is labelled according

to Rule 1 as more information is available (3-4,3-5) from
the previous labellings.
After the analysis process is complete, the designer
selects strategies for the locally equivalent attributes.
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a) Original assertions and derived attributes
title := f(MISBS.article.titlel,MISBS.article.title2);
pubdate := f(biblio-rec.pub-year,biblio-rec.pub-month,
biblio-rec.pub-day);
article.article-id
EQ[g] biblio-rec.article-id;
article.article-id
EQ[l] article.refid;
article.article-id
EQ[l] book.refid;
article.article-id
EQ[l] other.refid;
MISBS.article.location EQ[l] book.idnum;
MISBS.article.location EQ[l] article.idnum;
MISBS.article.location EQ[l] other.idnum;
title
EQ[g] book.engtit;
title
EQ[g] article.engtit;
book.rustit
EQ[g] article.rustit;
biblio-rec.volume
EQ[g] article.vol;
biblio-rec.issue
EQ[g] aritcle.num;
biblio-rec.pages
EQ[g] article.pgnum;
pubdate
EQ[g] article.adate;
pubdate
EQ[g] book.bdate;
biblio-rec.pub-location EQ[g] book.bplace;
biblio-rec.publisher
EQ[g] book.bpublish;
b) Assertions added after analysis
article.refid
book.refid
article.refid
biblio-rec.article-id
biblio-rec.article-id
biblio-rec.article-id
book.idnum
book.idnum
article.idnum
article.adate
book.engtit

EQ [g]
EQ[g]
EQ[g]
EQ[l]
EQ[l]
EQ[l]
EQ [gJ
EQ[gJ
EQ[gJ
EQ[gJ
EQ[gJ

book.refid;
other.refid;
other.refid;
article.refid;
book.refid;
other.refid;
article.idnum;
other.idnum;
other.idnum;
book.bdate;
article.engtit;

Figure 25. Assertions for the Reference Common Area
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a)

article-id/refid

b) location/idnuM

Legend
1: article.article-id
2: biblio-rec.article-id
3: article.refid
4: other.refid
5: book.refid
6: location
7: book.idnuM
8: article.idnuM
9: other.idnuM

Figure 26.

Graphs of Two Equivalence Classes

There are two sets of attributes which are locally equivalent:

1) the keys of MISBSoarticle, biblio-rec, LANLDB.ar-

ticle, book, and other and 2) location, otheroidnum,
book.idnum, and bookoidnum.

For the first set, assume the

designer prepends an identifier to make all reference occurrences unique (strategy 3 for key attributes).

Given this

treatment of the key attributes, the second set of attributes can be treated as globally equivalent (strategy 1 for
non-key attributes).

They can be combined into a single at-
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tribute because the intersection of the entity types is
empty.
After the labelling process is complete, step 2.5 of
the algorithm ANALYZE ASSERTIONS checks for "loner" assertions.

It warns about the following assertion:

ticle-id EQ[g] biblio-rec.article-id.

article.ar-

The designer does not

remove this assertion because it is indicative of a FUSE
operation involving MISBS.article and biblio-rec.

At this

point, the algorithm terminates for the reference common
area.
For the author area, the designer submits the following derived attribute and equivalence assertion.
personname := f(fnam,mnam,lnam);
writer-name EQ[l] personname;
The analyzer detects that writer-name is the primary key of
writer, but personname is not the primary key of person.
Although first, middle, and last name are highly selective,
they do not constitute a primary key in person.

Since both

attributes in the assertion are not primary or candidate
keys, the assertion is of type non-key.

This assertion is

flagged as a "loner" because it is the only one that involves the entity types writer and person.

It is deleted

from the assertion list because no assertion involving key
attributes is possible.

According to definition 4.4, this

assertion should never have existed because non-key assertions are dependent upon a key assertion.

a) Processing of unlabelled edges (UNLAB)
1. target edge: 2-3
2 E(Hg] 1, 1 EaU] 3 --> 2 Ea[)] 3 (Rule 2)
2 EIH?] 4, 4 EQ[?] 3 (no scope can be co~puted)
2 Ear?] 5, 5 Ea[?) 3 (no scope can be cOMputed)
2. target edge: 2-4
2 Ell[g] 1, 1 Ea[ll 4 --> 2 Ea[ll 4 (Rule 2)
2 ECHll 3, 3 Ear?] 4 (no scope can be cOMputed)
2 E(H?) 5, 5 Ea[?] 4 (no scope can be cOMputed)
3. target edge: 2-5
2 EO[g] i, 1 Ea[ll 5 --> 2 E(H}] 5 (Rule 2)
2 EIHlJ 3, 3 EQ[?] 5 (no scope can be cOMputed)
2 Ea[ll 4, 4 Ear?) 5 (no scope can be cOMputed)
4. target edge: 3-4
3 Ea[l] 1, 1 EO[l) 4 (ambiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 E(Ull 2, 2 m[l] 4 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 EIH?l 5, 5 EQ[?] 4 (no scope can be cOMputed)

b) Processing of the aMbiguous edges (AMBIG)
1. target edge: 3-4
3 EO[ll 1, 1 Ea[l] 4 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 EO(1] 2, 2 EOn] 4 (a~lbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 EO[?] 5, 5 Ea[?] 4 (no scope can be co~puted)
Designer's response:

globall~

e9uivalent

2. target edge: 3-5
3 Ea[ll

1, 1 EIUl1 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 Ea[ll 2, 2 EQ[l] 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 EQ[g] 4, 4 Ea[?] 5 (no scope can be cOMputed)

Designer's response:

globall~

equivalent

3. target edge: 4-5
4 EO[l] 1, 1 Ea[ll 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
4 Ea[ll 2, 2 Ea[ll 5 (aMbiguclus scope - Rule 3)
4 mIg] 3, 3 EO[g] 5 --) 4 EO[gl 5 <Rule 1)

5. target edge: 3-5
1, 1 EO[l] 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 EQ£ll 2, 2 EO[I] 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3 E(H?] 4, 4 Ear?] 5 (no scope can be COMputed)

3 EOUl

6. target edge: 4-5
4 EO[I]
4 Ea[ll
4 EQ£?]

1, 1 EOU] 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
2, 2 Earll 5 (aMbiguous scope - Rule 3)
3, 3 EO[?] 5 (no scope can be COMputed)

Figure 27.

Trace of the AlgorithM COMPUTE SCOPES for the
article-id/refid Equivalence Classes
f-'
W
1.0
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There are no assertions for the keyword area because
of the different representations of keywords in the two databases.

In MISBS, keywords are defined relative to refer-

ences, while in LANLDB, keywords are defined relative to
pieces of text.
cles.

Each text is related to one or more arti-

Keywords are represented at different levels of ag-

gregation in the two databases.

The current methodology

provides no procedures to deal with different levels of aggregation.
6.1.3 Common Area Integration for MISBS/LANLDB
The reference area is the only one that needs to be
merged since the other areas have no equivalence assertions.
The designer first decides to FUSE biblio-rec into MISBS.article creating a new entity type called referencel.

A FUSE

action is appropriate because these two entity types satisfy
the minimal conditions (see chapter 5) and they are separate
record types only for performance reasons.

Let us assume

that the equivalence assertions involving biblio-rec and
MISBS.article are transferred to referencel as a result of
this action.
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The designer then notes that referencel is at a different level of generalization than the three entity types
of LANLDB (article,book,ot.her).

The designer believes that

referencel includes articles and books.

It might be advan-

tageous to divide referencel into articles and books so that
the articles of MISBS can be generalized with the articles
of LANLDB and likewise for books of each database.

On the

other hand, it might not be necessary to split referencel
because the distinction between books and articles was not
available in the local databases.

Let us assume the design-

er wants to split referencel so that books and articles can
be recognized in both databases.
The problem with splitting referencel is to define
an appropriate predicate.

No attribute of referencel iden-

tifies an occurrence as a book or article.

The references

cannot be classified on the basis of null values for volume
and issue because some books may have a volume (multi-volume
series) and some articles may not have an issue.

The only

viable alternative to classify the occurrences is to add another attribute to MISBS.article or biblio-rec that identifies a reference as a book or article.

Let us assume the

cost of adding the attribute is prohibitive;
SPLIT operator is not applied.

hence the
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After applying the FUSE operator, the designer invokes the merge algorithm.
OPEN list.

Figure 28a shows the initial

Actions 6, 9, 10, and 11 do not seem desirable

as these involve only I common attribute (CI=l).

Actions I

and 5 are useful because referencel is at a higher level of
generalization than article and book.

Therefore, the de-

signer eliminates both actions from further consideration.
This is an example where more information is needed by the
merge algorithm so that non-meaningful generalization possibility can be ignored.

This does not mean that the action

characteristics (CI-C3) are useless.

Rather, in this case,

the important information is that the entity types are at
different levels of generalization.
Actions 2 and 7 are desirable because all of the entity types in these actions are from the same database and
they are all types of references about soviet computing literature.

Let us assume the designer selects action 2 be-

cause of the large values for Cl, C2, and C3.

The resulting

entity types in the global schema are article, book, and
MEET(article,book) •
The subsequent merge actions can be viewed by
examining the OPEN lists in Figure 28b and c and the generalization structure in Figure 29a.

The asterisks indicate

the actions chosen during each iteration.

Figure 29b shows

the globally and locally equivalent attributes for the
supertypes of Figure 29a.
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a) Initial OPEN
ACTIONU
>f

OPERATOR

1

~lEET

2
3

t-1EET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

OPERANDS
C1
referencel,article
6
article,boov..
4
article, other
1
book, other
1
reference1,book
5
reference1,other
6
article,booK,other
1
reference1,article,book
2
reference1,boov..,other
1
reference1,article,other 1
referenc:ei,article,book, i
other

C2
.32
.27
.10
.11
.26
.06
.06
.06
.04
.04
.03

C3

C2
.32
.10
.11
.26
.20
.06

C3
0

.06
.04
.04
.03

0
0
0
0

C2
.10
.11
.26
.32

C3
1

.06

0

0

1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

b) OPEN after first iteration
ACTIONU
1

2
3

.

4
5

6
7
8
9

10

OPERATOR
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET
MEET

OPERANDS
C1
reference1,article
6
article, other
1
book, other
1
reference1,book
5
MEET<article, book), other 1
MEET( article, book),
2
reference1
referencei,other
1
reference1,book,other
1
reference1,article,other 1
reference1,MEET(article, 1
boo~'> ,other

1

1
0
1
0

c) OPEN after the second iteration

5

OPERATOR
MEET
t1EET
MEET
MEET
MEET

6
7
8
9

MEET
MEET
MEET
!-lEET

ACTIONH
1
2
3
4

.

Figure 28.

OPERANDS
Cl
article, other
1
book, other
1
reference1,book
5
article,reference1
6
MEET(article,book),
3
reference1
reference1,other
1
reference1,book,other
1
reference1, article, other 1
HEET (t1EET (art i c I e, book) , 1
other),reference1

OPEN Lists for the Reference Area

1
0

0

.06

0

.04
.04
.03

0

0
0
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This case clearly indicates the need for an interactive merging process because to a large extent the choice of
generalization structures is a matter of discretion.
other structures are possible for this case.

Many

This case also

indicates the number of details associated with the merging
process even for relatively small schemas.

The merge

algorithm manages all the details thus allowing the designer
to consider many possibility.
After the merge is performed, the global formats and
mapping rules are specified.

The conversion specifications

for the equivalent attributes of MEET(article,book) are
straightforward since both underlying entity types are from
the same database.

The conversions merely involve an as-

signment of the appropriate attribute name.

No rule for the

intersecting case is necessary because book and article are
disjoint.
The domain definitions and mapping rules for the
generalization of referencel, article, book, and other
follow.

The entity type, referencel, used in these mapping

rules because it is part of the base set of entity types in
this common area.

(See chapter 5 for an explanation of map-

ping rules for entity types formed by the FUSE or SPLIT operators).

For refid, the procedure

erence id to upper case.

~ucase"

converts a ref-

The database names are prepended
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a) Generali2ation structure

b) Attributes of the supertypes
ENT:TY TYPE
MEET'MEETfariicle,book),
othel")
HEETCHEETCHEETCarticlei,

article-id/refid( 1), idnuMl!.o:ation< 1)

MEETCarticle,book)

refid,engtit,idnuM,adate/bdate,rustit

boo~.l,other).referEncel)

I

ATTRIBUTES

refid,idnuM

II
i

Note: naMES separated by a slash (I) indicate the different local attribute
naMes. The "(1)" indicates local equivalence.

Figure 29.

Representation of the Merged Reference Area
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to achieve uniquenesso

No rules for the intersecting cases

are provided because all the entity types are disjoint.
refid:

STRUCT

{

dbid:
authabbr:
year:
dupchar:

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

[7]
[4]
[2]
[1]

("t-IISBS-", "LANLDB-") ;
([A-Z]+);
([0-9]+);
([a-z]);

referencel ONLY := "t-IISBS-" + referencel.article-id;
LANLDB.c:.rticle ONLY := "LANLDB- II + ucase(article.refia);
book ONLY := "LANLDB-" + ucase(book.refid);
other ONLY := "LANLDB-" + ucase(other.refid);
location:

CHAR [*] ;

referencel ONLY := referencel.location;
LANLDB.article ONLY := article.idnum;
book ONLY := book.idnum;
other ONLY := otheroidnum;
The final step in the integration of the reference
area is to apply operators such as renaming.

As a minimum,

the supertypes and any equivalent attributes are renamed.
The complete global schema listing (Appendix B) reflects
these changes.
The final global schema also reflects some subtle
changes not discussed so far.

Implicit in this schema are

the mapping rules pertaining to every entity type.

For

example, the domain of referencel.engtit is changed to be
consistent with engtit of lanl-articles-books.

This re-

quires a mapping rule that combines titlel and title2 of
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MISBS.article into a single attribute (engtit).

Identical

domains were also defined for pubdate, pages, volume, issue,
and pubplace of referencel.

These format changes must also

be supported by appropriate mapping rules.
It should be noted that none of these compromise
formats were necessary.

The rationale for making compromise

formats in these cases is that a unified format is desired.
For example, by combining titlel and title2 into a single
attribute named engtit, the user sees a single representation of reference titles regardless of whether the reference
existed on MISBS or LANLDB There is another view point that
could have been used here, however.

Reference titles should

be represented differently in referencel so that users of
MISBS see the same attributes in the global schema as in the
local schema.

In real global schema designs, either of

these assumptions may apply.

The first assumption was cho-

sen here to show the subtle changes that can be necessary.
There are also differences caused by a globally
equivalent key cascading to other entity types which are related by a foreign key constraint.

For example, the entity

type, article-writer contains article-id as a foreign key in
the GS schema listing of MISBS (appendix B).

In the global

schema, the foreign key is refid and the foreign key
constraint is changed from article-jd of article to refia of
referencel.

Computer-aided support is useful to ensure the
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consistency of the foreign key attributes in the global
schema.
6.2 STDDB1/STDDB2
This case involves two student registration databases (STDDB1, STDDB2) developed as class projects for the
database management class (MIS531b) in the Department of
Management Information Systems at the University of Arizona.
Both databases were implemented on a VAXll-780 using RIM, a
relational DBMS developed by Boeing Computer Services.

As

for the previous case, there is no interest in actually integratin these databases.

However, they are real databases

and their integration involves some interesting questions.
6.2.1 Schema

Co~version

for STDDBI/STDDB2

Figures 30 and 31 contain a schema diagram for both
databases.

(For the related schema listings, consult ap-

pendix C.) The schema diagrams use the Entity-Relationship
Model [CHEN76] as this was a class requirement.

The corre-

sponding schema listings use the data definition language of
RIM.

Note that l:N relationships were modelled via foreign

keys in the relational model whereas N:M relationships were
translated into link relations.
integrity constraints.

The RULES section defines
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N

1

HAS

AWARDS

DEGRf~S

'J/
""-

1 COLLEGE 1-1_1------<O:>------N-t

IS OFFERED BY

Figure 30.

Entit~-Relationship

'-----'

DiagraM for STDDB1

The conversion is straightforward because neither
the relational data model nor the GS model supports a relationship data type.

The conversion entails mapping from the

relations, attributes, and rules of RIM to the entity types,
attributes, and domains of the GS data model.

(Consult ap-

pendix C for the listings of the converted schemas).
6.2.2 Common Area Definition for STDDBI/STDDB2
Before describing the common area definitions,
differences between the databases should be noted.

SOQe

Students

in stddbl are identified by matric number, while students in

stddb2 are identified by social security number.

From one

point of view, social security number and matric number can
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COLLEGE

DEPT.

STUDENT

INSTRUCTOR

"/ ' /

EJ
Figure 31.

Entit~-Relationship

DiagraM for STDDB2
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be considered semantically equivalent if one assumes that
the only purpose for these two attributes is to identify
students.

Using this assumption, the attributes are seman-

tically equivalent but have a local scope.

From another

point of view, these attributes are not semantically equivalent.

A social security number provides access to the com-

plete social history of a person maintained by government
agencies whereas a matric number is an identifier created by
a university.

Either of these view points can be taken in a

real global schema design.

Let us assume somewhat arbitrar-

ily that the designer takes the latter view point.
This leads to a conflict.

Obviously, it would be

advantageous to find a common identifier so students from
both databases can be merged.

Common identification can be

achieved by adding a social security number attribute to
stddbl or matric number to stddb2.

Let us assume a social

security number attribute is added to stddbl since it identifies a student independent of a university.
Courses are also modelled differently in the two databases.

Stddbl represents courses independdently of

sec~

tion numbers, while stddb2 represents courses with respect
to section numbers.

For example, a course such as MISlll is

represented as a single tuple in stddbl.course and as one
tuple for each section in stddb2.course.

The course infor-

mation is represented at different levels of generalization
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in the two databases.

The methodology currently contains no

procedures to integrate this information.

Therefore, no

merge between stddbl.course and stddb2.course is possible.
Because of the lack of section number information in
stddbl, there can be no merge of enrollment information
(enroll,enrolled).

Enroll of stddbl identifies courses with

a course id, enrolled of stddb2 uses a course number and
section.

Stddbl does not permit two enroll entities with

the same course and student i6entifier.

Stddb2 does permit

two enrollments with the same same course number but not the
same course and section number.
A terminology difference involves the entity types
major and deptment.

Intuitively, there is a one to many

mapping between department and major, i.e., a department can
offer one or more majors.

However, in these databases major

seems synonymous with department.

As eviaence, the rela-

tional schema for stddb2 (appendix C) shows the MAJORIKG relationship between STUDENT and DEPT.

This implies that each

department offers a maximum of one major.
Even though both databases represent the relationship between a student and a major, they use a different
cardinality.

Stddbl permits a student to have just a single

major, while stddb2 permits multiple majors.

Because of
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this cardinality difference, the entity type majoring of
stddb2 cannot be merged with a comparable entity type in
stddbl.
Another difference between the databases is that
stddb2 contains information about instructors, while stddbl
aoes not.

Therefore, the entity type instrctr of stddb2

cannot be merged with a corresponding entity type in stddbl.
However, instrctr of stddb2 could be merged with the student
entity types as they have a common key (ssn) and some common
non-key attributes.

Let us assume the designer does not in-

elude these in the same common area because there is no need
to access students and teachers together.
The common area definitions are now presented.

The

following table shows the common areas with more than one
entity type.
NAME

ENTITY TYPES

student
college
department

stddbl.student, stddb2.student
stddbl.college, stddb2.college
major, deptment

Figure 32 lists the equivalence assertions and derived attributes for these common areas.

For the student

area, the derived attributes street2, city2, and state2 are
necessary because stddbl.student represents these as individual attributes and stddb2.student embeds them into a single
attribute.

There is no corresponding derived attribute for
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zip code because stddb2.student.address does not contain
this information.

The other derived attributes (gpal,

totgrpt2) are necessary because stddbl contains attributes
representing total credit hours and grade points, while
stddb2 contains attributes representing total credit hours
and grade point average.

The gpa of a student can be de-

rived by using the total credit hours and grade points,
while the total grade points can be derived by using total
credit hours and gpa.
The equivalence assertions are straightforward except for the ones involving colcode/collid and
majcode/deptnum.

Stddb2 uses numeric identifiers for

colleges and departments, while stddbl uses alphabetic
codes.

It is assumed that a one-to-one mapping can be de-

fined by using a conversion table.
The analysis of the equivalence assertions is trivial because there are no transitively related assertions.
Therefore, no discussion is provided for the equivalence
assertion analysis phase for this case.
6.2.3 Common Area Integration for STDDB1/STDDB2
The merge of the common areas is quite simple because each common area only contains at most two'entity
types.

The merge algorithm suggests a Combine operation for

college and department areas because the entity types in
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a) student area
street2 := f(student.address);
city2
:= f(student.address);
state2 := f(student.address);
gpal
:= f(totgrpts,totunits);
totgrpt2 := f(cummcred,gpa);
student.ssno EQ[g]
student.ssn;
stuname EQ[g]
student.fullname;
cummcred EQ[g]
totunits;
gpal EQ[g]
gpa2;
street EQ[g]
street2;
city
EQ[g]
city2;
state
EQ[g]
state2;
totgrpts EQ[g]
totgrpt2;
b) college area
STDDBl.college.colcode
STDDBl.college.colname

EQ [g]
EQ[g]

STDDB2.college.collid;
STDDB2.college.collname;

c) department area
major.majcode
major.majname
major.colcode

EQ[g]
EQ[g]
EQ[g]

deptment.cieptnum;
deptmcnt.deptname;
deptment.collid;

Figure 32. Equivalence Assertions and Deriveo Attributes
for the Student Registration Case
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each area have completely overlapping attribute sets.

The

merge algorithm suggests a Meet operation for the Student
area.

This generalization structure is reflected in the

final global schema for this case (appendix C).
Figure 33 shows some interesting mapping rules for
the student common area.

The conversion specifications

involve string manipulation for street, city, state, and
studentname, and an arithmetic formula for gpa and totgrpts.
The procedure "reverse-order" reverses the order of first
and last name components in student.fullname.

This is ne-

cessary because occurrences of stuname contain last name before first name, while occurrences of student.fullname contain first name before last name.
Each of the sets of mapping rules in Figure 33 includes a rule for the intersecting case (stddbl.student I
stddb2.student).

These rules are necessary because of the

different data collection techniques for the two databases.
For example, a student common to both databases may have a
different street name or first name in the two databases
merely because of space limitations.

Therefore, the rules

for the intersecting case use the local attribute with the
larger naming space.

For example, street of stddbl is used

because stddbl allows sixteen characters, while stddb2 allows only twenty eight characters for the entire address including street, city, and state.
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The different data collection techniques are an
example of a value difference.

Recall from chapter 4 that a

value differ.ence occurs when two entity occurrences with the
same key value disagree on the converted value of a globally
equivalent non-key attribute.

Even though two attributes

are globally equivalent, they may still have different
values for common entities because of length restrictions.
This condition complicates the decision about attribute
equivalence.

That is, can two attributes be globally equi-

valent if the mapping rule for the intersection case uses
the value of just one of the attributes.

In practice, it

may be necessary to relax the attribute equivalence definitions or provide some guidelines so that a designer can deal
with value differences.
As for the f.1ISBS-LANLDB case, some changes due to a
merge action cascade to other portions of the global schema.
For example, defining the key of department to an alphanumeric code instead of an integer causes revision in other
entity types in which the attribute is a foreign key (e.g.,
course2).

In such cases, computer-aided support is desir-

able to ensure the consistency of the global schema.
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street:

CHAR[16];

stddbl.student ONLY := street;
stddb2.student ONLY := find-street(student.address);
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := street;
city:

CHAR [16] ;

stddbl.student ONLY := city;
stddb2.student ONLY := find-city(student.address);
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := city;
studentname:

CHAR[28];

stddbl.student ONLY := stunarne;
stddb2.student ONLY := reverse-order(student.fullname);
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := stuname;
state:

CHAR [4] ;

stddbl.student ONLY := state;
stddb2.student ONLY := find-state(student.address);
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := state;
gpa:

REAL [3.2] ;

stddbl.student ONLY := totgrpts/totunits;
stddb2.student ONLY := gpa;
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := gpa;
totgrpts:

INT [5] ;

stddbl.student ONLY := totgrpts;
stddb2.student ONLY := cummcred * gpa;
stddbl.student I stddb2.student := totgrpts;

Figure 33. Some Mapping Rules for the Student Area
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6.3 Evaluation
These two cases demonstrated the utility of the
methodology, the complex nature of global schema, and the
shortcomings of the methodology.

Each of these topics is

discussed separately.
In general, the methodology provides a useful framework.

Each step of the methodology contains clearly defined

inputs, tasks, and outputs.

The use of equivalence asser-

tions to drive the integration process seems reasonable.
The concepts of local and global equivalence fit with these
cases.

The COMPUTE SCOPES algorithm provides a useful con-

sistency check and inference tool.

The FUSE and SPLIT oper-

ators ar.e appropriate before the merge process as demonstrated by the MISBS/LANLDB.

The merge algorithm provides a

convenient method to manage to all the generalization possibility.
These cases showed the complex nature of global
schema design in three ways:

1) the difficulty of collect-

ing requirements, 2) the number of equivalence assertions,
attributes, entity types, and of details to manage, and
3) exceptional conditions that arise during global schema
design.

One of the major problems with collecting require-

ments is the diverse sources of information.
terminology differences were rampant.

Naturally,

For example, in the
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STDDBl-STDDB2 case, it was hard to tell whether major was
synonymous with department.

It was also difficult to keep

the information sources organized and to switch focus between them.

Another problem was the lack of documentation.

There were limited definitions of the attributes, entity
types, and relationships, interpreted domain definitions
were buried in application programs or not available, and
some documentation was outdated.

This lack of documentation

may have been the result of using databases developed in a
university setting.

However, some of same difficulties

probably apply to databases designed in industry.
A second complex aspect revealed by these cases is
the volume of details to manage.

For even small cases such

as these, the number of equivalence assertions, generalization possibility, and mapping rules is large.

For example,

there are over twenty five equivalence assertions and almost
a dozen generalization possibility for the Reference common
area of the MISBS/LANLDB case.

There would have been sever-

al more generalization possibility if referencel could have
been split into books and articles.
Computer-aided support is necessary to manage these
details.

There should be support for the equivalence

assertion analysis, the interactive merge algorithm, and the
steps 3.1 and 3.3 of common area integration.

In step 3.1,

a SPLIT or FUSE action can cause many changes to the defined
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equivalence assertions.

In step 3.3, a designer needs help

to consistently define global formats, mapping rules, names,
and foreign key constraints.
A third complex aspect of global schema design is
the difficult design decisions that can arise.
decisions were identified in these cases:

Four such

1) the use of the

SPLIT operator on referencel (MISBS-LANLDB), 2) the use of
compromise formats when they are not required
(MISBS-LANLDB), 3) the semantic equivalence of matric number
and social security number (STDDB1-STDDB2), and 4) the
occurrence of value differences (STDDB1-STDDB2).

In each of

these situations, guidelines derived from requirements about
the intended users and the processing requirements of the
~

global schema are needed.

Even with guidelines, the deci-

sions will continue to be difficult.

However, the guide-

lines should help a designer to better understand the situation and consider alternative modelling possibility.
The third major point of this evaluation relates to
deficiencies in the methodology.

The STDDBl-STDDB2 case de-

monstrated the inability of the methodology to handle cardinality and aggregation differences.

The cardinality differ-

ence in this case involved the representation of a student's
major(s).

One database allowed just one major, while the

other allowed more than one.

The inability to deal with

cardinality difference such as this seems to be a function
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of the unifying data model rather than the methodology.
Dayal and Hwang [DAYA82a] demonstrate a way to handle cardinality differences using the functional data model [SHIP81].
An extension to this work is to use a model such as the
functional data model so that cardinality differences may be
resolved.
The aggregation difference in the STDDBI/STDDB2 case
involves the representation of course information.

One

database uses course numbers only, while the other database
uses course and section numbers.

There is no mechanism in

the methodology to aggregation differences.

One way to

handle aggregation might be to introduce relational operators such as project and join so that the level of normalization of an ent:ty type can be changed.

These new opera-

tors would then be integrated into the methodology.

For

example, project the course information from the course-section entity type.

This results in a new entity type at a

higher level of generalization that can be generalized with
the course entity type of the other database.
Another deficiency is in the merge algorithm.

As

demonstrated in the MISBS-LANLDB case, more information is
sometimes needed by the algorithm so that meaningless generalization possibility are not considered.

In that case, the

algorithm needed to know that entity type referencel was at
a different level of generalization than was entity types
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article, book, or other of LANLDB.

It would also be useful

if the designer could remove entries from OPEN list.

This

would eliminate the number of unwanted generalization possibility from continually appearing in the table.
The latter two deficiencies can be eliminated with
little difficulty.

It would be easy to add new operators

and integrate them into the methodology.

Likewise, it would

be easy to adjust the merge algorithm in the suggested ways.
Using a new data model could be a larger revision especially
if the new data model supports a relationship data type.
Extensions to the merge algorithm would be necessary to
cover ISA relations among relationships.

CHAPTER 7
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GLOBAL SCHEMA DESIGN MANAGER
This chapter presents the functional specifications
for the software tools known as the Global Schema Design
Manager.
tions.

Two techniques are employed in these specificaThe functions performed by the system are hierarchi-

cally decomposed several levels using the function modelling
technique known as IDEF[O]

(IDEF sub 0)

[SOFT81].

The de-

sign database is described using an entity diagram and the
Global Schema Data Model.
Section 7.1 uses these techniques to describe the
proposed Global Schema Design Manager.

Some explanation of

the function modelling technique is provided here.

Section

7.2 describes a small prototype implemented in conjunction
with this dissertation.
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7.1 Functional Specifications
Before presenting a functional breakdown of the
Global Schema Design Manager, the IDEF[O] modelling technique [SOFT81] is briefly explained.

The idea of functional

decomposition is to present a system as a black box at its
highest level, and then to decompose this highest level into
subfunctions.

This process can be performed for as many

levels as necessary, i.e., any subfunction may further be
decomposed into subfunctions.
Each function is represented as a black box with arrows that show data flow.

The arrows to the left of a box

represent inputs, the arrows on the top represent control,
and the arrows on the right show output.

Inputs are con-

verted by the function into outputs, while controls govern
the action of the function.

An arrow is a control unless it

primarily serves as input.

Note that function diagrams only

reveal data flow not function invocation or relationships
among the arrows such as which are the minimum needed to
perform the function.

Further explanation is given in the

breakdown of the Global Schema Design Manager.
Figure 34 illustrates a first level decomposition of
the global schema design process (see Figure 3 for the highest level).

The three major steps of the methodology are

shown here as black boxes.

Designer interaction controls

all three processes as shown by the lines from the words
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"Designer Interaction" to each of the three boxes.

The mul-

tiple lines from Local UDM Schemas shows that this a control
to DEFINE/ANALYZE COMMON

P~EAS.

The box CONVERT SCHEHAS represents a set of data definition language translators, one for each source data
model.

Since schema conversion is not a major topic of this

dissertation, this box is not fUrther decomposed.

The local

UDM schemas which are output become part of the global
schema design database, i.e., the database maintained by the
Global Schema Design Hanager.

This database does not appear

in the function diagrams because only inputs, controls, and
outputs are shown.

Ther.e is no provision for representing

permanent data managed by the system.

This permanent data

can be derived from the function outputs.
The first level decomposition of DEFINE/ANALYZE
COMl\'lON AREAS includes three boxes (Figure 35).

The first

box, TRANSLATE COMMON AREAS, accepts common area definitions
(entity type names, derived attributes, and equivalence assertions) in the syntax described in chapter 5.

It performs

the consistency checks described in step 1 of the algorithm
ANALYZE ASSERTIONS.

The local UDM schemas are consulted to

check such items as the validity of entity type and attribute names.
rect errors.

Designer interaction is only required to corThe common area definitions are translated

into an internal form which becomes part of the evolving
global schema design database.
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The second box, CHECK INTER-ASSERTION CONSISTENCY,
performs the consistency checks described in steps 2.1 to
2.4 of the algorithm ANALYZE ASSERTIONS.

This box could

further decomposed into boxes representing steps 2.1 to 2.4
of this algorithm.

Designer interaction is required to re-

solve inconsistencies such as a violation of property 5.1
(Non-Intersection property) or a contradiction found in an
equivalence class.

Interaction may also be necessary in the

computation of the scope of transitively derived assertions
(step 2.4).

The outputs of this process are changes to the

equivalence assertions which again, become part of the
evolving global schema design database.
The third box produces various types of reports including a listing of "loner" assertions.

There should also

be r.eports that cross reference equivalence assertions and
derived attributes against entity types, summarize common
area definitions, and list details of a common area.
The function, INTEGRATE COMMON AREAS, represents
steps 3.1 to 3.4 of the global schema design methodology.
This function translates the common area database and the
local UDM schema into a global schema and mapping rules.
Because this function is especially interesting, it is fUrther decomposed in Figure 36.

The box APPLY FUSE AND SPLIT

OPERATORS determines where these operators can be applied
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and asks for designer input.

The choice of an action by the

designer triggers updates to the global schema (addition of
entity types), e.g., the application of the SPLIT operator
generates one or more entity types.
The new global entity types are part of the input to
the box MERGE
Figure 37.

COM~10N

AREAS.

This process is decomposed in

The global schema is initially updated to re-

flect all the entity types in the common area.

Next, all

possible merge actions are computed and shown in an OPEN
list.

In the third box, the designer applies or undoes some

action, which will trigger updates to the global schema
structure.

The schema structure can be graphically shown

for improved of interaction.

The internal entity type names

in the global schema are recorded so that a partial history
of the design process is kept.

The merging process iterates

between the second and third boxes until the OPEN list is
empty or the designer terminates the process.
Once the common areas are merged, global attribute
formats and mapping rules are defined.

For a typical global

attribute, the designer specifies a format as described in
chapter 3 and mapping rules as described in chapter 4.

The

process performs some validity checks against the local UDM
schemas to ensure compatibility with the underlying local
databases, e.g., check for truncation.

For attributes that

are foreign keys, this process infers the format and mapping
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rules from specifications given where the attribute is a
primary key.
The last box of Figure 35 (APPLY ~nSCELLANEOUS
OPERATORS) accepts the operators Add, Delete, Insert, and
Remove.

Application of any of these triggers changes to the

global schema and possibly additional mapping rules.
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The design database that supports these" functions
contains three major types of information.

Local UDM

schemas are defined in the first step of the methodology and
are consulted in the other steps.
is defined in the second step.

Common area information

The local UDM schemas are

consulted to validate some of the common area information.
The global schema and mapping rules are defined in the third
step.

The equivalence assertions and local UDM schemas are

driving inputs to many aspects of common area integration.
It may also be useful to include a history of the
global schema design process in the design database.

This

information facilitates selective undo and replay operations
and provides a useful source of documentation.
The design database is described with two modelling
techniques.

An entity diagram is used to depict the

tionships among the core entity types.

rela~

The graphical repre-

sentation of a GS schema shows both entity types and attributes;

it is not as useful for just examining the entity

type structure.

A GS schema listing shows the complete de-

tails of the design database including the entity types and
attributes.
Figure 38 shows an entity diagram for a design
database with the four major types of information.

The

local UDM schema information includes the entity types
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database, local-enttype, local-attr, local-dom, and
local-group.

These entity types are related in a hierarchi-

cal manner except for the self loops.

The loop involving

local-enttype represents the ISA relations;

the loop in-

volving local-attr represents foreign key relationships;
the loop involving local-dom represents the structured domains;

the loop involving local-group represents the hier-

archical arrangement of groups.
The common area information includes the entity
types common-area, eq-asser, and der-attr.

The common area

and local UDM schema information are highly related as shown
in Figure 38.

For example, a common area consists of many

entity types, an equivalence assertion is related to at most
two local attributes, and a local attribute can be a member
of many equivalence assertions.
The global schema information consists of the entity
types global-schema, global-enttype, global-attr, global-group, and global-dome

These are related in a manner

analogous to the local UDM schema entity types.

The mapping

information only includes the entity type map-rule which
consists of a partition and a conversion specification.
There is no relationship between the "global" and "local"
entity types because this information is contained within
the map-rule entity type.

A partition defines how a global

entity type is derived from local entity types, while a
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conversion specification defines the mapping between local and
global attributes.
Appendix D contains a schema listing for the design
database of Figure 38.
for brevity.

The domain definitions are omitted

All relationships are shown by foreign key

constraints as this is a requirement of the Global Schema
Data Model.

There are

additio~l

entity types in the schema

listing because some relationships (M:N and recursive) are
represented as entity types not as relationships.

For exam-

ple, the recursive relationship involving the entity type
local-enttype is represented as the entity type local-genrel
in the schema listing.

Each of the entity types in the en-

tity diagram (Figure 38) is identified by an internal sequence number so that name changes can be done without
changing the primary key of an entity type.
7.2 Current Prototype
A small subset of the proposed system was implemented by a graduate student [MARI83] in conjunction with
this dissertation.

One part of the current system accepts,

validates, and stores data descriptions in the format of the
Global Schema Data Model.

This tool assists the designer in

converting a schema from a host DBMS model (such as CODASYL)
to the Global Schema Data Model.
be performed by the designer.

The actual conversion must

No schema conversion modules
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were constructed because of time restrictions on the project.

The second part of the current system performs the

tasks of the process DEFINE/ANALYZE COMMON AREAS (see
Figures 34 and 35).

It accepts a common

ar~a

definition and

performs most of the consistency checks of the algorithm
ANALYZE ASSERTIONS.

A key part of this tool is an implemen-

tation of the algorithm COMPUTE SCOPES.

A third part of the

current system provides reports about schemas and common
areas.
Figure 39 illustrates the menu structure for these
tools.

The local UDM schemas and common areas are defined

with data entry screens rather than by language translators.
This was done to reduce development effort.

The function

Assertion Analysis performs steps 2.1 to 2.4 of the
algorithm ANALYZE ASSERTIONS.

The output from this function

includes a history of the process of computing scopes.
This software was constructed in a highly modular
fashion to facilitate porting to another environment.

A key

point of the implementation is the hiding of the database
manipulation within a few modules so that these can be conveniently rewritten.

In our implementation, the commercial

version of INGRES [RELA83] was used to define and manipulate
the design database.

Thus, in addition to the predefined

data entry screens and reports, the full power of a relational query language and report writer are available to retrieve data from the design database.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
~.l

Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation fall into
three areas:

1) the concept of attribute equivalence,

2) the design algorithms, and 3) the methodology for global
schema design.

This section first discusses each of these

contributions and then mentions some limitations.
The concept of attribute equivalence was significantly extended over what Motro [MOTR8lb] described.
Underlying this revision was the observation that two attributes with the same semantic meaning could have different
scopes.

This observation led to the four definitions of at-

tribute equivalence in chapter 4 and to the strategies for
representing locally equivalent attributes in chapter 5.
A syntax for expressing equivalence assertions and
the formal properties of equivalence assertions were developed in chapter 5.

A key point about the syntax is the
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allowance for derived attributes.

This permits a designer to

express the fact that an attribute is equivalent to a
function of a group of attributes or a function of a single
attribute.

The formal properties of equivalence assertions

provide a foundation for an algorithm that analyzes a set of
equivalence assertions for consistency and completeness.
The transitivity properties are especially useful in the
process of computing implied equivalence assertions.
Algorithms were presented to analyze a set of equivalence assertions and to interactively merge a common area.
The equivalence assertion analyzer computes transitively implied assertions.

In many cases, the analyzer can compute

the scope of implied assertions without any designer interaction.

The interactive merge algorithm computes all the

possible generalization actions and presents these to the
designer.

Each possible action is characterized by a number

of properties which give clues about the desirability of an
action.

The interactive nature of this algorithm is neces-

sary because many different generalization structures are
sometimes possible as demonstrated by the MISBS/LANLDB case
in chapter 6.
This algorithm has several advantages over the ones
presented by Motro [MOTR8lb].

First, this algorithm permits

generalizations involving more than two entity types, whereas Motro's algorithms only permit generalizations involving
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two entity types.

Generalizations with more than two entity

types can be useful as demonstrated in the MISBS-LANLDB case
of chapter 6.

Second, because this algorithm uses a more

precisely defined notion of attribute equivalence, more generalizations can be possible than with Motro's algorithm.
Motro's algorithm would not have considered generalizations
among entity types with locally equivalent attributes.
Third, this algorithm assumes that many generalization
structures are often possible, whereas Motro's algorithm assumes that the optimal generalization structure can be inferred.

As a result of this assumption, this algorithm per-

mits a more flexible ordering of generalization actions and
presents all the generalization possibility at each iteration.

As demonstrated in chapter 6, the appropriate gener-

alization structure sometimes depends on complex factors
such as designer preferences and application requirements.
until these factors are better understood, the merge
algorithm should not attempt to infer the appropriate generalization structure.
One conbtribution of the methodology is that it unifies and extends the previous work of Motro and Buneman
[MOTR80,8Ia,b] and Dayal and Hwang [DAYA82a].

Motro and

Buneman's approach was to infer the generalization structure
of the global schema, while Dayal and Hwang formulated a
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language for defining a global schema as a view of heterogeneous databases.

The methodology combines the strong

ideas from both approaches.

In the process of developing a

methodology, improvements were made to some concepts such as
to the merge algorithm, the domain operators, and the rules
governing the definition of mapping rules.

In addition, new

dimensions such as the scope aspect of attribute equivalence, the FUSE operator, and the use of common areas are
introduced.
Another conbtribution of the methodology is that it
provides a useful framework for integratin actual databases
as demonstrated in chapter 6G

Each step of the methodology

has clearly defined inputs and outputs.

Dividing a global

schema design into common areas reduces the initial problem
to managable subproblems.

The observation that common areas

can be considered independdently (except during step 3.3 of
the methodology) simplifies the design processo

The guide-

lines for using the mapping operators and for defining global attribute formats were very helpful in these cases.

The

concepts of global and local equivalence, the mapping operators, and the design algorithms were demonstrated to be
effective with real databases.
The case studies in chapter 6 also demonstrated some
limitations of the methodology.

The methodology provides no

mechanism to handle cardinality and aggregation differences.
The merge algorithm needs more information to eliminate
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meaningless generalization possibility.

Other guidelines

are needed to assist with some decisions about semantic
equivalence, value differences, and compromise attribute
formats.

These limitations and possible ways to resolve

them were discussed in chapter 6.

For all these short-

comings except handling cardinality differences, a straightforward extension to the methodology is possible.
8.2 Extensions to this Research
The extensions to this research can be divided into
short term and long term projects.

The short term projects

involve direct extensions to the design methodology.

All of

the previously mentioned limitations except for handling
cardinality differences should be resolved in the short
term.

Another project involves design algorithms for steps

3.1 and 3.3 are necessary.

The algorithm for step 3.1

should detect the possible FUSE and SPLIT actions and manage
the changes to equivalence assertions.

The algorithm for

step 3.3 should interactively work with a designer in defining consistent global formats, mapping rules, and foreign
key constraints.

It should use knowledge about the formats

and constraints defined on the local databases as well as
processing requirements so that non-essential compromise
formats may be defined.
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A second short term project involves additions and
revisions to the current software tools defined in chapter
7.

A translator for the Global Schema Data Model and the

common area definitions should be constructed.

The design

database should be expanded to include the details of a
global schema.

The merge and other integration algorithms

should be written so that a complete global schema design
can be stored.

The expanded tools will support experimenta-

tion with the design algorithms, the steps in the methodology, the mapping operators, and the method of defining
equivalence assertions.

Graphical tools may be especially

useful to increase the designer's speed in a complex case.
The long term projects involve some changes to the
underlying assumptions of the methodology.

As mentioned in

chapter 6, use of a different unifying data model may permit
the methodology to resolve some types of differences such as
cardinality and structural differences.

A cardinality dif-

ference involves the number of elements in a set, i.e., an
attribute can be represented as single-valued in one
database and multi-valued in another database.

A structural

difference involves the aggregation level at which an entity
is represented, e.g., course information can be represented
without reference to specific to specific sections (course
number is the key), only with respect to different sections
(course and section numbers are the key), or in both ways.
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A data model such as DAPLEX [SHIP81] may be a good candidate
to

~esolve

such differences as demonstrated by Dayal and

Hwang [DAYA82a].
A second long term project could be a query modification algorithm.

This algorithm is necessary to demon-

strate the feasibility of translating a query that uses
global schema objects into a set of queries that use local
schema objects.

Development of this algorithm may lead to

some changes in the contents of the global schema and hence,
in the global schema design methodology.

One possible

change is support for the units concept [GEHR82] as mentioned in chapter 2.
A third long term project could be the addition of
an incremental build capability.

This would permit inte-

gratin a new schema into a pre-existing global schema and
performing an integration with varying mixes of local
schemas.

The latter may prove useful if uncertainty exists

over which schemas to integrate.

This new feature may lead

to some changes in the design methodology.
A fourth long term

p~oject

might be an investigation

into the translation of update operations on the global
schema.

An update operation against the global schema must

be translated into a series of update operations against the
local schemas.

These updates against the local schemas
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should exactly perform the global schema update without violating any integrity constraints on the global schema and
without introducing any side effects such as adding additional entity occurrences to the global schema.
This project involves an extension to the research
by Dayal and Bernstein [DAYA82b,c] on translating updates on
views to updates to on the conceptual schema.

Their theory

includes criteria for the correct translation of a view update and conditions on the view definition function that
ensure correct update translations.

They also defined a

view design process that supports the definition of updatable views.

A study into the translation of update opera-

tions on the global schema should lead to a similar end.
Additional constraints on the design methodology might be
necessary to ensure an updatable global schema.
One difficulty with achieving an updatable global
schema is the assignment of global attribute formats.

For

retrieval purposes, the most general format is appropriate,
while for update purposes the most restrictive is necessary
to ensure that an update is not rejected by the local
database manager.

For

example~

assume an attribute is a

maximum of fifteen characters long in one database and ten
characters in another database.

If the global format is the

most general (fifteen characters), updates to entities residing in database one could be rejected or truncated.

APPENDIX A
SCHEr.1A LISTINGS FOR THE SOFTWARE TRACKING DATABASES
A.l Schema Listing for Database 1
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE software;
ATTRIBUTES:
swid:
DOMAIN id; /* software number */
swname:
DOMAIN swnamei /* software name */
language:
DOMAIN language;
location:
DOMAIN directory;
PRIMARY KEY swid;
CANDIDATE KEY swname;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE item;
ATTRIBUTES:
itemid:
DOMAIN id;
swid:
DOMAIN id;
rptdate:
DOMAIN date; /* date reported */
DOMAIN date; /* date of last change */
lastdate:
itemtype:
DOMAIN itemtype;
status:
DOMAIN status;
priority:
DOMAIN priority;
fname:
DOfvlAIN fname;
DorvlAIN lname;
lname:
PRIMARY KEY itemid;
FOREIGN KEY swid OF software;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE itemdesc;
ATTRIBUTES:
itemdescid:
GROUP;
itemid:
DONAIN id;
DOMAIN lineno;
lineno:
desc:
DOMAIN line;
PRIMARY KEY itemdescid;
FOREIGN KEY itemid OF item;
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DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
id:
INT[5];
swname:
CHAR [14] ;
language:
CHAR[20] ("FORTRAN", "C." "PASCAI,");
directory:
CHAR [40]; (/*);
status:
INT[l]
([0-2]);
/* 0 - pending, 1 - completed, 2 - discarded */
priority:
INT[l]; /* 0 - low, 9 - high */
date:
STRUCT
{

month:
day:
year:

INT [2] ([1-12]);
INT [2] ([1-31]);
INT [2] ;

}

itemtype:
lineno:
line:
fname:
Iname:

INT[l] (O,l); /* 0 - bug, 1 - enhancement */
INT[3];
CHAR [80] ;
CHAR[15];
CHAR [20] ;
~.2

Schema Listing for Database 2

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE swrec;
ATTRIBUTES:
Dar·IAIN swname; /~'r software name */
s'<lname:
longname:
DOMAIN longnarne;
lang:
DOMAIN language;
desc:
DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY swname;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE enhance;
ATTRIBUTES:
enhia:
DOMAIN id;
rptdate:
DOMAIN date; /* date reported */
status:
DOMAIN status;
p:ciority:
DOMAIN priority;
desc:
DOMAIN text;
reporter:
DOMAIN person;
DOfvlAIN swname;
swname:
PRIMARY KEY enhid;
FOREIGN KEY swname OF swrec;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE bug;
ATTRIBUTES:
bugid:
DOMAIN id;
rptdate:
DOMAIN date;
rsldate:
DOMAIN date; /* resolved date */
desc:
DOMAIN text;
reporter:
DOMAIN person;
swname:
DOMAIN swname;
fixdesc:
DOMAIN text; /* fix description */
status:
DOMAIN status;
rspperson:
DOMAIN per.son; /* person responsible */
PRIMARY KEY bugid;
FOREIGN KEY swname OF swrec;
DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
id:
INT[5];
swname:
CHAR[14];
longname:
CHAR [*] ;
text:
CHAR [*] ;
date:
INT [5] ([ ~327 67 - 32767]);
/* consequtive julian dates */
priority:
INT[2] ([1-10]) /* 1 - low, 10 - high */
person:
CHAR[30];
status:
INT[l] ([0-2]);
/* 0 - pending, 1 - discarded, 2 - resolved */
language:
CHAR [20] ("C II , "RATFOR", "F77");

APPENDIX B
SCHEMA LISTINGS FOR MISBS/LANLDB
B.l CODASYL Schema Listing for MISBS
RECORD NAME IS ARTICLE
LOCATION MODE CALC USING ARTICLE-ID
DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 ARTICLE-ID
PIC X(7) •
02 ARTICLE-TITLE-l
PIC X(80).
02 ARTICLE-TITLE-2
PIC X (80) •
02 ARTICLE-REVIEWER
PIC X(20).
02 ARTICLE-LOCATION
PIC X (20) •
02 ARTICLE-ENTRY-DATE
PIC X(6).
RECORD NAME IS CLASS
LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING CLASS-ID
DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 CLASS-ID
PIC 9(3)V99.
02 CLASS-TITLE
PIC X(60).
RECORD NAME IS ARTICLE-CLASS
LOCATION MODE IS VIA CLASS-OF-ARTICLE
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 AC-ARTICLE-ID
PIC X(7) •
02 AC-CLASS-ID
PIC 9(3)V99.
02 AC-LEVEL
PIC 9.
RECORD NAME IS KEYWORD
LOCATION MODE CALC USING KEYWORD-REC
DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 KEYWORD-REC
PIC X(30).
RECORD NAME IS WRITER
LOCATION MODE CALC USING WRITER-NAME
DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 WRITER-NAME
PIC X(2l).
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RECORD NAME IS ARTICLE-WRITER
LOCATION MODE IS VIA WRITTEN-BY
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 AW-LEVEJ.J
PIC X.
02 AW-ARTICLE-ID
PIC X (7) •
02 AW-WRITER-NAME
PIC X (21) •
RECORD NAME IS BIBLIO-REC
LOCATION MODE IS VIA IDENTIFIES
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 BIBLIO-YEAR
PIC X (2) •
02 BIBLIO-r-lONTH
PIC X (2) •
02 BIBLIO-DAY
PIC X (2) •
PIC X(ll).
02 BIBLIO-PAGES
PIC X (60)
02 BIBLIO-PUB-TITLE
02 BIBLIO-PUBLISHER
PIC X(60)
02 BIBLIO-PUB-LOCATION PIC X (60) •
PIC X(60)
02 BIBLIO-ADD-INFO
02 BIBLIO-VOLUME
PIC X (5) •
02 BIBLIO-ISSUE
PIC X (5) •
02 BIBLIO-CATALOG
PIC X(20).
0
0

0

RECORD NAME IS ARTICLE-KEY

LOCATION MODE IS VIA CONTAINS
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 AK-KEYV10RD
PIC X(30).
02 AK-ARTICLE-ID
PIC X(7).
RECORD NAME IS ANNOTATION
LOCATION MODE IS VIA DESCRIBES
WITHIN BIBLIO-AREA.
02 ANNOTATION
PIC X(65) •
SET NAME IS ALL-ARTICLES
MODE IS CHAIN
ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS SYSTEH
MEMBER IS ARTICLE
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING ARTICLE-ID.
SET NAME IS ALL-CLASSES
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS SYSTEM, MEMBER IS CLASS
MANDATORY AUTONATIC
ASCENDING CLASS-ID.
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SET NAME IS ALL-~'mITERS
MODE IS CHAIN
ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES P~E NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS SYSTEM
MEMBER IS WRITER
MANDATORY AUTOHATIC
ASCENDING WRITER-NAME.
SET NAME IS ALL-KEYWORDS
MODE IS CHAIN
ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS SYSTEM
MEMBER IS KEYWORD
MAKDATORY AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING KEYWORD-REC.
SET NAME IS WRITTEN-BY
MODE IS CHAIN
ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS ARTICLE
MEMBER IS ARTICLE-WRITER
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING AW-WRITER-NAME
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS WRITES
MODE IS CHAIN
ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS WRITER
ME~1BER IS ART ICLE-WRITER
OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING AW-ARTICLE-ID
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
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SET NAME IS CONTAINED-IN
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS KEYWORD, MEMBER IS ARTICLE-KEY
OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING AK-ARTICLE-ID
SET SELECTION IS LOC.A.TION MODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS CONTAINS
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS ARTICLE, MEMBER IS ARTICLE-KEY
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING AK-KEYWORD
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS IDENTIFIES
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS ALWAYS FIRST
OWNER IS ARTICLE, MEMBER IS BIBLIO-REC
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS DESCRIBES
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS ALWAYS LAST
OWNER IS ARTICLE, MEMBER IS ANNOTATION
MANDATORY AU TOfviAT IC
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION HODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS ARTICLES-IN-CLASS
MODE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS SORTED
DUPI.ICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS CLASS, MEMBER IS ARTICLE-CLASS
OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING AC-ARTICLE-ID
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
SET NAME IS CLASS-OF-ARTICLE
fvl0DE IS CHAIN, ORDER IS SORTED
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
OWNER IS ART ICLE, MEl-1BER IS ART ICLE-CLASS
MANDATORY AUTOHATIC
ASCENDING AC-CLASS-ID
SET SELECTION IS LOCATION MODE OF OWNER.
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B.2 GS Schema Listing for MISBS
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE article;
ATTR IBUTES :
article-id:
DOMAIN article-id;
entry-date:
DONAIN date;
titlel:
DOlrlAIN line;
title2:
DOMAIN line;
reviewer:
DOMAIN name;
location:
DOMAIN location;
PRIMARY KEY article-id;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE writer;
ATTR IBUTES :
writer-name: DOMAIN writer;
PRIMARY KEY writer-name;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE article-writer;
ATTR IBUTES :
article-id: DOMAIN article-id;
writer-name: DOMAIN writer;
aw-level:
DOMAIN level;
PRIMARY KEY article-id, writer-name;
FOREIGN KEY article-id OF article,
writer-name OF writer;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE
ATTRIBUTES:
article-id:
pub-title:
pub-location:
publisher:
add-info:

biblio-rec;

DOMAIN article-id;
DOMAIN shortline;
DOMAIN shortline;
DOMAIN shortline;
DOMAIN shortline;
DOMAIN year,
pub-year~
pub-month:
DOMAIN month;
pub-day:
DOMAIN day;
DOMAIN page-range;
s:
catalog:
DOHAIN catalog;
DOHAIN volume;
volume:
issue~
DONA IN issue;
PRIMARY KEY article-id;
FOREIGN KEY article-id OF article;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE annotation;
ATTR IBUTES :
article-id:
DOMAIN article-id;
annotation-rec: DOMAIN line;
PRIMARY KEY article-id;
FOREIGN KEY article-id OF article;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE class;
ATTRIBUTES:
class-id:
DOMAIN class-id;
class-title: DOMAIN shortline;
PRIMARY KEY class-id;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE article-class;
ATTRIBUTES:
article-id: DOMAIN article-id;
DOMAIN class-id;
class-id:
DOMAIN level;
ac-level:
PRIMARY KEY article-id, class-id;
FOREIGN KEY article-id OF article,
class-id OF class;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE keyword;
ATTRIBUTES:
keyword-rec: DOMAIN keyword;
PRIMARY KEY keyword-rec;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE article-key
ATTR IBUTES :
article-id: DOMAIN article-id;
keyword-rec: DOMAIN keyword;
PRIMARY KEY article-id, keyword-rec;
FOREIGN KEY article-id OF article,
keyword-rec OF keyword;
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DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
article-id:

STRUCT

{

a uthabbr :
year:
dupchar:

CHAR [4]
CHAR [2]
CHAR [1]

([A-Z] +) ;
([ 0-9] +) ;
([a-z]);

};

date:

STRUCT

{

year:
month:

CHAR [2]
CHAR [2]

day:

CHAR [2]

( [0-9] +) ;
("01", "02 11 ,1103",1104", "OS",
"06","07", "08","09", "10",
"101. 11 , "12");
([0-2] [0-9], 1130",1131");

};

line:
CHAR [80] ;
name:
CHAR[20];
location:
CHAR[20];
writer:
STRUCT
{

lastname:
firstinit;

CHAR[20];
CHAR [1]
([a-zA-Z] );

};

level:
CHAR[l];
shortl ine :
CHAR [60] ;
-range:
CHAR[ll];
catalog:
CHAR[20];
issue:
CHAR[5];
class-id:
REAL[5.2];
keyword:
CHAR [30] ;
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B.3
RELATION PERSON
FNAH
MNAM
LNAM
PBIRTH
PDEATH
PNATION

~IM

Schema Listing for LANLDB

TEXT[20];
TEXT[20];
TEXT[20]i
INT [1] ;
INT [1] ;
TEXT [4] ;

RELATION PERT EXT
TXID
INT [1] ;
LNAM
TEXT [20] ;
FNAH
TEXT [20] i
MNAM
TEXT [20] ;
RELATION TEXT
TXID
ACTTXT

INT [1] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;

RELATION REF
TXID
REFID
PGNUM

INT [1] ;
TEXT[7];
TEXT[VARIABLE];

RELATION INDEX
TXID
KEYWORD

INT [1] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;

RELATION ORS
ORGID
ORGNAME
ORGLOC
ORGSUB

TEXT[20];
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;

RELATION ORGTEXT
TXID
INT[l];
ORGID
TEXT[20];
RELATION AUTHOR
TEXT[7] ;
REFID
LNAM
TEXT [20] ;
FNAM
TEXT [20] ;
TEXT [20] ;
MNAM
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RELATION EDITOR
REFID
TEXT [7] i
EDDATE
INT [1] ;
LNAM
TEXT [20] ;
FNAM
TEXT[20];
TEXT[20];
MNAM
RELATION BOOK
REFID
ENGTIT
RUSTIT
BDATE
BPUBLISH
BCOPY
BEDIT
BPLACE
IDNUfvl

TEXT [7] ;
TEXT[VARIABLE];
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT[VARIABLE];
INT [1] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT[VARIABLE];
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;

RELATION OTHER
REFID
OTEXT
IDNUM

TEXT[7];
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;

RELATION ARTICLE
TEXT [7] ;
REFID
TEXT[lO];
JRNID
TEXT [VlffiIADLE] ;
ENGTIT
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
RUST IT
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
VOL
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
NOM
TEXT [VARIABLE];
ADATE
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
PGNUM
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
IDNUl1
TEXT [VARIABLE] ;
INCL
RELATION JOURNAL
TEXT[lO];
JRNID
TEXT[VARIABLE]i
JTITLE
TEXT[VARIABLE];
JPUBLISH
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B.4 GS Schema Listing for LANLDB
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
bedit:
I'ustit:
bdate:
engtit:
bplace:
bpublish:
idnum:
bcopy:
PRIMARY KEY

TYPE book;
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOr-IAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
Dar·lAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
refid;

refid;
text;
text;
text;
text;
te}ct;
text;
text;
bcopy;

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE other;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
otext:
DOMAIN text;
idnum:
DOMAIN text;
PRI~JffiY KEY refid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE journal;
ATTRIBUTES:
jrnid:
DOMAIN journalid;
jtitle:
DOMAIN text;
jpublish: DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY jrnid;
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
refia:
sourceid
engtit:
rustit:
vol:
num:
adate:
pgnum:
idnum;
incl:
PRH1ARY KEY

TYPE article;
DOMAIN
DOr-lAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOC-lAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
refid;

refid;
sourceid;
text;
text;
text;
text;
text;
text;
text;
text;
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DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTED:
fnam:
mnam:
Inam:
pbi rth:
pdeath:
pnation:

TYPE person;
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
Dar·lAIN

f irstname;
midd1ename;
lastname;
date;
date;
nation;

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE text;
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
DOMAIN textid;
acttxt: DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY txid;
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
1nam:
txid:
FOREIGN KEY
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
ref id:
pgnum:
PRIMARY KEY
FOREIGN KEY
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
1nam:
refid:
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
1nam:
refid:
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
keyword:
FOREIGN KEY

TYPE pertext;
DOMAIN firstname;
DOMAIN midd1ename;
DOMAIN lastname;
DOMAIN textid;
txid OF text;
TYPE ref;
Dor"lAIN textid;
DOMAIN refid;
DOMAIN text;
txid, refid;
txid OF text;
TYPE author;
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN

f irstname;
midd1ename;
lastname;
refid;

TYPE editor;
DOHAIN
DOMAIN
DONA IN
DOl-lAIN

firstname;
midd1ename;
1astname;
ref id;

TYPE index;
DOMAIN textid;
DOMAIN text;
txid OF text;
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DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
refid:

STRUCT

{

authabbrev:
year:
padchar:

CHAR [4]
CHAR [2]
CHAR [5]

( [a-z] +) ;
( [0-9] +) ;
([a-zA-Z] +) ;

};
text:
bcopy:
f irstname:
1astname:
midd1ename:
date:

CHAR[*];
INT[6];
CHAR[20];
CHAR[20];
CHAR[20];
STRUCT

{

month:
day:
year:

INT[2]
INT [2]
INT[2];

([0-12]);
([1-31]);

};

nation:
textid:
journa1id:
sourceid:

CHAR[4];
INT[6];
CHAR[10];
CHAR[10);
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE all-references;
ATTRIBUTES:
ref id:
DOr-lAIN ref id;
location:
DONAIN location;
PRINARY KEY refid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE lanl-articles-books;
SUBTYPE OF all-references;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DONAIN refid;
location~
DONAIN location;
engtit:
DONAIN text;
pubdate:
DONAIN date;
rustit:
DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY refid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE referencel;
SUBTYPE OF all-references;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
location:
DOMAIN location;
entry-date:
DOl-IAIN date;
engtit:
DOl-lAIN text;
reviewer:
DOMAIN reviewer;
pub-title:
DOMAIN shortline;
pubplace:
DOMAIN text;
publisher:
DOMAIN text;
add-info:
DOMAIN shortline;
pubdate:
DOMAIN da.te;
s:
DON1\lN te xt ;
catalog:
DOHAIN catalog;
volume:
DOMAIN text;
issue:
DOl-lAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY refid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE writer;
ATTRIBUTES:
writer-name: DOMAIN writer;
PRIMARY KEY writer-name;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE referencel-writer;
ATTRIBUTES:
reEid:
DOMAIN refid;
writer-name: DONA IN writer;
aw-level:
DOMAIN level;
PRIMARY KEY refid, writer-name;
FOREIGN KEY refid OF referencel,
writer-name OF writer;

NISBS/LA~
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE annotation;
ATTR IBUTES :
DOHAIN refid;
refid:
annotation-ree: DOMAIN line;
FOREIGN KEY refid OF refereneel;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE class;
ATTRIBUTES:
elass-id:
DOMAIN elass-id;
class-title: DOMAIN shortline;
PRI~illRY KEY elass-id;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE refereneel-elass;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
elass-id: DOl-lAIN elass-id;
ae-Ievel: DOMAIN level;
PRIMARY KEY artiele-id, elass-id;
FOREIGN KEY refid OF refereneel,
elass-id OF class;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE keyword;
ATTR IBUTES :
keyword-ree: DOMAIN keyword;
PRIMARY KEY keyword-ree;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE refereneel-key
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
keyword-ree: DOMAIN keyword;
PRIMARY KEY refid, keyword-ree;
FOREIGN KEY refid OF refereneel,
keyword-ree OF keyword;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE book;
SUBTYPE OF lanl-articles-oooks;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOHA IN refid;
bedit:
DOMAIN text;
rustit:
DOMAIN text;
pubdate: DOHAIN text;
engtit:
DOl-lAIN text;
bplace:
DOMAIN text;
bpublish: DOMAIN text;
location: DOMAIN location;
beopy:
DOMAIN beopy;
PRIMARY KEY refid;

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE other;
SUBTYPE OF all-references;
ATTR IBUTES :
refid:
DOl'lAIN refid;
otext:
DOMAIN text;
location: DONAIN location;
PRIMARY KEY ref id;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE journal;
ATTRIBUTES:
jrnid:
DOMAIN journalid;
jtitle:
DOMAIN text;
jpublish: DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY jrnid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE article;
ATTRIBUTES:
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
sourceid DOMAIN sourceid;
engtit:
DOMAIN text;
rustit:
DOMAIN text;
volume:
DOMAIN text;
issue:
DOMAIN text;
pubdate: DOMAIN date;
s:
DOMAIN text;
location: DOMAIN location;
incl:
DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY refid;
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
lnam:
pbirth:
pdeath:
pnation:

TYPE person;
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN
DOl'IAIN
DOMAIN
DOMAIN

f irstname;
middlename;
lastname;
date;
date;
nation;

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE text;
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
DOMAIN textid;
acttxt: DOMAIN text;
PRIMARY KEY txid;
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DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
lnam:
txid:
FOREIGN KEY

TYPE pertext;
DOMAIN firstname;
DOMAIN middlename;
DOMAIN lastname;
DOMAIN textid;
txid OF text,

DEFINE ENTITY TYPE ref;
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
DOMAIN textid;
refid:
DOMAIN refid;
s:
DOMAIN text;
PRH1ARY KEY txid, refid;
FOREIGN KEY txid OF text, refid OF all-references;
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
lnam:
ref id:
FOREIGN KEY
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
fnam:
mnam:
lnam:
refid:
FOREIGN KEY
DEFINE ENTITY
ATTRIBUTES:
txid:
keyword:
FOREIGN KEY

TYPE author;
DOMAIN firstname;
DOMAIN middlename;
DOMAIN lastname;
DOMAIN refid;
refid OF all-references;
TYPE editor;
DOMAIN firstname;
DOMAIN middlename;
DOMAIN lastnamei
DOMAIN refid;
refid OF all-references;
TYPE index;
DOM.1\IN textid;
DOMAIN text;
txid OF ~i:ext;
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DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
refid:

STRUCT

{

authabbrev:
year:
padchar:

CHAR [4]
CHAR [2]
CHAR [1]

([A-Z] +) ;
([0-9] +);
([a-z])i

};

text:
bcopy:
firstname:
lastname:
middlename:
nation:
textid:
journalid:
sourceid:
date:

CHAR[*];
INT[6];
CHAR[20];
CHAR[20];
CHAR [20] ;
CHAR[4];
INT[6];
CHAR [10] ;
CHAR[lO];
STRUCT

{

year:
month:

CHAR [2]
CHAR [2]

day:

CHAR [2]

([0-9] +);
("01", "02", "03", "04", "OS",
"06","07", "08","09", "10",
"II", "12");
([0-2] [0-9], "30","31");

};

line:
CHAR [80] ;
reviewer:
CHAR[20];
location:
CHAR[20];
writer:
STRUCT
{

lastname:
firstinit:

CHAR [20]
CHAR [1]

};

level:
CHAR [1] ;
shortline:
CHAR[60];
catalog:
CHAR[20];
class-id:
REAL[5.2];
keyword:
CHAR [30];

([A-Z]+);
([A-Z])i

APPENDIX C
SCHEl-1A LISTINGS FOR STDDB1/STDDB2
C.1
RIM Schema Listing for STDDBJ.
.
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ATTRIBUTES
COLCODE
COLNAME
MAJCODE
MAJNAME
COUCODE
COUTITLE
COUUNITS
COUGRADE
r.lATRIC
STUNAME
SEX
DOB
STREET
CITY
STATE
ZIP
STATUS
TOTGRPTS
TOTUNITS

TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
INT
TEXT
INT
TEXT
TEXT
INT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
INT
TEXT
INT
INT

4
20
4
20
8
20

KEY
KEY
KEY

4
28
4

KEY
KEY

16
16
4
4

RELATIONS
COLLEGE WITH COLCODE COLNAME
~lAJOR WITH MAJCODE MAJNAME COLCODE
COURSE WITH COUCODE COLCODE COUTITLE COUUNITS
ENROLL WITH COUCODE MATRIC COUGRADE
STUDENT WITH MATRIC STUNAME SEX DOB STREET CITY STATE ZIP
MAJCODE STATUS TOTGRPTS TOTUNITS
RULES
COUUNITS GT 0 AND COUUNITS LT 10
MATRIC GT 0 AND MATRIC LT 1000000
ZIP GT 0 AND ZIP LT 1000000
SEX EQ"M
"OR SEX EQ"F
"
COUGRADE GE "A
"AND COUGRADE LE liE
COUGRADE EQ "K
II
OR COUGRADE EQ "W
206

II
II

OR
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C.2 GS Schema Listing for STDDBI
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE college;
ATTRIBUTES:
colcode:
DOl-tAIN colcode;
colname:
DOMAIN colname;
PRIl'!ARY KEY colcode;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE major;
ATTRIBUTES:
DOMAIN' majcode;
majcode:
majname:
DOMAIN majname;
colcode:
DONAIN colcode;
PRIMARY KEY majcode;
FOREIGN KEY colcode OF college;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE course;
ATTRIBUTES:
coucode:
DOMAIN coucode;
colcode:
DOMAIN colcode;
DOMAIN coutitle;
coutitle:
DOMAIN couunits;
couunits:
PRIMARY KEY coucode;
FOREIGN KEY colcode OF college;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE enroll;
ATTRIBUTES:
coucode:
DOMAIN coucode;
DOMAIN matice;
matric:
DOMAIN cougrade;
cougrade:
coucode,
matric;
PRIMARY KEY
FOREIGN KEY coucode OF course,
matric OF student;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE student;
ATTRIBUTES:
matric:
DOlliAIN matric;
DOlwlAIN stuname;
stuname:
DOMAIN sex;
sex:
dob:
DOMAIN' dob;
street:
DOMAIN' street;
city:
DOMAIN city;
DOMAIN state;
state:
DOMAIN zip;
zip:
majcode:
DOMAIN majcode;
status:
DOMAIN status;
totgrpts:
DOMAIN totgrpts;
totunits:
DOMAIN totunits;
PRIMARY KEY matric;
FOREIGN KEY majcode OF major;
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rnajcode:
majnarne:
coucode:
coutit1e:
couunits:
cougrade:
rnatric:
stunarne:
sex:
dob:
street:
city:
state:
zip:
status:
totgrpts:
totunits:
co1code:
co1narne:

CHAR [4] ;
CHAR[20];
CHAR [8] ;
CHAR[20];
INT[l] ;
CHAR [4] ([A-EKW]);
INT[7]
([0-1000000]);
CHAR[28];
CHAR [ 4] ([ MF] ) ;
CHAR [8] ;
CHAR[16];
CHAR[16];
CHAR[4];
INT[7]
([0-1000000]);
CH AR [ 4] ([ "F R " , "S 0" , "J R " ,
INT[8];
INT [4]
( [ 0-400] ) ;
CHAR[4];
CHAR [20] ;

"s R " ,

"G R " ,

"u N" ) ;
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C.3 RIM Schema Listing for STDDB2
ATTRIBUTES
BRTHDATE
CUM~1CRED

GPA
FULLNAME
ADDRESS
TITLE
CRSTIME
MAXSTUD
CREDHRS
LOCATION
DEPTNAME
GRD
SSN
DEPTNm1
COLLNAME
CRSSEC
COLLID

INT
INT
REAL
TEXT 20
TEXT 28
TEXT
4
TEXT 20
IN'l'
INT
TEXT 16
TEXT 12
TEXT
INT
INT
TEXT
INT
INT

RELATIONS
STUDENT WITH SSN FULLNAME ADDRESS BRTHDll.TE CUMBeRED GPl~
COURSE WITH CRSSEC CRSTIME LOCATION ~ffiXSTUD CREDHRS SSN
DEPTNUM
INSTRCTR WITH SSN FULLNAME ADDRESS TITLE DEPTNUM
DEPTMENT WITH DEPTNUM DEPTNAME LOCATION COLLID
COLLEGE WITH COLLID COLLNAME
ENROLLED WITH CRSSEC SSN GRD
MAJORING WITH SSN DEPTNUM
RULES
SSN LE 999999999 AND SSN GT
DEPTNUM LT 9999 AND DEPTNUI1
GPA LE 4.0 AND GPA GE 000
MAXSTUD GT 0 AND MAXSTUD LE
CREDHRS GE 0 AND CREDHRS LE
TITLE EQ 'ASSC' OR TITLE EQ

0
GT 0
100
6
'PROF' OR TITLE EQ 'ASST'
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C.4 GS Schema Listing for STDDB2
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE college;
ATTRIBUTES:
collid:
DOl·1AIN collid;
collname:
DOMAIN collname;
PRIMARY KEY collid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE deptment;
ATTRIBUTES:
deptnum:
DOMAIN deptnum;
deptname:
DOMAIN dept name ;
collid:
DOMAIN collid;
PRIMARY KEY deptnum;
FOREIGN KEY collid OF college;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE course;
ATTRIBUTES:
crssec:
DOMAIN crssec;
deptnum:
-DOMAIN deptnum;
crstime:
DOMAIN crstime;
credhrs:
DOMAIN credhrs;
location:
DOMAIN location;
maxstud:
DOMAIN maxstud;
ssn:
DOMAIN ssn;
PRIMARY KEY crssec;
FOREIGN KEY deptnum OF deptment,
ssn OF instrctr;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE enrolled;
ATTRIBUTES:
crssec:
DOMAIN crssec;
ssn:
DOr.1AIN ssn;
grd:
DOMAIN grd;
PRIMARY KEY crssec, ssn;
FOREIGN KEY crssec OF course,
ssn OF st udent;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE student;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssn:
DOMAIN ssn;
fullname:
DOMAIN fullname;
address:
DOMAIN address;
gpa:
DOl"iAIN gpa;
cummcred:
DOMAIN cummcred;
brthdate:
DOMAIN date;
PRIMARY KEY ssn;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE majoring
ATTR IBUTES :
ssn:
DOMAIN ssn;
deptnum:
DOMAIN deptnum;
PRIMARY KBY ssn, deptnum;
FOREIGN KEY ssn OF student,
deptnum OF deptment;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE instrctr;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssn:
DO~iAIN ssn;
fullname:
DOMAIN fullname;
address:
DOMAIN address;
title:
DOMAIN title;
deptnum:
DOfv1AIN deptnum;
PRIMARY KEY ssn;
FOREIGN KEY deptnum OF deptmenti
DOMAIN DEFINITIONS
date:
cummcred:
credhrs~

gpa:
address:
grd:
ssn:
fullname:
title:
crstime:
maxstud:
deptnum:
deptname:
location:
crssec:
collid:
collname:

INT[6];
INT [4] ;
INT[l]
([0-6]);
REAL[302];

([0.0-400]);

CHAR[28];
CHAR [1] ([A-E]);
INT [9] ;
CHAR[20];
CHAR[4] ("ASSCIi,"PROF","ASST");
CHAR[20]i
INT [ 3]
( [ 0 -100] ) ;
INT [4] ;
CHAR [12] ;
CHAR[16];
INT [ 8] ;
INT[8];
CHAR[*]i
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE college;
ATTRIBUTES:
collcode:
DOMAIN collcode;
collname:
DOMAIN collname;
PRIMARY KEY collcode;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE department;
ATTRIBU'I'ES:
deptcode:
DOMAIN deptcode;
deptname:
DOMAIN dept name ;
collcode:
DOMAIN collcode;
PRIMARY KEY deptcode;
FOREIGN KEY collcode OF college;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE student;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
studentname: DOMAIN name;
street:
DOMAIN street;
city:
DOMAIN city;
state:
DOMAIN state;
gpa:
DOMAIN gpa;
totgrpts:
DOMAIN totgrpts;
cummcred:
DOMAIN cummcred;
PRIMARY KEY ssno;
CANDIDATE KEY matric;
FOREIGN KEY ruajcode OF major;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE studentl;
SUBTYPE OF student;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
studentname: DOMAIN name;
matric:
DOMAIN matric;
sex:
DOMAIN sex;
dob:
DOMAIN dob;
street:
DOMAIN street;
city:
DOMAIN city;
state:
DOMAIN state;
zip:
DOMAIN zip;
gpa:
DOMAIN gpa;
deptcode:
DOMAIN majcode;
status:
DOMAIN status;
totgrpts:
DOMAIN totgrpts;
cummcred:
DOMAIN cummcred;
PRIMARY KEY ssno;
CANDIDATE KEY matr~ci
FOREIGN KEY deptcode OF department;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE student2;
SUBTYPE OF student;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
studentname: DONAIN name;
street:
DOr-tAIN str e~t.;··
city:
DOf.tAIN city;
state:
DOMAIN state;
gpa:
DOMAIN gpa;
totgrpts:
DOHA IN totgrpts;
cummcred:
DOMAIN cummcred;
PRIMARY KEY ssno;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE course1;
ATTRIBUTES:
coucode:
DOMAIN coucode;
collcode:
DOMAIN collcode;
coutit1e:
DOMAIN coutitle;
credhrs:
DOMAIN credhrs;
PRIMARY KEY coucode;
FOREIGN KEY collcode OF college;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE enroll;
ATTRIBUTES:
coucode:
DOHAIN coucode;
matric:
DOMAIN matric;
grade:
DOMAIN grade;
PRIMARY KEY coucode, matric;
FOREIGN KEY coucode OF course1;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE course2;
1l.TTR IB IT ES :
crssec:
DOMAIN crssec;
deptcode:
DOMAIN deptcode;
crstime:
DOMAIN crstime;
credhrs:
DOMAIN credhrs;
location:
DOMAIN location;
maxstud:
DOMAIN maxstud;
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
PRI~illRY KEY crssec;
FOREIGN KEY deptcode OF department,
ssno OF instrctr;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE enrolled;
ATTRIBUTES:
crssec:
DOMAIN crssec;
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
grade:
DOMAIN grade;
PRIMARY KEY crssec, ssn;
FOREIGN KEY crssec OF course,
ssno OF student2;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE majoring
ATTRIBUTES:
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
deptcode:
DOr-lAIN dept code;
PRIMARY KEY ssno, deptcode;
FOREIGN KEY ssno OF student2,
deptcode OF department;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE instrctr;
ATTRIBUTES:
ssno:
DOMAIN ssno;
fullname:
DOMAIN fullname;
address:
DOr-lAIN addr ess;
title:
DOMAIN title;
deptcode:
DOMAIN deptcode;
PRU'lARY KEY ssno;
FOREIGN KEY deptcode OF department;
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DOMAIN DEFINITIONS

deptcode:
deptname:
coucode:
coutitle:
grade:
matric:
stuname:
sex:
dob:
street:
city:
state:
zip:
status:
totgrpts:
date:
cummcred:
credhrs:
gpa:
address:
ssn:
fullname:
title:
crstime:
maxstud:
location:
crssec:
collcode:
collname:

CHAR [4] ;
CHAR[20];
CHAR[8];
CHAR[20];
CHAR [4] ([A-EKW]);
INT[7]
([0-1000000]);
CHAR[28];
CHAR [ 4] ([ MF ]
);
CHAR [8] ;
CHAR[16]i
CHAR [16] ;
CHAR [4] ;
INT[7]
([0-1000000]);
TEXT [4] (["FR", "SOli, "JR", "SR", "GR", "UN");
INT[8];
INT[6];
INT [4] ;
INT[I]
([0-6]);
REAL [ 3 0 2]; ([ 000 -400] ) ;
CHAR [28] ;
INT[9];
CHAR[20];
CHAR [4] ("ASSC", "PROF", "ASST II ) ;
CHAR[20];
INT[3]
([0-100]);
CHAR[16];
INT[8];
CHAR [4] ;
CHAR[*];

APPENDIX D
SCHEMA LISTING FOR THE DESIGN DATABASE
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE database
ATTRIBUTES:
dbid
/* database io */
dbname
/* dbname */
case
/* integration case */
dbloc
/* database location */
gsid
/* global schema id */
comments
PRI~~Y KEY dbid;
CANDIDATE KEY dbname;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE local-enttype;
ATTRIBUTES:
entia
/* entity type io */
entname
/* entity type name */
dbid
/* database id */
keytype
/* single or multiple attributes */
areaid
/* common area id */
comments
PRIMARY KEY entid;
CANDIDATE KEY dbid+entname;
FOREIGN KEY dbid OF database, areaid OF common-area;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE local-genrel; /* recursive relationship
of local-enttype */
ATTRIBUTES:
supent
/* supertype id */
subent
/* subtype id */
genpred
/* defining predicate */
PRIMARY KEY supent+subent;
FOREIGN KEY supent OF local-enttype,
subent OF local-enttype;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE local-attr;
ATTRIBUTES:
attrid
/* attribute id */
attrname
/* attribute name */
domid
/~'r domain id */
forkey
/* foreign key attribute */
attrtype
/* primary key, cand. key, non-key */
entid
/* owning entity type */
grpid
/* owning group */
comments
PRIMARY KEY attrid;
CANDIDATE KEY entid+attrname;
FOREIGN KEY domid OF local-dom, grpid OF local-group,
forkey OF local-attr, entid OF local-enttype;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE local-dom;
/* local domain */
ATTRIBUTES:
domid
/* domain id */
domname
/* domain name */
length
range
/* range constraint */
domtype
/* int, char, real, struct */
ownerdom
/* owning domid */
comments
PRIMARY KEY domid;
FOREIGN KEY ownerdom OF local-dom;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE local-group;
ATTRIBUTES:
grpid
/* group id */
grpname
/* group name */
prntgrp
/* parent group id */
comments
PRIMARY KEY grpid;
FOREIGN KEY prntgrp OF local-group;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE common-area;
ATTRIBUTES:
areaid
area-name
comments
PRIMARY KEY areaid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE eq-asser; /* equivalence assertion */
ATTRIBUTES:
asserid
/* assertion id */
rightarg
/* right argument */
leftarg
/* left argument */
ra~gtype
/* right arg type (attr,group,der-attr) */
largtype
/* left arg type */
scope
/* local or global */
keytype
/* key or non-key */
areaid
/* common area id */
rightent
/* enttype of rightarg */
leftent
/* enttype of leftarg */
PRIMARY KEY asserid;
CANDIDATE Kl:;Y rightarg+leftarg;
FOREIGN KEY areaid OF common-area,
rightent OF local-enttype,
leftent OF local-enttype;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE der-attr;
/* derived attribute */
ATTR IBUTES :
derattrid
/* derived attribute id */
derattrname
/* derived attribute name */
areaid
/* common area id */
comments
PRIMARY KEY d,9rattr id;
FOREIGN KEY areaid OF common-area;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE derattr-localattr; /* N:M link
entity type */
ATTRIBUTES:
derattrid
/* derived attribute id */
attrid
/* local attrid */
PRIMARY KEY derattrid+attrid;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-schema;
ATTRIBUTES:
gsid
/* global schema id */
gsname
/* global schema name */
comments
PRIMARY KEY gsid;
CANDIDATE KEY gsname;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-enttype;
ATTRIBUTES:
entid
/* entity type id */
entname
/* entity type name */
gsid
/* global schema id */
keytype
/* single or multiple attributes */
intname
/* internal merge name */
splitpred
/* split predicate */
comments
PRIMARY KEY entid;
CANDIDATE KEY gsid+entname;
FOREIGN KEY gsid OF database;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-genrel;
ATTRIBUTES:
supent
/* supertype io */
subent
/* subtype id */
PRIMARY KEY supent+subent;
FOREIGN KEY supent OF global-enttype,
subent OF global-enttype;
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DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-attr;
ATTRIBUTES:
attrid
/* attribute id */
attrname
domid
/* domain id */
forkey
/* foreign key attribute */
attrtype
/* primary key, cando key, non-key */
entid
/* owning entity type */
grpid
/* owning group */
comments
PRIMARY KEY attrid;
CANDIDATE KEY entid+attrnamei
FOREIGN KEY domid OF global-dom,
grpid OF global-group,
forkey OF global-attr,
entid OF global-enttype;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-dom;
/* global domain */
ATTRIBUTES:
domid
/* domain id */
domname
/* domain name */
length
range
/* range constraint */
domtype
/* int, char, real, struct */
ownerdom
/* owning domid */
comments
PRIMARY KEY domid;
FOREIGN KEY ownerdom OF global-dom;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE global-group;
ATTRIBUTES:
grpid
/* group id */
grpname
/* group name */
prntgrp
/* parent group id */
comments
PRIMARY KEY grpid;
FOREIGN KEY prntgrp OF global-group;
DEFINE ENTITY TYPE map-rule;
ATTRIBUTES:
mapid
/* conversion specification */
conv-spec
partition
attrid
PRIMARY KEY mapid;
FOREIGN KEY attrid OF global-attr;
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